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Our previous two issues described an invention 
which shows it's possible. to make power eco
nomically - from water.,If 'used for fransporta
tion and energy generation, engi~eer  Yull 
Brown's technology can change the nature of the 
world's atmosphere, environment and power 
structures in, a remarkably shor:qime. 

Brown's gas is a stable mix ofhydrogen and oxygen;vhich 
bums at verY bigh temperatures I but cant>e completely ana 
easily controlled. Some of its more interesting properties are 
outlined in previous issues; it's produced within a cell using 
only water and electricity. YuU Brown's company B.E.S.T. 
Australia Ltd moved into production in June and areprodudng 
and selling welding units 
which include a Brown's 
gas generator from a 
Sydney factory. Like 
many tnle .innovations, 
the trail from drawing 
board to actuality has 
been a tortured one. This 
fuel of the future has had 
as least as much difficulty 
coming to fruition as elec
tric power did in the days 
of Edison and Tesla. 

Mr Brown graduated 
in 'electronic engineering 
in Bulgaria before work
ing in RUSSIa, where he 
spent seven years in 
forced labour and prison 
camps.with the outbreak
of ,WWII. Reaching Australia in 1952, he worked as·a lab 
technician and designed and built test instruments and quality 
control equipment. He creditsJulcs Verne' sMysteriousIsland 
as the novel which turned him to water-fuel research. 

Alvin,R: Crosby of Auckland, New Zealand developed 
what he claims to be a similar system derived from Brown's 
ideas which he has since sold internationally. 

In 1982 Alvin Crosby bought NZ manufacturing license 
from Yun Brown for three years in an attempt to "quickly bring 
his f4 plus 02 gas system to the New Z~land  public'.'. He 
claims to have redesigned the control cell, taking the gas 
generator beyond Yull Brown's patent and subsequently re
ported that the entire system was apparently based on patents 
taken out by the Hanes Corporation of Phoenix, Nevada USA 
in 1966 and 1967 (patents 3,262,872 [1966] and 3,310,483 

[1967]). Mr Crosby claims to have used the gas in the 19705 
prior'to meeting YuH "Brown, to run a lawnmower. Brown' 
gas can also be used for cooking, heating, cutting and welding 

'Crossing~the Tasman 

RE.S.T. AUSTRALIA 'HAS SUPPLIED NEXUS WIn 
DOCUMENTATION which p~oves  that they do hold two pat· 
en~ for the.production ofBrown'sgas in Australia and NZ, OI1f 

for the cell and one for the safety device (control cell). MJ 
Crosby was granted?-:lZ licensing nghts to produce Brown~'  

welder/generators in March, 1982. YuH Brown holds patcnt~  

on his system in 31 countries, inclUding the USSR and USA. 
, " f4 plus 02 gas is 

produced from more than 
50 different machines 
made around the world, 
for jewellery soldering," 
according to Mr Crosby. 

"I developed new 
technology totally depart
ing from anything Brown 
had put together. My de
signs incorporated ma
chines producing 2-4 
times the output of Mr 
Brown's machines. I de
signed 100, 200, 600, 
.2,000, 5,000 and 10,000 
litre per hour machines 
and I spent $NZ1.6 mil
lion doing it." 

"If we went into ,the automotive area it 
would make too many waves. And I'm not 

. ~ 

prepared to take that r.iSk. The. whole 
suti)ectis very 'political." .;;A. Crosby 

According to Mr~  Crosby his system produced gas which 
burned at 2,950 degrees Celsius (measured.with a disappear
ing filament pyromeier), not 6,000 degrees as claimed for 
Brown ',~  gas. BEST AUstralia points out that they can vapour
ise tungsten with their welder - certainly at a higher tempera
ture than 2,950oC. 

Crosby cites a figure of 126% efficiency in producing the 
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gas, using the latent heat in water molecules to provide an 
additional 26% in energy return. To convert enough water 
directly to gas in a travelling vehicle'you'd need an efficiency 
of 200%, however, or the car would soon run out of steam. 

"You can nul a car on water and it.runs' very well. But not 
continuously," Mr Crosby said in 1983. 

"If we went into the automotive area it would make too 
many waves. And I'm not prepared to take that risk. The whole 
s~bject'is very·politicai."" ' . 

Difficulties in using Brown's ga~as  a fl1el can be.over
come; according to Me Crosby it can be compressed up to 
2,000 lb p.s.i., maKing ,it possitlle to carry enough fuel aboard 
avehicle. Yull Brown has staredtliatconventional LPG bOttles 
can be used for storage. 

"There,is tremendous potential for water powered vehicles 
and they are'thequickestwayto halt the greenhouse effect," Mr 
Crosby told NEXUS earlier this year. ' 

"All the engines are out there ~ow,- we don't need to build 
new technologies. Automotive engines, are'ideally suited to 
direct conversion. The optimum, of course"would be to 
produce the gas directly as you drive, but that isn't presently 
possible. But ,there are a number of ways in which it can be 
used. The gas can be bubbled through and added to petrol, for 

I . . 

instance, greatly increasing fuel efficiency. 
"But the technology for this conversion is fast disappearing 

as,'new models ofvehicles are doing'away with carburettors in 
favour of fuel injection. This may have been foreseen by 
technologists." 

Unfortunately, these generators have also generated much 
legal action between BEST Australia' and Hydrox over patent 
and licensing infringement. 

Alvin CrosDy claimed his use of high quality nickel elec
trodes and efficiency of design made his the superior generat
ing system. BESTrefuted th,is. After two offers to shut up shop, 
in 1986 Crosby sold his interests to Hydrox'International 
Corporation (formed from the assets of Crosby Energy Sys
tems) and subsequently sold all rights and patents to Peers and 
Company Merchant Bank of Wall Street - afterhis three-year 
contract with Yull Brown had expired. Mamifactured·jn 
Manila, the Philippine' capital, these generators were made 
available through Sydney-based' Aquagas Australia Ltd and 
Fletcher Steel inNew Ze3.Iand as welding units. According to 
Hydrox chief exec~tive  David Williamson, the Manila pro
duction team has disbanded. But the technology is used by at 
least eight other companies - apparently in breach of patent. 

Hydrox and Aquagas were taken to court by Brown's 
Water Fuel Holdings,in early 1988 to prevent them selling the 
Hydrox generator/welder in Australia. In February of that year 
a former Crosby and Hydrox employee was apprehended at 
Auckland Airpoit and charged with attempting to take 'S2.87 
million worth' of research papers and circuit boards out of the 
country. In New Zea1ind's fIrst industrial espionage trial, Me 
Williams pressed charges against his electronics engineer 
Kenneth Moreau, who admitted his attempt to smuggle the 
materials into Korea to a subsidiary company. Hydrox has 
listed subsidiary companies in Korea, the US, Hong Kong and 
Australia. 

Accusations and court action have flown thick and fast 
between many of the parties concerned, and Hydrox was 
wound up by High Court order in Auckland last March by the 
request of creditors who were owed SNZ200,OOO. 

Yull Brown has discovered that a patent is only any use if 
you are prepared to defend it in court at great cost in time and 
money.Now thatBEST Australia is inproduction, wecan only 
hope the system will also be developed for uses other than 
welding. Yull Brown is also developing plans for an emission
free waste disposal unit and a pump which works on atmos
pheric pressure differential and bas no moving parts. Desalina
tion units arealso'on the drawing board. 

~ydrogen Hope 
THE USE OF HYDROGEN AS A FUEL FOR VEHICLES HAS 
OFTEN BEEN CONSIDERED our best chance for stopping 
industry's fossil fuel fix. Now it's also seen as a solution to the 
Greenhouse Effect and climatic disaster. Hydrogen is literally 
the most plentiful element in the 'Universe and burns more 
cleanly (although it still produces dangerous nitric oxides), 
producing moce energy per kilogram and.better 'engine wear 
than fossil fuels.' However, Brown's gas burnt without air 
produces only charged water vapour as waste. 

Tests by Electronics Australia magazine found that a 
regular internal combustion engine needs llttle modifica
tion to accept Brown's' oxygen-hydrogen mix. The carbu· 
rettor is simply replaced with a throttle valve and pressure 
reducer while the engine is re-timed to handle the ,gas' 
higher name speed. Electrpnics Australia researchers· 
found that engines have an output about 8% higher than 
with a petrol/air mix. 

Continues Over ~  





R:a,dioa:ctiveBe8.G,hes� 
SOME GOLD COAST BEACHES " ... (!'he council) say that they're con�
ARE CONTAMINATED BY RADIO cerned about the environmental -~ffects  of� 
A.CTIVE SAND producing more than six 'mining yet they knowa1>out this." Alderman� 
times the recommended safety level of Coomber admitted ",'some hot spots"',;ap�
radiatIon. peared when rutilewas exposed temporarily� 

According to Mr Peter Neumann, rp.an after storms.� 
aging 4irector of Currulnbin Minerals, the This writer has personally investigated� 
Gold Coast City CO¥J1cil suppressed this some old sand mlning areas in .Northern� 

~ , _ _ c 1fT 

information due to fears about its effect on NSW with a Geiger counter, finding extraor
_~~·f  •� ... , 

tourism. Council beach and foreshores com- dinary levels of radiation at some locations.� 
mittee chairperson Alderman Trevor The mining process concentrates heavy ra�
Coomber admitted the high l;~els,  but d,ioactive elements'by 'placirig the sand in a� 
claimed they were not danger2us lIIld that Mr centrifuge, and less economically useful� 
Neumann was "setting up a smokesCreen" to radioactive eremeJits are simply l~ft  in'high ALL MAJOR AUSTRJ\LIAN BANKS� 
divert'attention from itS sand miriing. concenttationS in'tailings in many arw.� HAVE CONFIRMED THAT THEY I{AVE 

Mr Neumann claims radiation levels of Sand !pining for rutile has been under FITTED ,CAMERAS inside their: automatic 
about 180 microrems per minute were found taken for decades right around our coasts and teller machines, Westpac, Commonwcallh, 
during two surveys 'by 'the Queensland' Uni has left these tailings in many places. One 

..•:t' National Australia and ANZ banks have fit
versity of Technology which were commis notable example, is at Byron Bay, where 

. t • 

ted the cameras (which ~«-in  most cases not 
siOned by C~mbin.  The generally ac radioactiile tailings were-'given away as free 

l visible) ill the interests, of 'security'. Some 
cepted 'international standard' safe dose,of landflll to private individuals and construc cameras run continually, according to West
radiation is about 60 microrerns/minute, tion projects including the local)tospital and pac spoke~personMr Tony BelUler. The film 
~hiliQueenslancihasa 27 microrem safety at least one school. We know of this example is held by the bank indefinitely and processed
level standard. because a town expanded around the tailings. only if there C; a dispute or fraud is discov. 

"One survey was conducted at Tugun and Who knows how many other areas are simi ered; but videotapes from 24 hour surveil
the other at Tugun, Burleigh Heads and Bi! larly affected? lance cameras requires no processing. An 
inga, all major tourist beaches. Protesters repeatedly blocked the path of ANZ spokesperson,claimed they were pri

"Highly radioactive sand was found over heavy machinery mining at a 350 metre marily designed to stop vandalism. 
a� wide area on those beaches," said Mr stretch of beach at Tugun in June, forcing "It's like a general deploying his troops," 
Neumann.� Currumbin Minerals to stop sand milling announced Mr John Marsden of the Austra

Currumbin is mining rutile, which con there several times, In June the Gold Coast lian Banker's Association. "He docsn 't use 
tains the radioactive mineral monozite. Council asked the Queensland Government all the artillery all the time, and part of the 

"Gold Coast beaches are covered in this to revoke the company's long-standing lease value of having that piece of equipment in 
rutile," said Mr Neumann.� on the beach. 

your armoury is that.it is not known about." 

•� 
"The banker/customer relationship in� 

my opinion does not inciude random photo�
graphing of transactions," said Federal Pri�
vacy Commissioner and, Human Rights� 
Commission member Mr Kevin O'ColUlor.� o o ~ •� "People should be pennitted to go about their 
ilUlocentsocial activity without feeling wor
ried that someone has a photo of them which 

:� may be used in some"way to 'trace their 
movements or possibly to embarrass them," 

II ccrliltlll y 1<.;11', all)' pklllC heing 
.... I:llnllHllcllI .......il\n~  Illy IIHHIR'(' •• ".' >:-.. :/� 

tilt:d "Ill'" hn':l1 HI Illy t:;lr lIugging "';'/,,1'<>/:;:
SUCCESSFUL EXPERIMENTS HAVE litr~s offuel oil pe~  week which co~ld  sell for "'e .~~ !~:'.~ "u,,)' _. / (.. ?'ij 
PAVED THE WAY for the. conversion of as little,as ". 30e a litre. ~;'~.(_.!', ~,~_)'-IH)\}..J ~r@"",---= 

sewage sludge to cheap fuel oil. "The concept is mind-bogglfug and de-' ; tlCflr~~i1\' 1... ..,,' ,r. / ....... (r. ) •� 

A $320,000 contract was awarded earlier serves a thorough sCIentific exanunatJon, 1~"  "7••t''' t./(I ~ ,I>.. itpJf!J� 
th.is year for a pilot oil-from-sewage plant at :bl~. tr�saidNSWEnvironmentMinisterTimMoore 11~',,' Q ,/:, ' ~  

.� "" ~  ,Sydney's Malabar sewage treatment plant. as he announ~ed  th~  plan.� / j.'f,"f 

Canipbell Environmental Ltd, the~ompany  "It is obviously preferable to tum sludge .'""". f; ( \.--\\~ 

which will run the pilot study, claim to be into valuable fuel oil if possible rather than 0,I� ~ 

able to recover 300 litres of fuel oil from each cont~uingtoj~tdumpitinrothes.ea,incin- _"'_ ' ( ~

 tOlUle of sludge. Using these figures the erate It or use It as land fiIl," he saJ.d. ~

 

Malabar works could produce up to 70,000� e 
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Martian Mysterie"� 
BOTH SOVIET MARS PROBES PHO- on infra-red _which means they're emitting 
BOS 1 AND 2 FAILED TO ACHIEVE heat. That's very puzzling indeed consider-

in July 1988.Phobos J was lost thefollowing diox.ide atmosphere." 
September when flight conaollers lost A fmal stream of data transmitted before 
control en rou.te to Mars. Phobos J vanished has not been released by 

After Phobos 2 was lost last March the Soviets, whose official news agency Tass 
within a week of a pi armed landing of scien- announeed that an "unknown object" ap
tific instruments on Phobos, one of the Mar- proached the craft before they lost contact. 
tian moons, a furore erupted over data trans- "Phobos was possibly stru.ck by a small 
milled to Earth only hours before its demise. pieee of rock which happened to be in the 
Readers of NEXUS No 6 will be awareofthe same orbir." said Becklake. 
debate over the apparent finding of ruins in "But if thi.s is the case it's hard to under-
photographs taken of the Martian surface by stand why the Russians won't let anyone see 
earlier US Mariner and Viking probes. Per- the film." 
haps due to decades of bad science fiction After the failure of the twin Soviet Mars 
storks devoted to this very topic, people probes, perestroika may bring international 
have found it very difficult to take the subject effort to bear. 
seriously. "We're ready to share anything with the 

United States, even bases on Mars;" said Mr 
Valerei Barsukov, director of the Vernadsky rti n F Instirute of Geochemistry and Analytic 
Chemistry, earlier this year. Economic re

BUT PHOBOS 2 HAS NOW BEEN RE strail1lS coupled with new superpower co
PORTED TO HAVE TRANSMITTED operation could force scientists to find a 
PICTURES OF A I·IUGE CITY-LIKE "more reasonable" approach to space ex.plo
STR UCTURE dubbed a "Martian metropo ration, he told reporters at an impromptu 
lis". The probe was reported by the Soviet news conference. 
scientists as having also transmitted picrures The Soviet Union plans to fly two more 
of an inunense oval shadow 5km long on the unmanned Mars missions in 1994 and 1998. 
Martian surface, images recorded using both The 1994 probe will deploy weather stations, 
optical and infrared cameras, The oval a surface drilling appararus and instrument· 
shaped shadow seemed to be cast by an laden balloons to gather data over a wide 
object in the sky, as ridges and valleys are area. 
clearly visible beneath it. "We think we should end the century 

"There's no doubt it's a shadow - but a bringing samples from Mars as the first stage 
shadow of what?" asked Dr Jolm Becklake of in preparation for unmanned flight to Mars," 
the London Science museum. Mr Barsukov said, claiming that the Soviets 

"The city-like pattern is particularly fas already have the technology - but not the 
cinating. It's 60km wide and could easily be funds· to send humans to Mars. This and the 
mistaken for an aerial view of Los Angeles. unknown bodily effects of weightlessness 

"The criss-crossing lines on the film for prolonged periods may prevent such a 
frame are about 4km wide. And they show up mission until 2025, he said. 

-~----~--------
Soviet scientists discovered on September 2� 
that an erroneous computer program had� 
been Inserted. Subsequently, Phobos 1 was� 
not receiving COtTect dau for the proper� 
orientation of Its solar panels.� 
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~ORE THAN 30 NUCLEAR REAC

TORS HAVE BEEN LAUNCHED INTO 

SPACE by the Soviet Union alone. Carrying 
enough enriched uranium to potelllially 
contaminate wide areas when they fall back 
into the atmosphere and disintegrate, these 
reactors power Soviet spy 51llellites ,imil ar ILl 

the Snap series also deployed by the US 111e 
Soviet space reactors are used La power 
highly energy-conswning radar systems 
which track US r.avaJ vessels. The US 
equivalent uses solar panels. 

At least two Soviet reactors have fallen 
back to Earth after failed attemp15 to boost 
them to higher orbits once their shorr liie.s
pallS were over. 

Although the subject is highly dllsswed, 
the damage thereacLors are doing [0 a branch 
of astronomy has led the US to release some 
data on the subject. After a learn of sciemisls 
from the University of Cali fomia, Rive.rside, 
accidentally detected four space reactors 
with a gamma ray telescope suspended.from 
a high-altitude balloon, Federal tiara was 
released leading to disclosures in four ar
ticles in Science earlier ulis year. The Sp:lI: 
reactors may eventually pur our enough 
gamma ray noise to conceivably ruin tlus 
entire branch of Astronomy. 

Many are now pushirlg for a LOlal b4.-'1o 
space reaClors, Physicist Dr Joel PrirnJck of 
the Instirute for Particle Physics :!t the Uni· 
versity of California. Santa Cruz... claims 
if a launch of such a reactOr W.IS abone<:l. 
enough enriched radioactive matcrial could 
fall back to Earth "to make several weap
ons". 

Los Angeles Times 
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AFTER YEARS OF EXPERIENCE IN 
SPACE, WE NOW KNOWthat the human 
body undergoes massive changes in a 
weightless environment. 

Lesser ailments astronauts and cosmo
nauts experience in space are blocked"noseS, 
indigestion, insomnia. headaches, motion 
sickness, nausea llPd fainting, spells. Th,ese 

,are all caused by a lack 'of gravity. as are 
symptoms of "space adaptation sickncss" 
which strikes 50% of all astroflauts at some 

• ~. l 
bme. 

..., "On"EtU1.h, the brain receives signals 
fTom" the body that, g'i~e information about 
position and movement. Some clues are vis
ual. Some c~m~  from nerve endings on the 

':! feet orlegs that'teli'the'body. 'I'm sitting' or 
'I'm standing· ... according to Bernard Har
ris, flight surgeon wfth the NASA Space 
Biomedical Rese'~ch  m:titute (SBMI) near 
Houston. 

'There are also little hairs attached to 
nerves in the mid.d1~ ear.'These hairs dangle 
down and tell the brain what's going on... 

"In the weightlessness of space [there is] 
a conflict of inputs." and the brain learns to 
ignore the conflict after a few days. 

Morc serious problems emerge with 
time. Blood pressute and heartbeat rate drop 
slightly. the heart 'de.conditions· and be
come~ smaller and Possibly less po~erful.  

The muscles waste and astronauts lose 
strength as if they were bedridden. The bones 
demineralisc ~d  shed calcium at a rate be
lieved by NASA to be about 1% per month. 
Soviet research"sugg'ests that the arnoUn~ 

varies; after long m5ssions one cosmonaur
lost about 5% ofhis bone mass while another 
lost aln:lOst20%"says MichaeiiB~go, direc
tor of the SEMI.' '.' 

Blood '.md·plasma' soot from the legs 'to 
the chest and head•.and'the kidneys attempt to 
remove the'apparently excess fluid by (irinat

• . '," ~!.  _ ',oj' n 

ing. Afte~ a 'week in space the body loses 
about 15% of its fluids. 

"If they can'l't stand'up aild get' out of. the 
shuttle; that's a problem...· said'" Bernard 
Harris. Many a5tronaut~'stiff~rfro~  fainting 
ordizzy spells. About a thiid ofall astronauts 
on early shuttle missions fainted or felt faint ... , ,," ,''', ~  " 

after standing up on return to Earth. 
o. h ,'. ~  , 

• Exercise '~  only a partial solution. 
"Sweating in space. is a :big mess," says 
Harris. "Sweat in'space looks like mercury 
outof a thermometer. Itr()lls around like a big 
blob. It covers yOUI body' like a sheet of ' 
jello." - ., 

One solution to the problems caused by 
weightlessness is to have a craft or sc;ction of 
it rotating. so ,thai centrifugal'force will pro
vide artificial gravity for crew members-like 
the Soviet' spacecraft depicted. ~ the film 
2010. On long missions some form-of artifi
cial gra~ity  may be necessary for crew SUI

vival. 
. A more serious problem is radiation. 

Normal cosmic radiation beyond the 
protection of the Earth gives shuttle crew 
members a'dose of about 30 millirems of 
radiation per day - the equivalent.oCab0ut 
two 'chest x-rays. The 'international' stan
d~d' s'afe"rlldiation dose is about 60 mi
crorems per minute - 86.4 millire~  per day. 
But Queenslimd's 'safe maximum' level ~ 

only 38.8 millirems/day. 
But solar flares - likely on long inter

planetary missions or toUIS on space stations 
- and the' Earth's Van Allen belts produce 
lethal doses of radiation and present the 
greatest danger of'all. 

It's possible that a strong magnetic field 
generated around spacecraft could shield the 
occupants from these lethal doses. 

. The Washington Post 

MEXICAN',SMOG� 
MEXICO CITY IS A POTENTIAL ECO
LOG lCAL CATASTROPHE. Built iIi a 
basin' 2,240 metres above sea level and 
"rarnmed~ith about 20 mi'lliOll peoile it is 
the world's largest and most polluted me
troPolis. Ecologists fear that a protracted 
thermill inver~ion. where cold air is trapped 
un-der alayerofwarm air, would tum the city 
into a.gas·ch~ber and cause many deaths. 

Most of the pollution (75%)' is from cars 
,b~ause of the low quality ofMexican petro] 
and th~ altitude. which makes combustion 
.very in~ffitien't:  Unburned' hydrocarbons 
'mix;With 'ci&llgen oxides 'to form a toxic 
_'p/io't'6cnemiCaismog under the intense sun-

I ligh~:;Thl;:irfaiti. 6omponent of this sffiog is 
9zone (Diologically dangerous at ground 

1evel) and rronically is the result of the state 
peirol;rolnpaby introduced a new petrol in 
.1986 in ;e?ponse to public outcry about the 
, ... , (t .,.

"}ey\;1 of ,lead pollution. Without catalytic 
'converters on cars the new fuel caused ozone 

- levels f~  increas'e dramatically. shr6ud.ing 
the city iIi a bro.:vu haze every day. 

Washington Post 

MIC~ROSC O'P'IC� 
•••..c,H:iN'E,S'� 

MACHINES SO SMALL YOU NEED A 
MICROSCOPE TO SEE -"rHEM are emerg
ing in a new technological revolution. 
Springs a fortieth the width of ahuman hair, 
turbines as small as 60 microns (about the 
width of a hair) and other machine parts are 
made of silicon using similar processes to 
those evolved for growing computer chips, 

Early this year the University of Ca!:ifor
nia at Berkely built the world's first working 
micromotor - a tiny turbine driven by static 
electricity. The turbine, with blades UO
microns long, spins at 24,000 revolutions per 
second; faster than mmy jet-engine turbines. 

The cost of such motors is minute - as 
little as a tenth of a cent - and will fall with 
mass production, Micropower saws for intri
cate eye surgery which could be fuelled by 
sound waves or electrostatic charges are 
being researched as wen. bu t applications are 
,so varied that no-one' can imagine all the 
directions in which this technology can go, 

"Researchers for many years have sent 
probes to study the oceans and outer space. 
We hope to study the inner wodd." say's Iwao 
Fujimasa of Tokyo University's Research 
Centre for Advanced Science and Teclmol
ogy. whose goal is'to,produce a robot less 
than a millimetre in size which can travel 
through veins and inside organs. 

Because these motors are made in nearly 
identical ways to microchips. it'); ppssible 
that entire systems complete with chips. 
sensors and motors may be'built in a single 
process. accor~ng  to Dr Richard Mueller. 
co-director of the Berkely sensor and actua· 
tor centre. 
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~ometimes we overlook obvious solutions 
to co'rnplex problems. This simple break
through' may transform our views of 
health, healing and the human lifespan, 

MANY DIFFERENT ELEMENTS, ,BASIC COMPOUNDS 
~ND  ASSORTED NUTRIENTS ARE REQUIRED FOR THE 
CONTINUOUS CONSTRUCTION OF THE PHYSICAL , , 

,BODY. It hns long been recognIsed that shortages of these 
essential raw'mnter'ials can produce a bewilderIng variety of 

, t, ,I • 

disorders and malfunctions. 
We should expect thnt the greater the body's required pro

portion of a given element, the more centrnl and crucial its 
biologieaI functions and the more severe and generalised the 
health problems tIJnt would result from n shortage of it. Logically, 
a serious deficiency of the single most vital element in the body 
would do the worst damage of all, and the most basic. 

The element tIJat the body is primarily composed of is oxygen. 
A healthy body Js around four-fifths water; water i5 eight-ninths 
oxygen, which is also present In most of the other orgnnlc com
pounds. The body is 'over two-thirds oxygen, more thnn twice as 
much ns all the otller elements combined. Tllrough oxidation, the 
body generates hent and energy from whatever fuel it consumes 
and disposes of its toxins and any unwelcome microbes. 

No other elementnellds to be constantly pumped Into the body 
to keep it functioning. Five minutes with no oxygen would put 
mostllUmans in serious trouble. Ten minutes and they'd be out of 
the game or severely braIn-damaged, except under certain rnre 
conditions. 

The essential role of oxygen in our type of life Is widely known 
In ,a general \vay; however Its full implications do not seem to hnve 
bee~ e~ainined. Nor have 'the possible consequences been ~onsid
ered of a continuous, gradual decline In the air's oxygen level on 
the physical and mental health of an IndIvidual or clvilisntion. 

Why Oxygen Tberapy Works 

THE APPLICATIONS OF THIS PRINCIPLE TOUCH ON 
EVERY ASPECT OF OUR LIVES, INCLUDING EVEN OUR 
ABILITY TO THINK ABOUT IT. The basic mechanism is that 
all hostile microbes and disease growths are unable to tolerate 
hIgh oxygen concentrations in the fluids around them. A healthy 
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b09Y is composed of cens that run more efficJently nt high! 
Internal oxygen tensions, enough to keep any passing antagonistl 
germs from from establishing a culture among them. Should th 
body's oxygerrpercentage drop Into the range that allows diseas 
to occur: It cnn be raised back up to ;l healthy level by takln{ 
certain other concentrated oxygen supplements, which usuall 
are naturally OCcurring substances. 

With oxygen therapy we aren't creating artificial chemica 
conditions In the body, but restoring Its oxygen balance closer tl 
the range It was originally Intended tohave. Even patients in ver: 
advanced states,of dIsrepair have recovered by correcting thel 
oxygen ~turatlon,  If started before irreversible structural dam 
age has set in. 

Thous!1nds of people have now overcome their various dlsor 
ders through oxygen therapy In one form or another. A growinl 
numher of physicinns In Europe and the US are offering eithel 
intrave'nous HzOz(hydrogen peroxide) or ozone (03) blood infu 
sions for patients with a wide variety of disorders. Many othe! 
indlvidunls an~  simply treating themselves by drinking a dilutE 
H~ 02 sofution and/or absorbing It through their skin, and report 
Ing full recoveries. North American consumptlon,ofFood-Grndl 
H

Z
0 2 is reported to be rising over 15% each year, as its personal 

and agricultural applications catch on. 
Enrth Itself is half oxygen, so It is practical and appropriate to 

composeJts crea'tures JDostly of that pieptiful e1ement. Bttif,our 
bodies are over two-thirds oxygen, we must be concentrating thaI 
considerably ~ut  of the available supply in the air, which is 
currently only about one-fifth oxygen at bes(and much less i~ 

so~e places. The lower th~  proportion of oxygen around us; the 
more work Is required to extract what w~  need and less energy is 
availa,ble fqr other ,tasks. . 

Toe water we contain must be constantly cleaned with fresh 
oxygEm. Single:atom oxYgen.is so reactive it 'o;nly lasts as a free 
atom 'for perhaps a mlllionth of a secondbefor'e oxidisIng the 
nearest ~pproprlate  molecule, such as those In potentially ,harin

, _1 1 ;' _ " 

ful contaminants and microbes. 
'. 'bn tbe I~nd  or in a body, water can be ~nywhere from Wgwy 

,active, oxygena~ed  and clean to stagnant and teeinlng with mi
crobes thn! live on fermentation Instead 'of 'oxidation. Water 
carrles~~'Xt~a'o~ygen  a'iong with It 'elJher 100sely In solution, such 
as itmlght pick up going over a'waterfall, or tightly bou'lid as HzOz 
molecu"tes, which occur naturally when water encounters o'zone, 
ultravl~let rays;or electrical discharges, In snow and rain and 
when lee'and fire collide. -

H20 
Z 

Is also formed In the bodies of all higher life forms on 
Earth and plays key roles In many of their metabolic pathways. 

8<·····N:E~'l.1SN¢1& ......im.¢~}Niij.¢ .. J 989.� 



Along with hlEmoglobln, It Is what the body uses to move extra 
oxygen around. it IS also the fIrst thing the Immune system puts 
out In response to any microbial Invasions. H

2
0 

2 
ls carried into 

Infected areas, to destroy pathogens with the highly reacti~e  

singlet oxygen It brings and lets loose. Blood platelets release 
H

2
6

2 
on encount~~lngany membra~e-perturbing  particulates. If _ 

the immuf/e system has available enough oxygen ro do itsjob, no 
hostile·.kicro.orglmisms can do 'theirs, nor cancerous growtlls 
occur, simply because they can't survive such high concentrations 
ofoxygen: 

Obviously these functions are Ii lot harder to carry out If 
there's a significant reduction In the a-vaHable oxygen for making 
the H

2
0 

1
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Animal and plant cells contain microbodies called per
oxiSomes, whJch are invol.ved with the continuous production and 
breakdown of H10 1• But beyond that, according to Stedman's 
Medical Dictionary (24th Ed) for. example; "The role of per
oxJsomes tn mammalian cells Is not yet clarlfled."FOI': the func
tion'ofperoxlsomes'to be clearly understood, it will be necessary 
to acknowledge the central role of H 0 1n our Immune systems 

2 2 
and elsewhere, with all 'of its ramifications, including the link 
bet~een  massive oxygen depletion and the current Age of Dis
ease. 

Disease consists of.elther an invasion of the body by identifl" 
able hostile microorganisms, or 'by som~ part or' system of the 
body deterioratIng apparently on Its own, as with cancer. These 
conditions can occur only when the oxygen contentofthe affected 
fluids and tissues drops weIl below the optimum level required for 
healthy cell growth,and activity and into the range'where low:
oxygen microbes or anlEro~lc  growths can exist. 

Either qf thes~ can b~ a highly potent� 
weapon again'st disease. Together they� 
offer the world a future:h,ealth outlook� 
entireJy different from the usual grim� 
exp~ctations. '. 

Whatever.othernutritlonal errorsmay have occurred, a body� 
in' a'dlseased state has not been getting enough oxygen.� 

Tlie"most direct short-term solution to a bQdy's oxygen 
shortage is to supplement whate.ver has been extracting by 
breathing, since that obviously wasn't sufficient, with some other 
concentrated source of oxygen. 

Ozone (03) Is pure oxygen with a third atom on each molecule, 
whiebspIlts off. easIly to oxidise germs or whatever else needs 
oxidising. Its therapeutic capabilities are wide-ranging and well 
documented (See.NEXUS #8 News). But It can't be stored; it has 
to l>egen~rated as ne~ded:The single oxygen atoms all come loose 
and combine with each other, so you wind up with a tank of 
regular oxygen (02)' Still, there are conditions that appear to 
respond more SWiftly to 03 thcan to H

2
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Pure H1 0 2 1s 94% oxygen, since each oxygen atom is 16 times 
the slze.ora hydrogen atom. it Is the most concentrated source of 
oxygen In liquid form avaIlable at normal temperatures. H

2
0 

2 
can be easily stored and transported and is simple to dilute and 
use, whetger orally or by soaking it through the skin to get the 
body's oxygen level back up toward wba t It was supposed to be in 
the first place. 

Either one of these cUn·be a highly potent weapon against 
disease. Together they offer the world a future health outlook 
entirely different from the usual grim expectations. 

Ifoxygen's the Tain thingwe need, Itmight be a good idea not 
to burn it al1 up, unless we're 'quite sure we know how to'replace 
It. Unfortunately, in many places It Is still being treated as if there 
were an'inexhaustible supply, just as se'emingly unlimited clean 
water was taken for granted until fairly recently. • 

Free oxygen is so reactive that any given volume of it eventu
ally all binds up Into oxides of whatever it contacts that can be 
oxidised.It must be constantiy replenished through photosynthe
sis, electrolysis of water or some other means. So much of the 
oxygen ofMars is bound up in Its crust thatwe can' clearly se'e the 
red rusty soli from here. Earth has been luckier, so far. 

The oxygen percentage in the air over a number of cities has 
dropped far beww the 21% figure listed in the encycwpadias. Til 
Eastern Europe, downwind from everyone else is pollution, even 
someforested regions have been measured at15% or less oxygen in 
the air. After fighting the effects of acid rain for decades, the 
forests haven't enough strength left for normal photosynthesis. 
There are cities where the oxygen Is consumed much faster than 
It can be locally replaced and when there Isn't enough ofa breeze 
to bring any fresh air tn, t.he percentage can get low enough to 
asphyxiate some people right in their homes. 

Anything under 7 % oxygen in the air is too low to support a 
human even for short periods. If the lung surfaces are damaged 
by any of the amazing variety of modern airborne substances, 
they require more oxygen In the air if they are to keep their owner 
at least semi-functional a while longer. 

Life-threatening deciines of biologically avallable. oxygen 
have become so 'widespread that this is seldom even recognised as 
a factor in disease, let alone a principal cause. Oxygen depletion 
creates a misll!adlng "background level" olimpa'irment of health 
and vitality that encourages people to accept ~  "nor~al"  states 
of Ilealth and lifespans which are far below what is actually 
possible and,uesirable. 

-Symptoms of oxygen deprivation can Include weakuess, de
pression, dizziness, irritability, fatigue, memory loss', irrational 
behaviour,chronic hostility, circulation problems, bad digestion, 
lowered immunity to infection, parasites, tumours and various 
deposit buildups, and nameless dread. Cells undergoing partial 
oxygen starvation send out tiny panIc signals which are collec
tively felt as a continuous vague sensation of immanent disaster. 
This low-level generalised warning tends to get tuned out as 
background noise or attributed to other sources of uneasiness, 
ibut it still adds considerably to tile overall tension and irritability 
in the areas where the oxygen level has most declined. 

Continued on Page 42 £7 



"SCIENTiSTS WILL SIMPLY HAVE TO 

ACCEPT'THAT ,I AM RIGHT A~P  

PHYSICS IS WRONG," accm;ding to 52
year"olciS'c;ots engineer Sandy Kidd. I 

"Only then can we open up the universe 
and take man to Mars in just a fe:~  hours 
longer than the present flying time between 
Sydney and London." 

These outlandish (even une,arthly) 
claims would normally be consigned to the 
'out' pile - but not when they come from 
Sandy Kidd. His invention, the Kidd Ma
chine, is now being funded by an Australian 
high-tech company and, although it 
shouldn't work, it does - repeatedly. 

Sandy Kidd set out La create an anti
gravity machine in 1980, a device which 
could power flying saucers with the energy 
of high-speed gyroscopes. While working as 
a planning engineer with a North Sea' oil 
company for four ycars, he spent almost 
every spare minute in a makeshift workshop 
in his garden shed in Dundee, Scotland. 
Then, at Christmas, 19~4,  his machine gen
erated its first vertical thrust. "Notmuch, but 
it was there and I was over the moon," he 
recalls. AI>-.few· weeks later the devi~e  was 
demonstrated at Imperial College, London, 
for Prof~sor Eric Laithwaite, an expert on 
gyroscopes. 

After watching the 3 kilogram, 45 cm 
unit with a gyro at each end of a crossarm, 
rise from the' test-bench against a counter'
weight, he described Kidd as "ingenious". 

"What we have here is a potential space 
drive," Laithwaite said. "Properly devel
oped, this would take you to the outer uni
verse on a spoonful of uraruwn." 

two years later, research physicist 'Dr 
Bill Ferrier of Dundee University examined 
the device on campus. "Its potential is mind
boggling," Ferrier armounced. 

Sandy Kidd is now living at Endeavour 
Hills il~ar  Dandenong, VicLaria and working 
under developmental contract to BWN, a 
company based at Dandenong. A second 
proLa type was tested in Melbourne for three 
days under supervision of specialised engi
neers. Placed in a sealed wooden box,it was 
suspended from a chord attached to an over
head beam fitted with sensitive measuring 
instruments. Powered by a model aircraft 
engine, the entire device lost weight as the 
vertical thrust overcame the force ofgravity. 

"It create<;i enough thrust to float a small 
orange through the middle of a room," said 
Kidd. "People in the laborliLary were clearly 
shaken." . ' 

The Kidd Machine produces lift without 
reacting on air, water or a solid surface and 
there,fore appears to be defying Newton's 
Third Law of Motion which says that every 
action must have an equal and opposite reac
tion. 

"What Kidd has achieved ~ill  certainly 
shake the scientific world La the core when 
they realise the implications of the results," 
announced Astrophysicist. Dr Harold 
Aspden, of SouthampLan University. "It 
should now be possible La build a machine 
big enough to lift itself off the ground with a 
full p~yload."  

BWN refuses La divulge laboraLary de
tails, but the device has been demonstrated 
on a number of television programmes. "Full 
public disclosure would simply encourage 
others La build similar devices.and perhaps 
overtake us," says Noel Carrol ofBWN. "In
dustrial espionage is another risk we face." 

Work still needs to be done to increase 
lift and design a commercial prototype.• 

':It may take us several years bu twe'll get 

there," says Kidd. 

AI.o,S Inc~rrC,eration 

AN AIDS-INFECTED PROSTITUTI 

WAS WIDELY REPORTED AS HAVINe 

BEEN PLACED IN DETENTION in ~ 

major Sydney hospital after she admitted tc 
continuing-to have sex with clients. KnoW! 
as Charlene, the woman was admitted tc 
hospital last July and subsequently hek 
against her willnnder little-used section32!\ 
of the 86-year-old Public Health Act. 

NSW, State Health Minister Mr Colliru 
said the woman .had been aware she wlU 
carrying the AIDS virus and worked as ~  

prostitute in the Kings ,Cross area. 
'~The  fact is we pad someone out there 

acting, in such a way which could and proba
bly has spread a potentially fatal disease to.~  

large number of people;' he announced in 
early August. 

All very well - except ,that there hav; 
been .very few statistically-inferred cases of 
AIDS infection from a woman to a man via 
vaginal, oral or anal sex - and no confirmed 
cases. of female-to·male transmission at 
all. What we do have is a comumed trans
mission route only from males to females 
8l1P then ptobably only duting ail~  sex 
making the prostitute herself the only one at 
risk. 

"I am going through a bit of hell and 
trouble because they won't let me out," said 
Charlene. 'They won't let me go for a walk. 
It's like arrisan. 

~They  ~~e  me as, a danger, but there are 
people here who have got full-blown AIDS 
and are leaving; I've just got the antibodies," 
she said in a Channel 10 interview. 

"Again 'they are locking up the prosti
tutes and not the clients of prostitutes, which 
is very distressing," responded Ms Roberta 
Perkins, a ieading campaigner fOT 
prostitute'.s rights.' 

Despite all ,the mental programming< 
abou~ AIDS that world and national health 
bodies are,pushing to the cOntrary, vaginal 
heterosexual sex has still not been proven tcr 
'be an mv transmission route by any statisti
cally acceptable studies. After nearly a dec
ade of searching fof' heterosexual transmis
sion, none has really been found (seeAlDS. 
The Real Story - back page of this issue). 

In many countries reckless behaviour by 
my-effected people has been legislated 
against. This is sensible - except that people 
can be jailed for taking no risk at all as an end 
result of a disinformation campaign about 
AIDS which is still underway. People are 
beingjailed despite there being no chance of 
them spreading AIDS in this way. 

Con"nues next page 



Before anyone knew better it was con
siaeredprudent for public health bodies to err 
on the.side of conservatism and assume that 
AIDS was spread heterosexually. Now that 
we. know it isn't, a very lucrative health 
service monster has been created whose 
survival depends on our believing it is. 

Don't waste your life worrying. It isn't. It 
is spread mainly to recePti~e parmers during 
anal sex and by sharing needles with AIDS
infected people (Charlene herselris' an ex
T. Y. drug user). And by containlllated bloo<;l 
products. $rrangely enough, rrlostdevelopcd 
nations including Aw.rraliiLstillscreenblood 
supplies for only a handful·of known dis
eases', Many 'under:developed' nations 
don't screen 'supplies at all. But in late Janu
ary this year, the Indian Government with
drew a vaccine from ·public disrribution 
beCause batches of it were found to be con
taminated by the HlYretrovirus, 
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REMEMBER, THE WHOLE EARTH 
CATALOGUE? The famous New Age

~ .1 

compcndiumisnowacomputerprogramme. 
,"Our 3 kilogram catalogue sho-w-ed us we 

couldn't get any larger in pr&1t," explained 
catalogu"e founder Stewart'Brand. ~s  up
dating means that users of Apple (and soon 
other) computers can not only access 3,500 
anicles on a vast array of subjects aJong with 
3,000 full-screen digitised illustrations, hut 
also listen to excerpts from 700 music re
cordings, book readings, or bird calls, The in
fonnation is stored on CD-Rom - which 
means you need a Compact Disk drive to use 
it. lll.lt the CD ~an still he used for ordinary 
audio disks as well: 

ISRAELI ARCHAEOLOGISTS HAVE 
UNEARTHED A 60,000 YEAR-OLD 
'NEANDERTHAL' SKELETON that 
shows for the fIrst time th~t sO-called 'primi· 
tive' types ofhumans eould- and did -speak. 

The fmding of a skeleton containing aU· 
shaped hyoid bone (which lies between the 
chin and th~  larynx and anchors the muscles 
that move the tongue,lower jaw and larynx) 
in Kebara cave in ISrael was described in 
Nature earlier this yd!. In shape, size and 
position the Neanderthal hyoid bone was 
identical to that of modem humans and indi
cated that "the ~atomy".of  speech ~a'S  the 
Sllffie" and that they "c.~uld speak in the.s~e 

way," according to Dr Baruch Arensberg, 
chief author of the NaJure paper. 

Other ISraeli sci'&1tists discOvered the 
skeletonof a more adv~c~hoffiiiud.  ana
tomically identical to ~oderii. humans -who 
lived 30,000 years' before the 'more priirii. 
tive' tWe,·confuming 'similar puzzling. fmd
ings elsewhere. 

If both lived in the Mediterranean at the 
same 'time andcould sPeak, "you almost have 
to imagine that they would have worked out 
some way·td communicate," says anthro
pologist Fred Smith of the University of 
Tennessee.•; , 

The 90,ooo-year-old 'modem' skeleton, 
also reported in the same issueofNature, was 
found in the cave of Es Skjul. It was found 
near other 'similar remairis which turned up 
last year and were dated to aroUnd 40,000 
years old. These indicate that the Neander
thal and modem types may have co-existed 
continuo.usly for 50,000 years. 

The fmding of 'modem' humans of 
similar antiquity has pushed back the age of 
our particular branch of hominids at least 
100,000 years in the past two decades, forc
ing' revisions of anthropoiogicalthe9TY 
whose 'bewildering implications are 'only 
recently being considered. 

NE W AUSTRALIAN RESEARCH ON 
THE PLASTER CAST OF A SKULL 
FROM THE PEKING MAN FOSSIL 
SITE near Beijing contradicts thebelief that 

the ancient human bones from the site are 
linked to modern-day Chinese people. Find
ings'published in the JourTuz1 ofHumanEwr 
lution suggest that the 'modem Mongoloid 

population are relative newcomers to North
ern China. 

Asix yearstudy by Dr JohanKarnminga, 
visiting fellow of the' Ausrralian National 
University, centred on comparing a cast of 
the "Qld Man" skull from the Upper Cave 
site at Zhoukoudian with other skulls from 
around the world. The skull was found above 
the more ancient site where Homo Erectus 
remains of Peking Man were excavated 60 
years ago. 

Using a sophisticated computer tech
nique, colleague Professor Richard Wright 
ofSydney University took 33 differentmeas
urements of cranial features and Compared 
them.against 2,000 skulls. Professor Wright 
concludes that the skull was not Mongoloid, 
but had' more African and Australoid fea
tures. 

Dr Kamminga cites recent Chinese evi
dence which shows the'Upper Cave fossils 
are 10,000 years old, not 18,000 as previ
ously thought He says that if these more 
recent bones cannot by linked to the modem 
Chinese population, then it becomes ex
tremely unlikely that the far older (230,OOQ 
to 460,000 year old) Peking Man fossils from 
~ ~ Lower Cave are either. Dr Colin Groves, 
a leading Australian physical mthropologist, 
believes' the Upper Cave remains may be 
related to the Siberian aboriginals and the 
ancient Japanese people, theJomon, who are 
partly represented in today's Ainu people, 
He considers it unlikely that llomo erectus 
(early Peking and Java Man) was a direct 
ancestor of modem Homo sapiens. 

The modem Mongoloid population w~  

present in China 5,000 to 6,000 BCE, when 
rice farming was well estabiished in the 
south. According to Dr Groves,'until about 
6,000 BCE the world's humans were more 
robust,in form and durmg the early Holocene 
(10,000 to about 4,000 BCE. following the 
end of the last Ice Age) modeEJl fonn.s took 
qver. 

"Over this time in Europe we saw the 
modernisation of the Cro Magnon types into 
modem Europeans," he says. 

"In Australia there was the change from 
the robust 'types represented by the fossils at 
Cow Swamp into modem Aborigines and in 
Africa there was the evolution of the robust 
people.'.. into modem Africans..: 

"I think between 120,000 and 150,000 
years ago there was a rapid change of these 
archaic forms [Homo erectus], probably in 
northeast Africa, and the change was into 
anatomically mOdem Homo sapiens, who 
then spread into the rest of the world." 

If Peking Man is not an ancestor of the 
modem Chinese, their origins are now un
known. 



T,he NEWJ;OOAST-v 

THERE ARE OVER 200 DEVELOP
MENT PROJECTS PLANNED OR UN
o'ER DEVE'LOPMENTON,THE Aus

." ,.~  I 'u J , 

TRALIAN EAST COAST NORTH OF 
NEWCASTLE: In~-Queensland'32 major 
tourist projects are under~ay, an~ther 4i are 
plarim;d and 30 housing developments pro
posed. Coffs Harbdur ,shire has 14 projects 
planned o'r under construction. 

The wetlands and mangroves threatened 
by much of this ,development are essential 
breeding, grounds for birds and fish. As a 
recurring resource they are vital to the future. 
The '.Queensland Commercial Fisherman"s 
Association is so concerned about the poten
tial for damage to fish stocks that it has 
e~ployed'  'environmen~ists  up' and down 
the coast to help in preparing the case for the 
defence 'against &,;'i,\,e1<;p!uent projects. 

In Pbrt'Macquane the Hastings Munici
pal Council says that by taking an active'role 
in tourism itcan stop developments thathann 
the environment PortMacquarie has 51 % of 
its lano,in foreshore reserves, national p!U'ks 
and wildlife reservations ,and, has limited 
high rise development. The council is plan• ning more tha'n $100milliori ~~rth  o{short
term develoPment (a hospital, a 150 unit 
hotel and a new RS~)  ':Y¥ch it hopes will act 
as a catalyst for $2 billion worth of tourist
relate'd development. ..' 

The largestplanned resort isa 60ha'$750 
million project at Port Shores by local devel
oper Brian Tierney. Hastings Council're
jected the original plans because they devas
tated wetlands and mangrove. The new 
scheme involves building a resort next to an 
artificial lake well away from these areas, 
with a small tourist/residential development 
on'the Hastings River. 
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:EATI:NGr~  POIS:ON2 
ORGANIC FOOD HAS MOVED INTO 

....� 1 .. ,J"" . 

THE MA~NSTREAM.  The demand' far 
orgimic produce is growing at nemarkable 
rate; and th.ose farms supplying:it cannot 
produce enough. Over the last decade turn
over in health food stores has trebled to $300 
million a year through an estimated 1,500 
outlets in Australia. Many supermarkets 
have introduced health food sections, 
Woolworths describing the growth ~f  their 
section as "continued and substantial", As a 
result organic produce is being imperted to 
meet demand, 
" S~ubu~ban  Melbourne in particull\f is 
seeing an influx of organic foods', with fruit 
shops in some areas going organic or creating 
orgaruc foods sections to stem'the flow' of 
customers to health food outlets. The general 
rise in'fruit and vegetable prices due to recent 
climatic instability is also making organic 
foods more competitive. 

J 

Org,anic Effici,ency 
ORQANIC FARMING, OR SUSTAIN
ABLE AGRICULTURE, in Australia,.is 
mostly in the'fruit 1md vegetable, poultiy and 
grain industries. It is estimated that several 
hundred fanners may now be fully converted 
I' .J� ' 

to organic production. A study by Ms Els 
Wynen ofLatro~  University has"sh~~ th~ 

the usual charge of being unecononuc when 
compared with conventional farming-is not 
true for sustainable agricultur'e. In '~ome  

cases,it can be more efficient than:conven
tional farming. 

The study compared farmers of both 
typt!s operating similar size farms producing 
the 'same crops. One surprising figure that 
emerged,from the research was that the size 

of organic fllIJl1!i used in the study averaged 
755ha, against 728ha average for the con
ventional farms. The difference in yield be
tween the two waspnly 0.1 tonnes per hec

'tare, so there is only a minimal loss o(output 
involved in,switching to organic production, 
although it takes around 5 years to make the 
transition. 

As well as there being little difference in 
yield there are s!-vings on costs like fertilis
ers, pesticides, machinery and equipment. 
Even in those c~es  where s~'tainable  agri
culture is more labour intensive -which is not 
as common as' widely believed - the costs 
savings make up .the difference. There is 
therefore no reason why well-managed or
ganic farms cannot compete - while provid
ing more local employment. The president of 
the Biological Farmers Association said that 
interest has incr~ased dramatically in the last 
two years. 

The industry is l~gely self-regulating, 
but ?rganic cooperative groups have set up
:ITI approval systew to ensure th~t  ~~d  L~  free 
of chemical residues. The National Associa
tion for Sustainable Agriculture-is develop
ing a, series 6f classifications for produce, 
rang..ng from grown ,without chemicals in 
soil free of chemical residues down to lower 
grades. 

·Studies in the US ,hl;lve also found that 
organic farms can have yields and profits 
as high as chemical-using farms. At pres
ent about 1.5% of A;n~ica's farms are or
ganic, but the level is expected to reach up to 
9% in the next few "years as the shift to 
organic methods gathers pace:In asurvey by 
Organic Farming magazine 84% of Ameri
cans said, they would eat organic food if 
available and 49% said they would pay more 
for it. Over the past 6 months 20 US super
market chains have begun stoclCing organic 
produce in re,sponse to :in~re~ing consumer 
demand. r 

A Sydney Morning Herald survey of 
1,000 people around Australia 'found that' 
83% would prefer their food without 
chemicals clna' were prepa'r~d  to pay more for 
it. Men are less concerned than women about 
chemicals in food - 78% compared to 88%
but there is little difference between Labor 
~dLiberal  voters. National Party supporters 
are less concerned, 31 % believin~  that the 
use ofchemicals is serisible and safe. By age 
groups people between 25 ~d 54 'are most 
concerned. The results of this survey show 
how strong corc1munity- awareness of the 

_� issue is; only 2% .said they didn't know if 
they preferred their food grown and proc
essed without chemicals. 
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AFrER A SECOND "HOLE" IN THE OZONE LAYERAP
PEARED IN THE,ARCTICLAST YEAR, SWIFT :ActION IS 

.... , .. III ~  , .. t 

BEING CALLED FOR AROUND THE'GLOBETO STEM 

THE TIfINNING, OF THE; EARTH'S"SOLAR'SHIELD ON A 
GLOBAL SCALE. . I. 

l"I.' • ..." . 

Although people have known of the problemsince at least 
1974, it is only now that the disastrous effects are apparent that 
action is being taken. 

10,1987, 37countriessigned'the Montreal Protocol, a pact 
to protect the owne i'ayerby cuttifig t!1e output ofclilorofluoro
carbons (CFCs),by 50% by theyear~',OOO.Even at that time the 
deCision was widely decried ks 'lOO little too late' bY,mal1Y 
envi[orime~tallsts. A later'merting in Ifndon·,agreed to,a cut 
of~5%,  but this has yet to be ratified by some coiiqtries. Finally 
seeing the problem for what it is, almg,st all of the countries at 
the London meeting agreed to reduce CFC ,production by 
100% - by the year 2,000. ,But what's reaIl¥ needed'is'a 
minimum cut of 85% now to stabilise stratospheric"'chlorine 
levels and stop ozone depletion. These.chemicals will still be 
circulating in the atmosphere, damaging the ozone l'1-yer for 
decades. 

llhese CFCs can also trap 20 times as much heat per 
molecule as carbon dioxide, making them a major threat to 
plane.tar)' greenhotlse warming as well. 

Another serie.s ~fozone destroying compounds, known as 
halons, are widely used in fire extinguishers. Nowhere near as 
common as CFCs, they nonetheless cause up to 1°times as 
much damage to the ozone 4lyer. Australia has no legislation 
to cover lialons. 

In 1987 New,·ZeaIand recorded a 20 % drop i8 ozone 
cover"for two days. Tasmania and southern Victoria re
corded drops of 10%. Last year depletion rates were slightly, 
worse for'these areaS.� . 

PROGRESS HAS'BEEN MADE IN AUSTRALIA IN P'HASING 
OUT THE U~E  OF CFCs: The aerosol industry is voluntarily 
rep~a,fing  C:FGs with_hydrocarbOns, except for a few aerosols 
used in memcal treatment, by the end of this year. Consump
tion is expected to fall from 4,500 tonnes in 1988 to almost 
nothing by 1990, and all use of CFCs in aerosols has been 
banned in Australia from the end of this year. 

Last June buyers for 700 NSW and Vic torian supermarkets 
decided to voluntarily ban any new 'products containing CFCs 
or haIons. Composite Buyers Ltd, which supplies Tuckerbag, 
PayIess, Rite-way, GoodferIows,MFC and BudgetRite super

markets, has also decided to eventually cancel existing CFC 
based product,s, ~cofdin~  to "general manager (retailin~:  

Etienne van"derMerwe.. The ban includes new aerosol all 
fres~ners,-fly and haii'spray~decXIorants and foam egg cat
tons, plastic traYs and c'ups aI:td other-polystyrene products. 

Coi~s  New World~  with 360 supennarkets across Austra· 
lia, says they have had a similar pOlicy in force for tfie lastthree 

•months.� ~  .. , I J 

Substitution of CFC ~Z;  w'hich,is ~9t  dangero1:1s to ozone, 
for CFCs 11 and 12 for pLastic packaging and foam furniture 
is reducing from 1986's level of 3,500 tonnes. Added to t!)e 
3,700 tonnes of CFC 11 and 12 used in. refrigeration, Austra
lian consumption of CFCs will stilt be over 7,000 tonnes in 
1989 - a truly disastrous figure in the iong,-teITIl, as'almostall 
of these chemicals will still be in the atmosphere generations 
from now. , 

Industrlal giant ICI has'deeided'to close a CFC plant c}owrl' 
over the next two years in ~esJ?onse to pUbl~  :~ishes.  Mr:Tea 
Amor, leI's site pl~nning  manager,a~,its,Bot:anycomple;(i 
Sydney, says the closur is now possi~le  because 'ozonel 
friendly' hydrofluoroc~bqns  (HFCs) have b~'pme  a:liable 
alternative. ICI will build a HFC plant at another site. • I 

A~rbsdl qCs can'beeasily replaced by hydrocarbons ot 
dimeth,yl ether: Air conditioners can use'HCFC-22, a CFG 
which causes only 5,% Of the damage -that CFCs do. Oth 
'ozone-friendlY' CFCs such aSHFC-i34it are- being devel
oped, but will toJt 4-5 dines ~ mu~nas·their present counter,. 
parts. 

But according to Stuart White, of Friends of the Eartl\, the 
AustraliaD government is' encOlrraging" local ~ompanies  to 
dump unwanted CFC products on oyerseas markets. 

"The govemment is trying to pacify two major Australian 
companies that supply feedstock for-CFC manufacturers," he 
said in June. 1, 

"The government has forced companies to cut back CFC 
use just enough to satisfy gIl parties. 

"Everyone is aware of the dangers ofCFCs in aerosols. Buf' 
the majorproblems of the future areCFC exports, foam rubber, 
the growth in consumption of highly processed foods, meat, 

_____=:;;;....;-••'__::.,.~~_.__ -., _7,� ',... 
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•� THERE ARE OVER 200 DEVELOP
ME~T  PROJECT~  PLANNED OR UN
D'ER DEVELOPMENT ON THE Aus

• " '. d i' ~  

TRALIAN EAST COAST NORTH. OF 
NEWCASTLE. In""Queensland'32 majOr 
tourist projects are underway, an~ther  41 are 
planm,d and 30 housing developments pro
posed. Coffs HarboUr shire has 14 projects 
plarmed or under construction. -

The wetlands and mangroves threatened 
by much of this development are essential 
breeding grounds for birds and fish. As a 
recurring resource they are vi tJl1 to the future. 
The Queensland !=ommercial Fisherman's 
Association is so concerned about the poten
tial for damage to fish stocks that it has 
employed' environmentalists up and down 
the coast to help in ~eparing  the case for the 
defence against developinentprojects. 

In POrl'Macq~ilrietheHastingsMunici
pal Council·says that by taking an active role 
in tourism it can stop'developments thathapn 
the environment. Port Macquarie has 51 % of 
its land in foreshore reserves, national parks 
and wildlife reservations and has limited 

"J� high rise developmenL The (xhmcil is plan
ning more than $160 rnilliori,w~rthof sllort
term development (a hospital, a 150 wilt 
hotel and a new RSL) which it hopes will act 
as a catalyst for $2 billion worth of tourist-
related development. 'f' 

The largest planned resort is a 60ha$750 
miIlionprojectatPortShores by localdevel
ope'r 'Brian Tierney. HastiOgs" Council' re
jected the original plans because they devas
tated wetlands and mangrove. The new 
scheme involves building a resort next to an 
artificial lake well away from these areas, 
with a small tourist/residential development 
on.the Hastings River. 

4 Corners &: APR 

·AR'E: YOU<(.STil[)� 
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E:ATI,NG POlS-ON?� 
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, ORGANIC ROOD HAS MOVEn INTO 
"""� 'j;,. ,~J:  "" 

THE- MAINSTREAM. The demand for 
o~gacic produ~ is growing at a remarkable 
rate, ahci those' farrns supplying it cannot 
produce enough. Over the last decade tum
over in heal th food stores has trebled to $300 
million a year" through an estimated 1,500 
outlets in Australia. Many supermarket~  

have introduced.' health food ~ections,  

Woolworths describing the growth of their 
section as "continued and substantial", As a 
result organic produce is beui.g imported to 
meet demand. ' 

Suburban Melbourne in particullV' is 
seeing an influx of organic foods', with fruit 
shops in some ~~'as  going organic orcre'ating 
organic foods sections to stem: the flow'of 
customers io health food outlets. The general 
rise in fruit and'vegetable prices due to recent 
climatic instability is also making organic 
foods moie:competitive. 

L 

Org,ani,c Effi'ciency 
ORGf\NIC FARMING, OR SUSTAIN
ABLE AGRlCULTURE, in Ausu'alia is 
mostlY,in the fruit and vegetable, poUltry and 
grain mdustrieS. It is estimated that several 
hundred fanners may now be fully converted 
to organic production. A study by Ms Els 
WynenofLatrobe University has shown that 
the usual charge of being uneconomic when 
compared with conventional farming is-not 
tr:ue for sustainable agricultUr~.  In -some 
cases it can be more efficient than-conven
tional fanning. 

The study compared farmers of both 
types operating similar size farms producing 
the same crops. One surprising figure that 

. emerged from the research was that the size 

of organic farms used in the study averaged 
755ha, against 728ha average fOf the con
ventional farms, The difference in yield be
tween the two was'only 0.1 tonnes per hec
·tare, so there is only a minimal loss of output 
involv~ i,ruwitehing to orgazi~ production, 
although it takes' around 5 years to make the 
transition. 

As well as there being little difference in 
yield there are savings on costs like fertilis
ers, pesticides, machinery and equipment. 
Even in th~se  cases :.vhere s\lstainabl;agri
culture is more labour intensive - which is not , 
as common·ai wideiy believed - the costs 
savings make up the difference, 'There is 
therefore no reaSon why well-managed or
ganic farms cannot compete - while provid
ing morelocal employmenL The presidentof 
the Biological Farmers Association said that 
interest has increased dramatically in the last 
two years. 

The, industry is largely self-regulating, 
but organic cooperative group'S have set up� 
an approval system to enSure tha'tland is free� 
of chemical residues. The Nationa! Associa

. tionfor'Sustainable Agricuiturlis develop�
ing a series 6f classifications for produce,� 
rang.ng from grown without chemicals iri� 
soil free ofchemical residues down to lower� 
grades. 

• StudIes in the US have also found that 
organic farms can have yields and profits 
as high as chemical-using farms. At pres
ent about 1.5% of America's farms are or
ganic, but the. level is expected tore~h  up to 
9% 'iil the neXt few years "as the shift to 

org arJc methods gathe~s  pace:In a survey by 
Organic Farming magaiine 84% of Ameri
cans said they would eat organic lood if 
available and 49% said they would pay more 
for it. Over the past 6 months 20 US super
.market chains have begun stocking organic 
produce in response to .increasing consumer 
demand. • 

A Sydney Morning Herald survey of 
1,000 people around Australia 'fo~nd  that' 
83% would prefer their food without 
chemicals and were prepared to pay more for 
it. Men are less concerned than women about 
chelJlicals in food - 78% compared to 88% 
but there is little difference between Labor 
and Liberal voters. National PaI1Y supporters 
are less concerned, 31 % believing that the 
use of ch~micals  is sensible and safe. By age 
groups people between 25 and 54 are most 
concerned. The results of this survey show 
how strong conUnunity, awareness of the 
issue is; only 2% said they didn't know if 
they preferred their food grown and proc
essed without chemicals. 

SMH,AFR & WallStJoumal 
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and animai products, and the need for refigeration of these and 
the growth in car air-conditioners. 

"All these products are CFC-dependent But instead of 
looking at ways to reduce the amount of CFCs we shou'fd look 
at alternative materials." 

One of the feedstock chemicals for producing CFCs is 
carbon tetrachloride, a potent poison; it's a very dirty industry. 

Margaret Thatcherha.~proposed that British fridges should 
have a deposit included in the plll'Chase price which would be 
refunded by manufacturers when refrigerators or CFC cooling 
units are returned for' recycling' . Reclamationof the danger
ous CFCs still in their cooling systems by manufacturers is 
now possible - meanwhile, don't throw out your fridge if itcan 
be repaired. 

Convert Your ;·Fot:i:dge� 
A GROUP OF CFC ALTERNATIVES HAS BEEN PATENTED 
BY THE US CHEMICAL GIANT Du PONT. Two new 

: refrigerants, HFC 134a and HFC 124, are' blends of existing 
ozone-safe refrigerants that mimic the properties of CFC 11 
amd 12. Replacement of CFCs in aerosols' and' packaging hOas 
been undertaken rapidly but only a single alternative has . , 
emerged for refrigeration. flFC 134a isina 5 year toxicity 
testing program but Du Pont believes the technology will lead 
to a more rapid phasing out of CFCs. Importantly, the new 
blends can be used in existing equipment with only minor 
changes, so that the world's $250 billion worth of refrigeration 
equipment will not have to be replaced. . 

Australia has received a trial batch of the blends, but 
commercial quantities will not be available until around 1993. 
Du Pont has a good incentive to get HFC compounds into 
production - their price is expected to be 4 br 5 times higher 
than conventional CFCs. 

Ba1ckped:ali'ng� 
ACCORDING TO THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY COM
MISSION THE BC PRODUCES 40% OF THE WORLD'S 
CFCs, of which one third is exported. EC environment 

~  ministers are pushing fOF cuts in CFC production of between 
85% and 100% by the end of the century instead of the 50% 
cuts agreed to in the Montrea.] P.rotocol. Countries that are 
backing the move to tighter standards are Denmark, West 
Germany, the Netherlands and Britain, and they are also 
looking at revising the Montreal Protocol to include these 
standards. 

The Montreal Protbcol calls for a freeze on CFC consump
tion at 1986 levels and a 50% reduction during the 1990s. If 
production of CFCs is cut by 90% in 10 years, time it will take 
50 years longer for the same amount ofozbne to be replaced 
than it would if the 90% cut was made tomorrow. 

In reality, even the new 'stringent' cuts called fOF by theEC 
ministers are still inadequate, 

Tasmanian Confere~nce
 

THE FIRST INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON THE 
OZONE LA YER AND RELATED HEALTH EFFECTS was held 
in Hobart last May. It examined scientific evidence ofchanges 
in the ozone layer and levels of ultraviolet radiation. Diseases 
inc luding eye cataracts, skin cancers and melanomas were also 
studied. 

''We know that the incidence of melanoma is going up 
around the world and has been since the war," said Profes
sor Terry Dwyer. "The rates in the southern hemisphere 
appear to be higher than in the northern hemisphere. But 
there has been no definite link so far with the high rate of 
melanoma and the ozone layer." (See Dreamstory in this issue) 

The conference advised that children's should be kept 
indoors in the middle of the day. Solar '!block-ou t' creams were 
also downplayed as merely a second line of defence; as they 
don't stop damage to we body's immune system by UV 
radiation despite reducing sunburn. Furthermore, an ingredi
ent used in most sunscreen lotions can break down into a 
cell-altering substance. The ingredient, padimateO, is de-' 
signed to block UV radiation but can cause cell changes itself. 

Greg Giles, director of Victoria's Anti-Cancer Council, 
told the conference that incidence of melanoma in Australia 
is increasing by 6 % per year for m en and 5 % per year for 
women. 

Researchers estimate that a 3%-6% thinning of the ozone 
layer leads to a 6%-12% increase in UV radiation striking the 
ground. 

What To Do� 
THE AUSTRALIAN PUBUC IS NOW BEING TOLD TO 
AVOID THE SUN between l1am and 3pm and to wear hats and 
sunglasses. and use block-out creams and umbrellas. This is, 
coincidentally, 'the sole solution recommended, at ftrst, by the 
Reagan administration to the American people. 

Planting trees is a very good idea. Not only do they help 
repair the atmosphere, but they provide shade. And remember 
- I OIug hair is nature's sun-shield:' 

Or you can mutate now and avoid the rush. 

Gerard 
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HABITUATION which Is the process of becoming used to some
thing. Anlmpor;timt Ingredient for a long-lasting relationship.'. ,.
We can feel secure that the other~will  not leave us and the a!ilied 
strength. from the security of havIng our ~motional  needs met 
enables . 'th me even mor·eSuEces~fuby.  We feJI rri-ore 

14I{I~~e from habltuatitmto appreciatlon,and 
. ':t'Oi ;-;--tltI ..., ;;;.:. '. 

to the'~xclt4fg phase. of_attract,ion. 
ent through InQlting jealousy iMhe 

eat Idea; although It tOay prevent 
ItY~(l:lf1.d  its benefit,s) and may lead 



..� 

1- Know what you want and what your lover wants. Know what 
this means is sensory experience; not Just that you want to feel 
loved, but what you will see, hear and feel your partner doing that 
makes you feel loved. 
2 - Have the commitment and flexibility to DO what your partner 
wants and the commitment and flexibility to do what makes your 
partner WANT to do what you want. 
3 - Have the sensory awareness to know whether this is actually 
happening or not. Pay attention to you r sensory world, not Just 
your Ideas about what Is happening, or should be happening... 
4 - Have commitment to learn, if necessary, how to take yourself 
and your partner back to attraction, appreciation and habitu
ation should It be needed. 

Knowing these stages can help make us aware ofJust what we 
are doing with our relationships and whetber we are still cyclJng 
through that fulfilling pattern of habituation, attraction and 
appreciation and back again. If we have passed that but have not 
yet reached Threshold, we need to recognise the worth of what It 
Is we have, perhaps comp arln g the present state with what It was 
like before we met the other. IfThreshold has been passed, then 
it may be time to seek outside help or even to proceed to Termi
nation. A life of conjugal misery Is surely the least rewarding 
option. 

Using NLP or Rny other effective Inte.rvention Is p referable to 
resigning yourself to a static, negative relationship. As human 
beIngs we have a right to a rich, rewarding life, one which Invites 
and enables us to know directly, through our senses and our 
spirit, the fulfilment possible to human beings. 

by JON LONERGAN 
~L  ' n ,'~' IlrD (O"'4~~~....A"t:~Jn:on'Jm, 



OZ PETROL� 
W'ORLD'S WORST� 

PETROL REFINED IN QUEENSLAND 
HAS THE WORLD'S HIGHEST LEVELS 
OF LEAD, containing 0.84 grams of [ead a 
litre. nus compares to Sou1h Australia with 
0.65g per litre and oiber states which are 
below 0.45g: The health risks associated 
with high lead levels are well known. as are 
the effects on the mental development of 
children. 

North Americanlead levels are 0.026g a 
litre in Canada and 0.029 in the US. The 
whole of/he us puts 2600 /onnes oflead into 
petrol. each year while Queensland uses 
21.00 /onnes a year. this is aresultofthe lack 
of legislation to limit ,the amount of lead 
added to petrol t? increase its octane rating. 
These fjgures have been collected by the 
Australian Cane Farmers Association to 
support their campaign to replace lead with a 
10% mix of environmentally clean(er) etha
nol, which would eliminate lead while main
taining octane levels. At present the oil 
companies are using benzene as a substitute, 
but this is recognised as a a carcinogenic air 
pollutant. Of course, a cane-based ethanol 
industry would not hurt Queensland sugar 
growers. 

Australian lead-free petrol also contains 
more sulphur than is allowed by most devel
oped nations. Oil companies are now not 
required to remove the aunosphere and 
health destroying sulphur as part of the 
switch to lead-free petrol (the rotten-egg 
smell that's arrived in our streets since the 
introduction of lead-free petrol is sulphur). 

AFR 

Dissolvling� 
Plastic� 

A NEW PLASTIC WHICH BREAKS 

DOWN IN SUNLIGHT is being used by 
some retail chains in plastic shopping bags. 

It's hoped that the plastic. known as 
Polybatch 17, will provide an alternative to 
plastic bags and wrapping. Added to low
density polyethylene plas tic, it causes it to 
break down in reaction to ultraviolet radia
tion. Within a few months it degrades to a 
fme powder which is claimed to be non
toxic. 

Although this will have little impact on 
plastic's contribution to atmospheric pollu
tion. it could save countless numbers of 
marine animals which are killed by ingestion 
ofplastic - as well as helping to reduce plastic 
disposal problems. 

Coles supermarkets and the Cut Price 
Deli chain have replaced their standard plas
tic shopping bags for the new plastic. 

The fact that the plastic breaks down to a 
fme powder does not mean that it is biode
gradable, despi te some claims. As ye.t there is 
no evidence that it can be broken down 
bacterially - this is necessary before plastic 
can be considered environmentally safe. And 
if it's not exposed to sunlight, the plastic 
won't break down. 

The Victorian and Queensland environ
ment ministers, the Australian Democrats 
and the NSW Stale Pollution Control Com
mission criticised the use of the bags in July, 
before having seen or tested ,them. This 
prompted a spokesperson for Cut Price Delis 
to say that cri.tics had produced no evidence 
that the bags were unsafe and should "put up 
or shut up." 

Sludge Off� 
Beaches� 

OCEAN DUMPING OF SEWAGE 
SLUDGE IS BEING HALTED at Sydney's 
three major outfalls. Sludge, which contains 
the bulk of dangerous organisms and a large 
anlomt of industrial toxic waste, is themajor 
sour~  of dangerous viruses and' bacteria 
found at Sydney's s~wage-pollutedbeaches 
and the major sewage carrier of contami
nants into the ocean food chain. 

Viruses capable of causing meningitis, 
myocarditis, fevers and a range of other in
fections were identified in the water at Bondi 
by a Water Board study completed in early 
July. Tests made on water samples taken 
from February to April showed the presence 
of enteroviruses, Coxsackie B viruses, 
adenoviruses and salmonella. Polio vaccine 
strains were also fomd in swinuning areas. 

The sludge is to be collected on land" 
where a new Australian-designed micro
wave system will be used to kill off all 
pathogens in the sludge, which can then be 
converted into by-products such as fertiliser 
- if the heavy metals and organochlorines 
c.ontained within industrial waste can be 
screened out. 

A pilot scheme being tested at the Water 
Board's Malabar treatment works coulc! 
enable some of the sludge to be converted to 
oil. Another system is being set upatMalabar 
which uses magnetism to clarify raw sewage 
20 times faster than conventional methods. 

The Sirofloc system developed by the 
CSIRO separates sludge and water so effec
tively that treated water is colourless and 
suitable for irrigation. 

NZ Chess Snub� 
NEW ZEALAND HAD PLANNED TO 
HOST THE WORLD CHESS CHAMPI
ONSHIPS in Wellington next year, but 
Soviet grand master Vitaly Sevastyanov says 
he won't go, 

"Sevastyanov said there was a hole in the 
ozone layer that lets in dangerous radioactiv
ity," announced New Zealand Chess Asso
ciation president Bill Poole in early July. 

"He said that New Zealand u danger
ously radioactive and no-one should go there 
for any reason. and on no ac:eoumshould they 
play the world chess championship there. 
Frankly, I thought he was pulling my leg," 
said Mr Poole, Sevastyanov is a fonner So
viet cosmonaut. 
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SCI'"ENCE ,OF� 
L,IF'E?� 

upert Sheldrake is an English bio
chemist who studied cell biology, the 
development of plants and the ageing 
of cells. In 1983 he published A New 

Science of Life: The Hypothesis of Formative 
Causation, written over a year and a half in an 
ashram in southern India. This book provoked 
great controversy, leadingjournal Nature sayi'ng 
that it was "the best candidate for burning for 
many years". 

~  

The questions Sheldrake tries to answer are ones that have 
remained unanswered although widely recognised by otherbi
ologists. If he is right our understanding of the evolution of 
biological forms has been completely revised, if he is wrong 
the debate that has ensued can only help in the search for 
answers that have so far eluded orthodox science. 

His theory of formative causatiOn is deceptively simple 
and has intuitive appeal because it connects the past with the 
presentin adirec t, though intangible, way. As such it is a causal 
factor unrecognised by physics and is outside the conven
tional, mechanistic approach that science is built upon. This 
approach trreats li.ving organisms as complex machines obey
ing the laws of physics and chemistry and seeks to explain life 
in terms of these laws. While extraordinarily successful in 
detailing the components and workings oforganisms it has led! 
to only a limited understanding of the complexity of life, 
Sheldrake is seeking a broader science of life. 

What his hypothesis suggests is that present forms of life 
~  influenced by previous generations of the same type; it is 
concerned with the repetition of forms. The greater the num
bers the greater the influence, so it becomes more likely over 
time that current forms will be patterned on their ancestors. 
While this sounds like a reasonable proposition it has some 
amazing implications. It is also a radical departure from the 
jdea that ali lifeforms are solely determined by their genetic 
inheritance. 

Morphogenetic Fields 
Fonnative causation works through what Sheldrake 
has called morphogenetic fields. These can be regarded as 
analogous to known fields of physics because the effects they 
cause are observable even though they themselves are not, like 
gravitational or electromagnetic fields. Since each type of 
organism hasits own characteristic form each must have its 
own specific kind of morphogenetic field - one fOF protozoa, 
one for amoeba, one for muscle cells of earthworms, another 
for sheep's kidneys, one for elephants, another for each type of 
tree and so on. Atalllevels of complexity the forms of systems 
are developed and maintained by morphogenetic fields. 

Morphogenetic fields do not act alone, but in conjunction 
with traditional energetic and chemical causes studied by bio
physicists. However something has to account for the emer
gence of pattern and fonn in organisms, and Sheldrake sug
gests that this is due to the action of specific morphogenetic 
fields. These are hierarchically organised, from cells to tissues 
to organs then to organisms as a whole, working at each level 
to organise the processes of growth and development. The 
higher-level fields restrict and pattern the lower ones. 

The idea ofa causal influence from previous similar forms 
requires an action across space and time unlike any known type 
of physical action. The medium for this action is called 
morphic resonance, which operates like radio transmissions 
that can be picked up by tuning a receiver to a particular 
frequency. Present forms are receivers for the 'transmissions' 
from the past and so their development is ,influenced by these 
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past forms - in Sheldrake's phrase 'the forms of past systems 
influence all subsequent similar systems' . This does not mean 
that there are not differences in detail between past and pres-, 
ent similar forms, but there is a process of averaging, with 
those features that most past forms have in common being 
reinforced. Receptivity to specific morphic frequencies de
pends on the system or organism's internal structure and 
organisation. 

As time goes on the cumulative influence of previous 
systems confers increasing stability on the morphogenetic 
field and the more likely it is to be repeated in the future. There 
is a pathway of morphogenesis (the coming into being of 
characteristic and specific forms) that is created and strength
ened by succeeding generations. 

Forlllative Karma� 
Sheldrake contrasts his theory of formative causation 
with what he calls the 'conve,ntional' theory. This is the mecha
nistic, materialist view that all life forms are solely dictated by 
their genetic and chemical structures. The hypothesis of for
mative causation regards the forms as the causes ofsubsequent 
similar forms. 

"However, this is not a metaphysicallbut a physical propo
sition, and is capable of being tested experimentally. 

"If this hypothesis is supported by experimental evidence, 
then not only might it allow we various matter fields of 
quantum field theory to be interpreted in terms of morphogen
etic fields, but it could also lead towards a new understanding 
of other physical fieldS." (p. 118) 

The hypothesis can be summarised in the following way: 
All materia,I itlnits like atoms, molecules, crystals, organs 

and organisms\are given their form and internal structure 
through nOn-phjsical fieMs called morphogeneticfields. Each 
kind of morphic"unin (i.e. materiali unit) has its own character
istic morphogenietic field. In the morphogenesis of a particu
lar unit all past members of its particuiar type or species are 
causally linked to all present members. 

" ...Organisms of the same variety or race will resemble 
each other not only because they are genetically similar and 
subject to similar genetic influences durin'g morphogenesis, 
but also because their characteristics are reinforced and stabil
ised by morphic resonance from past organisms of the same 
variety," (p. 130) Characteristic forms are determined by 
similar previous forms which act across time and space by a 
process called morphic resonance acting through the morpho
genetic field. 

Sheldrake isn't suggesting that the causative role of mor
phogenetic fields is conscious design, but emphasising that not 
all events are explained by purely physicaL fields, 

The effect formative causation has on the probability of a 
given creature or object having a given structure is that it 
determines only the most widespread features of its species. 
For example, in the development of an organism from a 
fertilised egg, features appear in a sequence of the organism's 

order, family, genus, then species before any characteristics 
which distinguish the individual from other members of meir 
speci.es appear. In Sheldrake's terminology there is an increas
ing specificity of morphic resonance during morphogenesis. 

Repeatable Experiments 
Where Sheldrake differs from other researchers who 
have proposed holistic theories of form and being is that he 
claims there are replicable experiments that prove the exis
tence of formative causation. The scientific community usu
ally reacts badlyw whauhey see as metaphysical explanations 
ofproblems which can't be solved by conventional reduction
isn methods. 

In his first book, several possible experimental tests are 
outlined. He considers the case ofa newly-synthesised organic 
chemical which has never existed before (pp. 106-110). Ac
cor~ing to his theory its crystalline form will not bepredictable 
in advance, but after it has been crystalised for the first time its 
fonn will influence subsequent crystalisations by morphic 
resc:nance. The more often it's crystalised the stronger mis 
influe"ce should become. 

Chemists who have synthesised new chemicals often have 
great difficulty in genting these substances to crystalise for the 
frrst time. Butovenime, as increasing numbers ofpast crystals 
contribute La the morphogenetic field, these substances tend to 
crystalise more and more easily. 

'"� 



Sheldrake proposes dividing a batch of a newly syn
thesised chemical into three and separating them and compar
ing crystal forms under controlled conditions when growmg 
larger batches from them. If the batch which has the largest 
number of crystals exens the strongest influence on the form 
of subsequent crystals, this will be evidence to support 
Sheldrake's hypothesis. 

A similar experiment using hybrid seeds is also proposed 
(pp 133-134). Three batches are grown under controlled con
ditions to determine contributions of morphic resonance to the 
characteristics of the plants. Testing for environmental and 
morphic effects on plants could be done using a new variety of 
self-pollinated crop, by growing plants in two very different 
environments. Comparing their effects on an original batch of 
seeds could s.how relative effects on the morphology of subse
quent plants. Any sort of transmitted environmental i.nfluence 
of this sort is inexplicable in terms of a mechanistic theory. 

Il's this willingness to propose experiments and have his 
theorise tested by other scientists which distinguishes 
Sheldrake from many othcr theorists. He is an excellent 
scientist and an imaginative plant physiologist and what he 
proposes is scientifically accep_table. The scientific method is 
to test theories and hypotheses in order to gather evidence for 
their proof (verification or falsification). 

Biological scicnce has many unsolved problems despite 
the cracking of the genetic code. The conventional approach 
argues that a little bit more research wiD be able to explain 
these anomaEes in physical and chemical tenns. This makes 
the evidence gathered in a large-scale experiment using televi
sion virtually inexplicable. 

Conventionally Inexplicable 

In Sheldrake's television test, a picture containing a 
hidden i.mage was shown to about 2 million viewers in Britain. 
A picture hidden within a design was found to be easily recog
nisable after it had been shown. The pictures were shown for 
one minute each, always with the overall picture first. Differ
ent groups ofpeople were shown the pictures a few days before 
the TV transmission and tested for their recognition of the 
hidden picture; this was repeated a few days later. The propor
tion recognising the hidden picture increased by 76% after 
the transmission. 

111is increase is statistically significant at the 1% level of 
probability - that is, there's a probability oflless than I in 100 
that this result was obtained by chance. Parameters were 
carefully checked, cheating was ruled out..and controls were 
used. These positive results may be explicable by factors other 
than morphicresonance, but the outcome would seem to make 
repeating the experiment a good idea. 

Sheldrake sees morphogenetic fields as capable of explain
ing aspects of quantum theory, evolution (not just genetic), 
instinct and habit - both of which depend on morphic reso
nance as well as just the physical forms ofmatter and life. The 
repetition of behaviour builds up its own morphic resonances 
which become our instincts and daily habits. 

An experiment with rats which was begun in 1920 in the 
hope of testing Lam ark's theories of inherited characteristics 
provided results which support the hypothesis of formative 
causation. One prediction of the theory is that the larger the 
number of animals that have been trained to complete a 
specific task in the past, the easier it should be for sUIDsequent, 
similar animals to learn the same thing. 

An increased rate oflearning in both trained and untrained 
rats in successive generations would support the hypothesis. In . 
this experiment (p. 189), the number of errors made by a rat 
before it learned to leave a tank gave a measure of its rate of 
learning. The experiment continued for 32 generations and 
took 15 years to complete; there was a marked tendency forrats 
in successive gencrations to learn the task more quickly. The 
aven~ge  number of erwrs made by rats in the first eight 
generations was 56, butby the last generation only 20 mistakes 
was the average. 

A critic of this experiment repea ted it in Edinburgh over 18 
generations and included a parallel li.ne of untrained rats, 
which were tested for their rate of learning as a control. For 
some reason, all the rats found it much easier to learn the task 
in this second experiment than in the first! A considerable 
number of rats in both trained and untrained lines actual1y 
knew how to do the tas'kimmediately. The average score of the . 
Edinburgh rats at the beginning of the experiment was similar 
to the resu1t of rats tested in the previous Harvard experiment 
afler 30 generations. 

The experiment .was carried out again in Melbourne where 
the rates of learning of trained and untrained lines were 
measured for 50 successive generations over 20 ·years. A 
marked tendency for rats of the trained line to learn more 
quickly in subsequent generations was found - hut exactly the 
same tendency was also found in the untrained line. 

The results of these experiments - which began 70 years 
ago - are completely inexplicable using any orthodox scientific 
idea but are seem differently in the light of the hypothesis of 
formative causations. 

Perhaps the now-debunkect New Age "Hundredth Mon
key" story propounded by Ken Keyes was the right idea on the 
wrong track - or another example of morphic resonance. 

Available from Adyar and T.S. Bookshops. A New SCience ofLife 
- The Hypothesis of Formative Causation by Rupert Sheldrake 
(Paladin). 

Gerard 
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Now this is a story... a bit of a yam ... gleaned from fragments 
in answer ItO questions asked of the Earth Mother while sharing 

.deep meditation or matching breaths with the great trees, the 
living rock, and circles of her blood, her people. 

Are they my memories? Their memories? Random frag
ments of imagination? Stimulated by.... what? Are fairy tales 
memories? Is science fiction prediction? Is prediction science 
fiction? 

The rnragon and the Ph{Enil( 
Once there was a young dinosaur who loved to 
play.... and dream of wild impossible things. While 
rolling on her back in the shallow marshes she would 

.watch the clouds as they rose up into the sky... she 
carefully noted the feathery wisps of steam as they 
separated from the swamp... the unbelievably 
huge bulk of the clouds... much largerthan her... the 
absolutely lovely way they floated through the air .. 
she of course would do it better... she would swim, 

So she dreamed .. , awake and asleep... and she 
shared her dream with her friends ... they added to 
the dream ... each with their own heart's wish. 

One day the earth shook as something huge fell 
out of the sky... it was dark for a very long time... and 
even when the light did come back everything had 
changed. The earth Herself would open up... right 
where you were walking .. , hot lava would burn ... 
and I tell you some of those rocks would continue to 
glow long after they had cooled. 

From the sky too there was a terrible intensitythat 
stirred change deep inside her... she yearned to 
change ... to move with her beloved Earth Mother... 

" 

, , 

Shewove herdreamofthe wisps of the swamp mists 
into the pores of her own skh .. the fires of the earth 
and sky combined to cause her internal image to 
shift and glide... it felt like her dream state had 
merged with her normal waking state... she 
stretched from her shoulders and her fingers be
came like the swamp vapours, but strolilg and flex
ible... and ... when she pushed she could feel the air 
as if it was water... the air was in fact a lot thicker 
than it had been. She yearned for the lightness of 
the clouds and her bones became hollow... she 
called to the Sky... to the Light... and, as she pl,lshed 
with her new skin like hair against the air, sha rose 
into the sky... a bird. 

She met others who had also had the dream of 
flight and she sang to them with her sweet new 
voice. Together they sang to the others still on the 
ground... the'hang of the joy offlight the freedom 
of the upper air... and some came at first only a 
few.. , and then in their thousands so that a new 
race of feathered sky people roamed the atmos
phere, spreading the seeds for a different sort of 
new growth in a new'world; 

Oh, incidentally one of the primate groups also 
learnt to fly. They live along the coast... I've seen 
them gliding on their leathery wings through the 
night sky. 

Did the dinosaurs disappear when a huge meteoroid hit the 
earth and triggered unprecedented volcanic activity? This 
could release a level of background radiation comparable to 
what we have today. The released carbon dioxide, then and 
now, could' produce a greenhouse effect. The ozone layer 
could be depleted and the earth's magnetic field disturbed. 

NEXUS New Times Njn~  - 1989 
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All of these things add to the possibility of mutation. The birds did appear as the dinosaurs disappeared. Is it 
MULation, if given, as in our cultures, disease status by the possible that some of the race evolved? Is this a reguffar 

subject's emotional perception can lead to life-destroying occurrence? What pic~ure  wou,l.ct you. wish for/believc (be 
cancer. But this is not an inevitable equation. alive) i~  if suddenly the earth's energies'ca~oous to mut..1tc? 

All evolution is in fact mutation. Those that prove usefW in� 
tenns ofsurvival and development are eventually incorporated :.</j; ,:;.Y;;f;:':·";~:';">" .~;~. ~ :.:)~~/j.: ...� 
into the genetic code.� 

A creature'slife is not automatically threatened by the� 
act of mutation ... mutation is not inherently disease ... it is� 
evolution in action.� 

I often daydream about how I would like the increased� 
radiation from the sun to change my skin ... being careful not to� 
reinforce skin cancer as an option... even ifeveryone says it is ...� 
I tell my skin cells that I would rather a slight change in the sub� 
surface oils... something that will conven the extra energy into� '/'j / /regeneration of the skins elasticity... perhaps it could also 
deepen my pigmentation to a beautiful gQlden brown. Yes ... ~. ~~~. lIZ 
that wo.uld do nicely, thank you very much. \, "'--.\ \--- ~. 

A joke? Once there was ci'-youQQ'n-tnrlan' who loved to 
Yes and no. Those flippant remarks we make about our play... and dream of wild'impossible things, While 

'; 
selves and others have immense power. They often cause rolling around on 'his back In the shallow water near 
change on a deeper more subliminal level long after the a river beach he would watch the olouds as they 
conscious mind has dismissed them. rose into the sky.... he carefully noted the way the 

Evolution is led by the desires, the projections, the hopes as water is visible at the surface,., no.,. os the surface,., 
well as the hassles, the successes and the researches of life then there ,is a moment of pure invisibility, .. as if the 
getting more into the ecstasy of awareness. water changes the Iig: lt that it relates to ... and then, 

Sometimes evolution is centuries slow... and sometimes as if light and gravity were somehow related. .... 
it is lightning quick. once 6ne was shed so then was the other... and 

We know that the body changes. It responds to how it is after that... even when the water again related to 
believed to be, both in our own minds and in the minds of those i'ight that he could see, it was still free from gravity, .. , 
around thinking of us. so that the unbelievably huge bulk of the clouds did 

The body is programmed by our collective scents ... within the impossible, .. tons of water just floated through 
a person's smell is how they feeI... what their chemistry be the air, 
lieves... and our bodies ll.se this informanion to adjust our He of course Would do it better, for a person qt 
subconscious and inter-racial communications... this in tum least.". he would levitate. 
affects our growth and genetic beliefs. © John Burke 1989 
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INTERPRETING r'lJ ~: A·.\.t >~ .• '.,IER1 ~ ~~ ., 

DREAMING WOULD HAVE TO BE ONE OF THE MOST 

FASCINATING EXPERIENCES OF THE MIND. 
UNFORTUNATELY, HOWEVER, IT ALSO TENDS TO BE 

ONE OF THE MOST CONFUSING. Often we know a dream is 
trying to tell us something, but whatever it is eludes us. If our 
unconscious mind is trying to tell us something why doesn't it come 
right out and say it? Why the puzzle instead of the picture? 

Well that would be too easy, wouldn't it? You see, dreams are 
riddles rather than statements. They ask us a question hoping that we 
find the answer to ourselves. Dreams aim to broaden our minds, to 
teach us what is beyond our comprehension. If the dream spoke 
directly to our present level of consciousness all would be easily 
understood butnothing would be learnt. They present us with what we 
are unconscious of, leading us slowly to higher self-awareness. 

The dream is the royal road to the UlUJonscious. Through follow
ing our dreams we discover what we are personally, socially and 
eventually collectively unaware of. The dream comes from the 
direction of the unconscious towards consciousness. Just before it 
arrives at the Ego it SLOpS and teases us to come forward. The dream 
dances the twilight zone of our mind, drawing us into the darkness. 

To interpret your dreams is to travel the royal road. Dreams offer 
us a passage into the unconscious, they give us a place to start. It's 
impossible to sit down and successfully think to yourself, 'O.K., what 
is it'that I'm unaware of?' A dream tells us exactly what we are 
unconscious of and what's more it offers us a way in the unknown. 

So how does one answer the riddle which the dream is? First of 
all, it's not the obvious, With arly dream, be it your own or someone 
else's, you must say to yourself, '1 don't know what this dream 
means.' Admit if you are vexed, for the dream teaches us most when 
the mind is empty. 

There are no fixed rules for the interpretation of dreams. Each 
dream is unique andhas to be approached in its own way. Dictionaries 
of symbols, dream books and various psychologies offer us very little 
when it comes to the actual dream. For the riddle would not have been 
asked if its answer were readily available. 

Getting into the dream is li.kepenetrating the Holy City ofJericho. 
You can't bang on the front door and expect an easy entry and you 
can't jump the insurmountable walls. What you can do is begin a 
procession and walk around the dream several times, then stop and 
watch the walls come tumbling down and the meaning come flooding 

Walking around Jericho is [ooking at the dream from all angles. 
Sit down and write out your dream. That's one Ilap. Next list all the 
components of the dream, be they persons, places or CirCWTlStilnCes. 
The third lap is the most important Next to the dream elements, write 
down all your associaJions. After this you may also amplify the 
dream. This is done through taking various symbols and themes from 
the dream and finding them in works of mythology, psychology and 
dictionaries ofsymbols. When all this is done, think about yesterday's 
events and go over the material, tossing and turning the dream in your 
mind. Now stop, pull back and wait. If you've made the procession 
inspiration is sure to hit (if it hasn't already). Slowly, cracks will 
appear and little insights into the meaning of the dream will abound. 
Before long, the walls will fall down and the dream will be youn;. 

Let me give you an example. 
1 am sitting at the beach fishing but 1 don't seem to be catching 

enough. All of a sudden two fishermen row in from the horizon with 
their boat piled full of fish. 1 think to myself, 'This is where I'll getmy 
dinner' as the fishermen take their catch into the fish s'hop. When I go 
into the shop I ask for the fish but all I can get is fish that's been frozen: 
I am very disappointed. 

Herc's what the elements mean to me; fish - contents of the sea. 
unconscious. Inspiration. Fishing· sitting, waiting for inspiration, 
waiting for a dream. Not enough - not enough inspiration. Two 
fishermen - proper, serious students of the unconscious. Fish shop. 
a place where inspiration is stored and sold, books and bookshops. 
Frozen fish - inspiration caught and stored by others. Disappointment 
- from the wanting of fresh, personal inspiration. 

After sitting and thinking about this dream it soon reveals its 
meaning. The dream tells me that if I want enough fresh inspiration 
I need to domore than just sit waiting for a dream. Also, Ican'tsatisfy 
myself with the ideas gleaned from other people's adventures of the 
unconscious, their books are necessarily frozen inspiration. I must 
become like the two fishermen and make a serious art of dreaming. 
That way I'll have more inspiration than I need personally and I'll 
have enough to nourish others as well. 

You know when you've interpreted the dream correctly when you 
get an 'Aha!' reaction. Just like a riddle, all of a sudden you 'get it' 
and everything makes sense. The dream transforms from a chaotic 
jumble of images to a cleverly choreographed koan. 

If you penetrate bnly part of the dream or slip up in your 
interpretation, the unconscious will create a follow-up dream. Ifyou 
failLO interpret the dream entirely, it will often come again. This is the 
phenomena of repetitive dreaming. You may also have a deep, deep 
issue which is slowly resolving itself, In such cases you have what's 
called adream series; here various images repeat themselves time and 
time again revealing what you are ready to know. Each dream takes 
you one step at a time, leading you slowly to your greater self. 

One last but important point. Dreams aim to rebalance a partial or 
lopsided attitude. They teach you a lesson. Once you understand the 
dream, put your newfound knowledge to work. Extemalise the 
internal by applying the dream to your everyday life. In this way you 
honour your dream. 

By Craig Jarman 
who is available for astrological chart readings and 

Dreamwork using myth & Jungian psychology, 
Contact - (02) 7472707 



World First 

TREE BANK� 
How can we change our attitudes to the Earth and trees 
in a single generation? The idea ofa Treebank - whereby 
people can directly invest in treesfor thefuture without 
using money - is being explored in a small school in 
northern N.S.W.'flit ",.", ' 
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Tallowood Tree Bank was officially opened on World En
vironment Day at Tallowood Community School at Bowrav
ille. Parents. friends and children celebrated the day in the 
common purpose of Earth repair action and a shadehouse was 
built on the school grounds as a bank for trees. 

Local people were invited to open theirlife savings account 
by depositing/donating trees to the Treebank. Initially, 330 
Trees were deposited in the Treebank by local nurseries, 
residents and 'the Forestry Commission which will be used in 
environmental education and awareness programmes that 
promote Earth repair action by planting and caring for trees. 

This learning experience is also aimed at teaching the 
value of trees rather than money. Giving away or swapping 
trees creates a new way of thinking about trees, forests, 
orchards and even economics. 

The trees will be used in TaUowood School's reafforesta
tion project which includes the reclamation of a swamp area 
with the planting of rainforest species. The Nambucca ReaF
forestation Society is also supervising the planting of a hard
wood plot and windbreak to demonstrate the uses of trees. 

The Earth Rep~  Foundation has enthusiastically sup
ported the establishment of a food park in the school,Food 
trees including citrus and nut varieties will also be planted, 
tended and eaten by the kids. A bird bath will be built to 
accommodate the many species of birds and other wildlife 
drawn to bird-attracting trees. The bank will also be supplying 
trees for local tree planting activities and will loan other 
scbools credit in the Treebank. Gifts of trees were made to all 
local schools for Arbour day. 

Tallowood is taking advantage of a government minigrant 
for schools that improve their environment and is a great 
example of what can be achieved around the country for a 
minimal cost by a caring community. 

Anyone can open a tree bank. People can deposit a wide 
variety of trees and 'withdraw' single species to build specific 
orchards. Trees also provide interest in terms of biomass, seed 
and grafting stock. 
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BACK IN ISSUE 4 WE ANNOUNCED WE'D RUN STORIES ABOUT� 

ACCURATE PROPHECY - PREDICTIONS WHICH HAVE ALREADY BEEN� 

PROVEN, CORRECT. NEXUS RECENTlY INTERVIEWED A FRIEND OF THE� 

LATE. ROSALEEN NOIVON, KNOWN FOR DECADES AS THE 'WITCH OF� 

KING'S CROSS'. HER MANIFEST PSYCHIC ABIUTY ASTOUNDED PEOPLE� 

FROM ALL STRATA OF SOCIETY WHO ENCOUNTERED HEll. SHE MADE A� 

NUMBER OF PRED1,cnoNs CONCERNING THE YEARS WE ARE ABOUT TO� 

ENTER - AND AS SOME OF HER PREDICTIONS HAVE ALREADY BEEN� 

PROVEN CORRECT, WE PRESENT VERITAS...� 

NEXUS: When did you first meet Rosaleen Norton? 

Veritas: I first men her when I was a ".'.youngster of about 18, around 1958, and 11 \ ~ .... \. ~...... ,..... 
I '" .. "\~:from that moment on she just took my 

mind away. She was quite an incredible 
woman. She was a good surrealistic 
painter, a Bohemian and most definitely 
a very talented witch. She was ranked 
with Norman Lindsay and wasafriendof 
Gerald Gardner in England (known as 
the 'father of modem Witchcraft'). She 
knew a number of famous people. 

Rosaleen was often accused of over
indulging in drugs; this is a half-truth. 
Like most Bohcmians, she liked drugs 
occa<;ionally. But most of her real phe
nomena came without drugs and she 
could actually produce these phenomena 
in both crystal balis and candle-lit 
rooms. 

To see what I mean, picture a soundproofed, dark room 
from which light is obliterated, with black curtains - and from 
a candle flame in the centre of the room images seriously 
appeared like old-fashioned movies on the walls - as actual 
occurrences, past present or future. She could change images 
to colour. You didn't see them in a well~defined light; you saw 
shapes moving. I could actually see with reasonable definition 
but not really clearly. She could see with great definition. 

Even those untl!amed people who were initiates could see 
that Roie produced phenomena. 

NEXUS: What did you see when you were watching these 
produced phenomena? 

Veritas: A number of things. She could actually produce 
mandalas, images of beings - some of them quite horrific 
which were actually produced in the centre of the mandala. 
One night she had a mandala rigged up within which she 

produced amazing images of beings which actually shim
mered and pulsated in the light I've no doubt there are very 
few people with that ability. I'm not saying it can't be devel
oped, but there are very few people who have this ability - and 
could she pull the rabbit out of the hat, as they say! Roie was 
one of the few great Australian occultists that could 'cut the 
mustard'. She could actually produce things that other people 
only talked about She also had the ability to heal and to hex 
which is an unusual ability - not with ritual but with concentra
tion. 

Rosaleen Norton was possibly one of the very few people 
in this CQuntry that had any real ability as a reliable psychic 
phenomenon. BythatImean that she could actually see into the 
future, quite clearly, with great accuracy. 

She studied many Eastern techniques 
including Theosophy for many ye.arsand . 

." was very well acquainted with the Hindu 
.. 0. 

and Tibetan Buddhist techniques as well \....: 
as a great knowledge of Celtic Witch
craft.and Jewish Kabbala. She was very 
well versed in the occult Roie could also 
inter-relate all these traditions together. 

She believed al1 systems are interre
lated and anyone who was any good 
could use any system anywhere. If you 
knew the correspondences between the 
systems you could go to any cCuntry and 
plug into their systems quite easily. As 
a.n example there's a Santaria cult which 
has grown very popular in the US in the 
last 20 years and could well be called an 
African religion in America. They use 
pictures of the Catholic saints f01" quite 
demonic rites and the saint is real[ly a 

demon in disguise, you see. They know exactly which saints 
correspond with which demons and can therefore walk into a 
Catholic church and literalIy conduct what one might call a 
Black Mass, because they know which original African deities 
actually correspond with the Christian ones. 

These fonns all exist in the world as an astral imprint or 
thought form and by meditation on any particular vision of 
course one will see these things (tum up. The imprint already 
established in one's mandala in one's mind is the projection of 
how you wish to see the'demon or deva or angel or whatever 
you like to call them. It will come through according to th.e 
system you've brought with you, that you believe in. If you 
don't work the system properly you lcan get cross-images and 
may be praying to something completely clifferent to what you 
think. 

Using the maniacal subtleties of language in any form of 
ritual one can actually produce either the opposite effect or 
drain the ceremony itself. 



NEXUS: Did she found her own group or circle? 

Veritas: Roie had several groups - several in Melbourne, about 
three of them in South Australia and at least eight of them in 
Sydney. Very few people realised she had that many groups in 
Sydney. Many of her initiates would not like to be named for 
quite obvious reasons. She was a very good teacher and was a 
very honest woman inasmuch as she spok~  the truth. A lot of 
people hated her for it-and a lot of people found it disturbing 
because of her genuine clairvoyant ability. 

NEXUS: How else did you see her clairvoyant ability demon
~~~~ . 

Veritas: Quite easily, quite often. Although Roie didn't often 
reap the rewards of her effort, she could actually see and pick . 
'winners', which is classed as mundane clairVoyance - that's 
the sort of thing people use clairvoyance for. She could often . 
pick a winner with no trouble at all and quite often survive on 
that. Again, this is something Roie kept very quiet because it 
is ~m  ability that not many people should know about - at least 

. '. 
at that llme. 

li "d; :4 

Roie's sight was mystic in the true sense of the word. It 
wasn't fragmentary. There are a nwnber ofpeople who are the 
most radical fragmentary clairvoyants and who occasionally Roie predicted the deaths ofseveral dozen people we knew 
can actually get a certain continuity about their clairvoyance long before they happened - and in what circumstances. 
but none with the amazing abilities that she had. I mean quite She had a very good cover; in her later years, Roie just 
phenomenal. Roie spent most of her life at it. She was good at played alpng with what the newspapers wanted. She played an 
it and hid a lot of her life quite deliberately because she could old theatrical has-been deliberately for the protection of her
not stand the vibes, let alone the behaviour, of other people. self and those around her. Much of what occurred from about 

Back in 1968, Roie and I went to a party at a house in 1966 onward was pure theatre on the part of Roie. 
Cleveland St, Sydney and about 60 people were there. She told In the year 1974 she had a number of visions which 
them there was going to be a fIre in about 20 minutes and they appeared to be nightmares but were actually visions into. the 
should all get out. They all left the house and within about 20 future. 
minutes the electric wiring caught alight and there was a fIre. 
In a tribute toRoie'sinsightthefrre wasputoutby the man next NEXUS: Have any of the events in these predictions already 
door before the fIre brigade could arrive.. occurred? 

On another occasion Roie was invited to a friend's party at 
a terrace house behind the Oxford Hotel in Sydney. It used to Veritas: Her fIrst vision concerned the actual dismissal of the 
be a terrace of four houses - each had been brothels a long time Whitlam Government on November 11 th, 1975. From then on 
before. Roie refused to go because she said that they were she predicted with accuracy that our culture would fall into the 
charged and she'd 'switch on the fIeld' ..But she went and it control of the banks - the banks would have more control over 
happened - the field switched on in this old terrace and all hell our lives and the political parties - which, of course, has turned 
broke loose; the windows fell out of their frames, the curtains out to be quite true. 
went up in flames. There was an old-fashioned 100 downsLairs 1989 was to be a key year in this development and from 
that burst and I'm not kidding, about four feet of toilet water about May 1989 things were going to get very bad. By that she 
went everywhere. All this happened at once and she was right meant the closing of industries, the sacking of thousands of 
- she'd walked intaa field and activated it quite unconsciously. Continues Over ~~  

"Rosoleen Norton was born In Dunedin, New Zealand; accord very creative. She was one of Australia's best-known surreal- II 

Ing to biographer NeVille Drury and her sister In 1917, but there Ists. Most people don't look at Role's work carefully and there· 
are 'other people who swear blind she was born In 1905. fore don't see the Inner meaning of It. She's very subtle in the 
Certainly In 1958 when I first mether.she was at least 45. She was way she conveys things by symbolism and by the feel of the 
born Into a falrty comfortable fa'mlly but realised at a very symbol; instead of Just looking at a symbol she knew how to 
young age that she was a Bohemian and that she'd never become the symbOl to really understand symbolic art. 
conform with what they wanted. She set out to construct a life 
for herself as a very clever Bohemian lady and a Witch. There are some reproductions pUblished by Neville Drury 

She first came to public notoriety from about 1954 over and her own book Which was republished by Walter Glover In 
varIous obscenity trials In Sydney and Melbourne for the exhl· ., 982 - The Art o( 1(osal99n Norten with poe1ry by GavIn Green
bltlon of what was then termed very'lurld work, but was actually sleeves." 
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people, civil insurrection, rioting in the streets, cutbacks in education, 
personal security and pensions, etc. You only have to look at news
papers day by day to realise the truth of what she said. 

She knew, incidentally, that she would die around December 5th, 
1979 - exactly when she did die. 

NEXUS: You actually heard these predictions yourselj7 

Verii~s:  Yes, along with six other people. At 
the time she wasn't ev'en prepared to divulge it 
to more than seven people; she wouldn't di
vulge it to her sister or a number ofpeople close 
to her because she was very afr,aid that there 
could be trouble arising from it. 

She predicted very accurately the date of 
the foundation of Gay Liberation and she said 
it was a two-edged sword. She said that what 
would come of it was a plague which we now 
know as AIDS. She definitely predicted that 
way back in 1974. In one respect it conformed 
with naturalJaw, but in another it didn't inas
much as a plague would result. She ptedicted 
quite accurately that the [iisn cases would 
appear from about 1979 onward. 

NEXUS: What did she seefor the times around 
1989? 

Veritas. The present time is one of change but 
also one of polarisation. Roie definitely be
lieved that Australia would break into two 
camps, the majority of people following what was real, the minority 
of people following a fantasy, as Roie termed it, which was purely 
medieval; a medieval fantasy wanting to maintain the •establishment' 
which Roie Was dead against. She saw this establishment as an 
extension of feudal society. 

She foresaw the modern world banking system and spoke particu
larly of the Roman Catholic Church collusion in the fmances of the 
world - only later proven beyond the shadow of a dou~t. 

She had some very horrific insights into financial manipulation 
by other countries and also financial conspiracy within Australia. 
This, she said, would be the 'rocking of the foundation stones' which 
would actually cause pressure in the future. 

NEXUS: What did she see resulting from this economic malaise? 

Veritas: Several things. One - a national economic collapse. Two 
what one might call a 'back to Earth' trip in the sense ofpeople being 
in an alternative society incidentally at loggerheads with the estab
lishment. She didn't get around to the outcome of that, but said that 
the country would be divided and that there certainly could be civil 
insurrection by 1992. By that I mean people not wanting to be 
manipulated and, as you know, in the last twenty years manipulation 
has become a very fme art. 

Roie was very pro-Jewish and liked the Aborigines because she 
said they actually had insight but weredeliberaJely misunderstood by 
the whites. She said what she knew, they had already known 
particularly some of the Elders that were alive at the time. She didn't 
say who they were. 

Looking at this table-cloth reminds me ofRoie 's interpretation of 
the Rainbow Serpent. She clearly stated to me many years ago that the 
Rainbow Serpent was actually the ley lines which run from one side 

of Australia to the other, intermingled. interlocked; and that anyone 
who was really psychic could see the colour of those leylines and 
would interpret it as being a serpent, a serpentine energy interweaving 
which is an intrinsic part of the terrain of this country. She said a lot 
of leylines had been deliberately shut down and a few of them had 
been deliberately activated by the Aborigines for their own protec
tion. 

She said the Ab<ltigines obviously had a..case for <!.isrrusting the 

whites. Among those persecuted into the ground were some very 
talented people but their talents, weren't appreciated. She wasn't the 
only person to see these things but was certainly the forerunner who 
sawall this before others could see it. 
Nexus: What did she see for the Aboriginal people?� 
Veritas: A bloody struggle whick would last at least ten years,� 
beginning from the 1980s and ending in the 1990s. It could extend� 
longer than that, but with a ten-year buildup by factors previously� 
noted.� 

She said that by 1989 both circles, both world powers for want of 
a better word, would develoR psychotronics. 

By this she meant people who were skilled in techniques like 
clairvoyance and other psychic abilities that could produce phenom
ena including defects in things like computers from one side of the 
world to the other. She fIrst predicted this in mid-1966, long before 
anyone knew about psychotronic warfare. She said it was a very 
dangerous game because a lot of the people involved on both sides 
risked severe heart attacks a,nd dying on the spot because of the 
energies involved. She claimed that she'd seen some of these people 
and their nervous systems were shot - she said this was the main 
feamre of people indulging in this. 

One of the reasons Roie said this happened was that you can't 
really believe two things at once. SuperfIcially you can, but not in 
reality, because the nervous system won't take the imprint - hence 
epileptic reactions or shaking if people kept up coJTlffiercial psychic 
warfare. She said they'd bring themselves undone. 

Roie said America had done a lot of original research in this and 
a lot of research had not been done by the establishment. They just 
picked it up after it was done. 

Well, that's all for"now. 
lfyou would like to hear nwrefrom Ventas, please let us 

Ioww. 



HE ICAlD� 
CHEMICAL� 

INDIGESTION� 
THE INTERNATIONAL CHEMICAL IN

DUSTRY IS DISCOVERING THE COST 

OF NOT HAVING AN ENVIRON

MENTAL CONSCIENCE. U.S. consumers 
who are concerned about CFCs destroying 
the atmosphere have rumed to aerosol alter
natives. In West Germany detergenlS con
taining phosphate additives are no longer 
produced because people stopped buying 
them (phosphates soften water but kill life in 
lakes), 

;; Since 1950 the chemical industry has 
increased world production of bulk chemi
cals from 2 million to 100 million tonnes per 
year, Since the 19605 regulators have rried to 
control chemical contamination of the envi
ronment, but have not been able to agree on 
a set of standards among thcmselves. Across 
the 11 OECD countries the amount of 'haz
ardous waste' (as defined by each country) 
varies from 12kg to 600kg per person, 

Because pollution crosses frontiers, 
chemical companies have argued that it 
doesn't make sense for them to try and meet 
the various national standards. Although 
chemical poisons transfer between air, soil 
and water, laws governing pollution are 
usually drafted separately. Regulators are 
rrying to iron out inconsistencies while inrro
ducing LOugh new laws. 

Among the industrialised countries of 
the OECD two of the strictest are West Ger
many and the US, In West Germany compa
nies are given tax credits for spending on 
pollution controLs, Since 1981, spending on 
envLrorunental protection has doubled to 
$2,5 billion (1987-88) and chemical emis
sions into the atmosphere were 62% lower in 
1986 than 1968, Sales of plastic bottles are to 
be banned unless manufacrurers agree to 
recycle them, Derunark and Italy are aLso 
introducing new laws for the disposal of 
plastics, 

." 

A CLEAN EUROPE? 

As THE 1992 SINGLE EUROPEAN 

MARKET APPROACHES, moves are 
being made to hannonisc anti-pollution 
laws. Countries will have to conform to the 
highest environmental standards that exist in 
Europe. Companies in a country like Britain 
will have to reduce water pollution to meet 
the higher West German standard, 

The US passed legislation in 1986 that 
laid down strict rules for the reduction of 
hazardous waste and gave conununitics the 
right to know what local chemical plants 
were producing (after Bhopal), Shell Oil 
may have to pay $2 billion for cleaning up a 
pesticide and herbicide plant sitc after being 
sued for environmental damage, Since 1982 
the chemical industry has reduced waste 
production by half and 20% 06 the indU!;tTY' s 
capital expenditure (i.e. investment) now 
goes on anti-pollution devices, 

These efforts may be a case of 'too little, 
too late' but should be encouraged and fur
thered. However, there are many chemical 
planlS in the Middle Ea.~t,  Asia and South 
America with no pollution conrrols at all. 
Extending environmental standards to in
clude these counrries will require a major 
effort by the international community, 

TOXIC SLUDGE� 
On Brisbane's southern outskirts 
in the suburb of Kingston, a black sludge is 
oozing up into people's gardens, Almost a 
square kilometre has been described as po
tentially chemically dangerous in a govern
ment report by a firm of consulting engi
neers. The report warned that the toxic 
chemica'ls could have spread up to Skm 
into surrounding suburbs. 

The suburb was built on reclaimed land 
next to an old gold mine where oil and 
chemical waste of unknown origin was 
dumped, TeslS have shown the presencc of 
lead, manganese, mercury and carcinogenic 
PCBs in the soil, while open drains which run 
through local schools are contaminated by 
chemicals. The state government has started 
an emergency program to clean up the area 
and medically assess the 400 residents, Six 
houses were resumed after the sludge first 
appeared in 1987 and more resumptions are 
expected to follow, Weekend A.ustralian 

TOXIC WASTE� 
INCINERATOR� 

FORNSW� 

AUSTRALIA HAS ABOUT 11,000 
TONNES OFTOXIC WASTE -theresultof 

15 ycars of stockpiling by govemm~nt  and 
private industries - waiting for disposal. 
About 500 tonnes are sent to Britain each 
year to be burnt in high-temperarure incin
erators, but in Sydney alone 4,000 drums of 
toxic waste are added to a 40,000 drum 
stockpile every year, NSW has about 9,500 
tonnes of waste, as industry in )\;SW pro
duces far more toxic waste than in other 

• states, Because there is no environmentally 
safe way to dispose of the waste it is stored in 
steel drums and left at factories, 

The NSW Minister for the EnvirolUnent, 
Tim Moore, said mat this made it inevitable 
that an incinerator for toxic wast.e would be 
built in NSW, Although the State Govern· 
ment has agreed to build a high-temperarure 
incinerator after a joint Commonwea~th,  

Victorian and NSW investigation, it is now 
faced with the problem of finding a site for it. 
The environmental hazards associated with 
transporting and burning toxic waste mean 
that no local corrununity wants the incinera
tor and the choice of the site is a very sensi
tive issue; somewhere in the sparsely popu
lared west of the state seems to be likely, 

AFR 
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.. Of the three types of substances or "life essences" in 
• the body. (see NEXUS issues 3-8) the oils or "sul-phar" 
: are the most diverse. They travel in the body throug'h 
• the arteries, veins, lymph channels, across surfaces 
: that they lubricate, through the inter-cellular fluid. 
... Some nerves can strip the patfern of ions otf an oil's 
: carbon chain and replace that patfem on other 
• carbon chains elsewhere in the body; they Gan .also 
• travel between life forms through our scents as voJatile · . ,• ;aromatics...1 
.~===~~~~==~=~==~=~==~
• The lymphatic system Is often seen as.)ust.part of your defensa
• mechanis,m. But in faelll deals with anything that Is too reacllve� 
.. forthe blood to carry. This means that a lot of the basic chemical� 
• interactions of the body are dependent on your lymphatic� 
: system being clem and able to keep your organs In contael� 
• with their respecllve hormonal supply.� 
« Whatever Intelligence you see as dlrecllng the develop�
• ment of evolullon has realised that the kilometres of tine tubes� 
f: that make up this system must, within a few decades of use, get� 
: blocked and tangled, and has provided us with the perfeel tools� 
.. to carry out the needed maintenance..... our fingers, for mas�
<t sage and exchange... and dance that Is sometimes hard and� 
: fierce and sometimes lose and ecstatic ... for self maintenance� 
It and development.� 
l) Because the lymph, like the veins, must carry acids, the 
: vessels themselves can not be muscular. This is because the 
l) acids would cause muscular walls to spasm.... so the body 
• grows the lymph vessels along the paths at contraction created
•• by the skeletal muscles... and uses the body's normal move
• ments to milk these lymphatic vessels In order to distribute the� 
... information and programming ,held in the hormones, as well as� 
: other oils that are used as lubrication an-d protection tor the� 
• body's moving parts.� 
: It the pressure Is too strong or too weak the vessels will not� 
• work properly ... so both exercise and massage tor the Iym�
, phatic and other sul-phar systems have to be within certain� 
: boundaries ot pressure. To find ~hese  limits tor a specitlc individ
• ual at a specific time, feel with two tingers tor their pulse on the� 
• Inside at the wrist just up trOn1the base at the th umbo The lightest� 
: touch that shows you the plJlse Is the amount at pressure you� 
to need for spreading energies and dispersing areas at stagna�
• tlon. The deepest pressure that still allows the pulse, Just before� 
: the pulse is actually stopped, is the strongest pressure that will� 
• move substances along the vessels. Any stronger pressure can� 
• cause the very blockages that you are trying to get rid ot. This� 
: is why exercise that doesn't balance strength building with� 
.. relaxed stretching can cause a loss at health.� 
••..
• Stf!-PIIAR;tfASSA7E
•• 
: The major Joints are where the body applies a grinding pressure 
• and heat to change the nature ot lymphatic substance so that 
: 1,1 can be either reused, Incorporated in the programming and 
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H:[N"E� 
structure of white blood cells, or sweafed out. This makes the 
armpits the place where we begin to clear this intricate plumb
Ing system. 

Start by generally warming the shoulder area with light to 
mid pressure massage..... then, usln-g pressure fowards the 
armpit move from a thumb-width either side of the spine, from 
glands that are below the bony process behind the ears... then 
gently pull from a thumb width either side or the top of the 
spine.... then using small circles where you use pressure on the 
up stroke close to the spine, work from the boHom of the neck 
up to the base of the skull, then down again along the side of the 
neck to the armpit. " 

Once both sides of the neck are clear the next section Is from 
the level of the lowest vertebra that has ribs attached up to the 
bottom of the neck, and then on until you gel to the armpits 

;'� 
again (This Is true for each subsequent section as well· each 
time you go back through the already cleared sections to the 
armpits). The next sectl,on Is from the tip of the spine up to (and , 
through) the previous section. 

The lymph In the arms and legs each have three cycles... first 
down the outside, of the thighs c., ;ross the back of the knees 
(where mother blood cells seperate Into whIte· In lymph· 8: red 
-In bone marrow), then up the inside of the thighs, following the 
line between 'the muscles ... then down the outside to the ankles, 
across the back of them and then up to the groin ... the last 
section follows the same general path but down the feet before 
coming back agaIn to the groin. 

The arms follow the same pattern. 
On thefrontoflhe body the flows created by movement tend 

to go In towards the middle for some substances or out and ., 
towards the back for others. The deciding factor Is your emo
tional stance or posture that causes your breath to direct this ., 
part of flow In either way. 

The direction from the nape of the neck is up, from the 
thymus gland, past the para-thyroid and thyroid glands (around .. 
the voice box) to Join the flow ,from below the ear. When working 
on the head, go from the front to behind, then below the ears. i.� Finish this section by softly but with gentle firmness, rUbbing 
the skull at the base with small circles In both directions. $ 

In the solar plexus the outside flow (the hepatic duct, from 
the gall bladder to the end of the duodenum) goes up under the 
right ribs and down under the leN ribs. The Inside flow (the 
duodenum) goes the other way (see diagram). 

Below this, gentiy massage out from the navel to spread the 
small Intestines. Then, making small circles, work your way 
along the colon, from the right hip up to the ribs, across to the 
other side, then down from the lett ribs to the hip. 

Finish by gently bringing the energy to the head by passing 
your hands just above the surface of the body upwards. 

IBecause this level of our being Is felt rather than thought 
0)� about, what you ar.e visuaJising rather than what you are saying ~  

Is Important. Try to avoid the Images of the warrior or victim ... 
don't get drawn into fighting with the dread of disease... visual
Ise healthy organs rather than hunt problems. Remember that 
your hormonesdon'tilisten ... they feel, smell and ;rust yourvisu
alisations. 

by John Burke © 1989 
Jo '"� ~ 
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NO AL� 
AN ARGUMENT THAT'S STARTING 

TO BE HEARD MORE OFTEN is that the 
only economic and environmentally safe 
response to acid rain and the greenhouse 
effect is nuclear power. Unfornmately this 
argument cannot be rejected out of hand. 
Solutions to environmental decay are be
coming more urgent and nuclear power is, at 
present, the only alternative to coal as the 
source of large amounts of electricity. Of 
course, large amounts of electricity are only 
necessary because we use energy incredibly 
inefficiently. 

The amount of waste produced by coal 
fired power stations is staggering and has 
been identified as one of the major causes of 
the greenhouse, along with cars and defores
tation. Each year about 4.5 billion tonnes of 
carbon dioxide (C0 ) and millions of tonnes

2
of the oxides of nitrogen and sulphur are 
released into the aunosphere by coal-fired 
power stations - that accounts for halfof the 
greenhouse effect. Cars produce about 500 
million tonnes of CO a year. Even if in

2 
creased production of CO were to be some

2 
how stopped, the concentration of it in the 
atmosphere - and the temperature - will keep 
rising. Only by decreasing our use of fossil 
fuels can the concentration be kept steady, let 
alone be made to fall- but we now know that 
nuclear power can provide no alternative 
(see below). 

Another line to lhis argument is that we 
are depriving future generations not only of 
fuel but also the feedstock for chemicals, 
plastics and pharmaceuticals, For govern
ments in Western Europe (which has one 
third of the world's civilian reactors) and 
America and Japan (which together have 
another third yet still consume 300/0 of OPEC 
output) independence from the Middle East 
is an attractive prospect. 

RNATIVE� 
Unclear Advantage 

THE NUCLEAR INDUSTRY HAS 
STARTED TO WAKE UP to the potential of 
the situation. To take advantage of it nuclear 
power needs to bemade safer and cheaper, so 
planners are working on changes to existing 
designs that do both. Small 250 megawatt 
plants can now be totally enclosed for rela
ti ve safety. In one Swedish design the reactor 
is immersed in radiation-absorbing borated 
water. Smaller reactor units are cheaper and 
can have higher production standards. 

Simpler plants, unlike the complex and 
unreliable plants of today, can run cooler and 
last for up to 60 instead of30 years. Today's 
plants are also labour intensive but robots 
and computers a..r» under development for 
maintenance and safety monitoring. 

To counter the nuclear industry a~  it goes 
for its second chance requires well thought
out alternative proposals. New reactor de
signs will be promoted as envir,onmentally 
sound solutions to the greenhouse, Many 
people will be convinced tharsmall, efficient 
nuclear power plants are much better than 
coal fired plants for the planet. It may be that 
nuclear power can be made to appear a 
responsible and even inevitable replacement 
for fossil fuels. 

No Nucle,ar Possibility 

BUT A CLEAR READING OF THE 

FACTS CAN DISPEL ANY SUCH NO

TIONS ENTIRELY. According to a scien
tific report circulated within the Labour 
Party, even a forty year, world-wIde nu
clear power program would not solve 
greenhouse warming problems. 

In Greenhouse Warning: Comparative 
Analysis ofTwo AbatemenJ Strategies, Bill 
Keepin of the Rocley Mountains Institute in 
the US and Frenchman Gregory Kats con
clude that energy efficiency is our best re
sponse. 

In their report, Keepin and Kats consider 
two scenarios involving high and medium 
CO

2 
emissions to analyse the effectiveness 

of increasing the use of nuclear energy. Us

..=AST'� 

ing a 1983 US Academy of Sciences study 
which assumes primary global energy con
sumption will reach 35.7 billion watts by the 
year 2025, their high-level CO2 emission 
scenario takes the position that only half the 
energy required for the world would be nu
clear-fuelled. This would require8,DOO large 
nuclear power staJions. 

"This repre~nts  a 29-fold Increase In 
world nuclear capaCity, requiring that 
nuclear power plants be buIlt at an aver
age rate of one new 1,000 megawatt plant ~  

every 1.61 days for the next 37 years," says 
the repon, at a total capital cost ofUSS839 
trillion and Ql1l'lUal electricity generation 
costs of US$787 billion. 

Yet even these vast costs would not stop 
the expansion of oil and namral gas emis
sions, which would grow from today's 5.3 
billion tonnes per year to 8.29 billion tonnes 
by 2025, 

"Thus, 10 tbls scenarIo, even bringing 
a new nuclear plant on line every day and 
a half for nearly four decades does not 
prevent the annual carbon dioxide emis
sions from steadIly Increasing to a value of 
65 % greater than they are today," say the 
authors. 

Data for their medium-C0 emission
2 

scenario came from a recent study published 
by the US Department of Energy, which 
projects a rise on global energy demand to 
21.3 billion watts by 2025 - an 18-fold in
crease over today. Keepin and KalS use this 
base to assume a transition from coal to 
nuclear power by the target year. 

"This requires that the world build nu
clear capacity at the equivalent average rate 
of one 1,000 megawatt reactor every 2.5 
days until 2025. 

"This comprises one plant every 4.5 days 
in the developed countries, and one every 5.7 
days in the less developed countries," at a 
capital cost of about $US53 trillion - about 
$144 billion a year. Annual CO emissions

2 

would grow to 6.48 billion tonnes by the year 
2000, then decline to 5.27 billion. 

'Thus, even in this scenario of moderate 
energy growth, coupled with a massive nu
clear program, future carbon dioxide emis
sions remain constantly above today's val
ues." 
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In neither scenario could developing 
countries meet capital or running costs. 

Keepin and Kats consider the best alter
native to be energy efficiency, made partly 
possible by technological advances; for in
stance, today a compact 18 watt fluorescent 
light produces higher quality light and lasts 
10 times longer than a standard 75 wan 
incandescent bulb; new building techniques 
have reduced energy demands by up to 75% 
(Japan has also announced it will derive 20% 
of its energy from solar power by 2001). 

They argue that there has been a 12% 
decline in energy consumption since the 
1973 OPEC oil embargo, and this "has been 
established in the absence ofvigorous efforts 
to promote increased efficiency in most na
tions, and only gives a hint of what could be 
possible in the event of a concerted effon 
world-wide." 

One more fact can be considered here. 
The US has not opened one new nuclear 
plant In the more than ten years since the 
nuclear accident at Three Mile Island. 
Some daU! abo obtained from The ECONOMIST 
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LIFE AFTER� 
CHERNOBYL� 

IN THE SOVIET REPUBLIC OF BELO
RUSSIA, TO THE NORTH OF THE 
CLOSED CHERNOB YL REACTOR 
SITE, more than 300,000 people need con
stant heal th checks because oftheir exposure 
to radioactivity released when the nuclear. 
power plant exploded, spreading radioactive 
clesium and other elements aro\.Dld the Earth.· 

A map published in the Soviet Pl'ess 
showed two zones near the reactor from 
which all inhabitants have been evacuated, 
and which have been termed' scientific ob
servation zones'. The 300,000 people from 
the 1,000 towns and villages in these areas 
require permanent and regular health checks, 
particularly children because of fears about 
the effecrs of doses of radioactivity. The 
Soviets have admitted that plants of the same 
design as Chernobyl would not pass Western 
safety standards. 

UNDERWATER CHAOS 

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION lIAS 
LED TO EXTRAORDINARY REVELA
TIONS concerning nuclear accidents on the 
world's oceans. 

According to a repon compiled by 
Greenpeace in the US calledNavalAccidents 
1945-88, more than 50 nuclear weapons 
and nine reactors lie on the bottom of the 
seas as a result of shipping accidents. 

The repon, wrinen by US academics 
Joshua Handler and William Arkin of the 
Institute of Policy Studies in Washington, 
also reveals that more than i ,000 major and 
minor accidents have occurred since nuclear 
weapons and reactors were placed on the 
superpowers' ships and submarines. About 
300 have occurred in the Pacific and have 
possibly polluted Australian waters with 
plutonium; around 200 of these incidents are 
denied by the superpowers, 

BRISBANE RAD

WASTE 
A RADIOACTIVE WASTE DUMP IN 
THE BRISBANE SUBURB OF RED
BANK has been the site of ongoing prOtests 
and dozens of arrests for trespassing, includ
ing five NSW aldermen. 

'There has been no environmental im
pact srudy - this has aU been hushed up," 
shouted Mr Nick Origlass. 81-year-old for
mer Mayor of Leichardt in Sydney, as police 
esconed him away. Aldermen from Canter
bury. Kiarna and Blue Mountains councils 
were also charged with trespass after they 
climbed onto thesiteover a locked gate while 
inBrisbane for an annual meeting of the Aus
tralian Nuclear Free Zone Secretariat. 

PROLIFERATION 

A WEST GERMAN FRONT COM
PANY has supplied components for a plant 
to purify tritium to Pakistan. Tritium is a gas 
used in nuclear bombs, although it also has 
industrial uses. Because of its military appli
cations exports of tritium and the equipment 
to produce it are tightly controlled. A parlia. 
mentary committee investigating the Paki
stani· deal was told that civilian use of the 
plant, which was shipped and assembled 
between 1985 and 1987, was not plausible. 
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U.s. NOTES� 

THE UNITED STATES HAS CON
TAMINATED STRUCTURE ranging from 
small waste dumps to huge buildings at about 
80 places in 27 states. All of these need vast 
amo\.Dlts of money spent on their safe dis
posal, an example being a single story-build
ing in Ohio that cost $US I million and 5 
months to build in 1960 that the Depanment 
ofEnergy will finish pulling down in 1997 at 
a cost of $US57 million. 

Because of the secrecy that surrounded 
nuclear weapons plants in the decades after 
1945 no independent review of these plants 
was done until after the Chemobyl accident 
in 1986. The legacy of these decades of 
secrecy, that protected weapons facilities 
from the standards imposed on civilian 
plants, is now being revealed. It includes: 

• Hanford, Washington, where 8 reactors 
and the country's largest nuclear power 
station are deactivated for safety reasons. 
TIiis is the plant that produced the 
plutonium for the Nagasaki bomb and 
there is evidence that it has seriously 
contaminated the local population. 

• At Savannah River, South Carolina, 3 
tritium reactors are closed and cracks have 
been found in the cooling system. An 
investigarion into the 8 month delay in 
reponing the cracks is underway. These 
reactors are needed for the maintenance of 
US nuclear stockpiles; without tritium all 
the warheads will decay in a few years. 

• The Fernald, Ohio, uranium reprocessing 
centre closed for safety and environmental 
reasons. 

• At Rocky Flats, Colorado, a plutonium 
plant was closed following toxic waste and 
radioactive feaks.. 'The Depanment of 
Energy lists this as the worst of its 
environmental messes, with the public 
water supply for the city of Denver 
contaminated (I million people 25km 
away). 

• At Carlsbad, New Mexico, a pilot waste 
disposal plant was put on hold. 120,000 
drums of radioactive waste stored in Idaho 
were meant to be disposed of there, but 
fears of contamination of underground 
water arose, halting the projecL 

AFR & NY Times 

Gerard & R.A. 
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The Lost Continent� 
Thirty years ago the Antarctic Treaty dedicated the world's last

I· remaining continental wilderness to peaceful scientific' research and 
international co-operation. Nowa new Mining Convention, CRAMRA, 
would form the basis of an international framework to regulate 
commercial mining activil'les in Antarctica. It would decide which 
areas would be opened up for ,exploration and development and 
monilor their subsequent effect on the environment and would 
replace the existing Antarctic Treaty. 

~.,	 ver half the world's.freshwater lies frozen in Antarctica. 
Trapped inside the ice are samples of the Earth's atmos
phere dating back through countless millenia. The waters 

of the Antarctic are the richest in the world, containing our last 
untapped fqod resource, marine plankton. 

Forty-two percent of Antarctica is Australian Territory. Under 
International law no new Antarctic treaty can be ratified without 
Australian participation. In a last minute about face, Prime Minister 
Hawke pulled out of the mining convention, effectively vetoing it. 

The exis tence of a southern po!arregion had been predictedby the 
ancient Greek philosophers who called the place Antarktikas 
"opposite to the Bear", the major constellation in the northern skies. 
According to Rarotongan legends Ui-te-Rangiora journeyed there 
with his companions in the craft Te-jvj-o-Atea sometime around 640 
CE, A thousand years later, the Spanish called it the "Southern Land 
of the Holy Ghost" and believed it to be the source of all divine grace 
in the' world. However, when Captain James Cook of the Royal Navy 
effectively circumnavigated Antarctica without sighting the main
land he concluded it did not exist and even if it did it must be so barren 
and desolate as lOot to warrant further investigation. 

The British Admiralty describes Anwctic waters as those lying 
south of the 55th parallel of latitude. Around the latitudes between 45 
and 65 degrees South is the Antarctic Confluence. This is where the 
wanner currents nf the world's oceans meet the colder waters of the 
Southern or Antarctic Ocean. 

Upwelling of replacement water brings plant nutrients to the 
surface, resulting in heavy phytoplankton growth. Phytoplankton 
synthesise sunlight for energy and are the first link in a food chain on 
which animal plankton and othe~ sub-Antarctic fauna are totally 
dependant. One of the most important of these is the tiny sJuimp krill, 
or Euphasia Superba. 

The whalebone or baleen whales feed on this krill by straining 
seawater through their mouths. They include the fin, sei, humpback 
and blue whales. The Blue Whale is the largest creature ever known 
to have inhabited the planet. Their present numbers are so. depleted it 
is doubtful whether another generation of blue whales will even be 
born, let alone survive to breeding age. There are also the toothed fill 
whales, the killer whales and other smaller whales which feed on 
larger marine animals. The Sperm Whale is believed to use an echo
sounding and locating sys tem (concentrated in the gland in its head for 
which it is so mercilessly hunted), to focus on and stun it's prey, the 
giant squid. 

Seals and birds depend on the sea for food and do not venture 
further inland than necessary, For almost a century Fur Seals were 
thought to be extinct in the Antarctic. However, A few colonies have 

been found on some Antarctic islands. 
Although dozens of species of birds fly south of the 60th paralfe! 

. including the Arctic Tern which migrates all the way from its 
breeding grounds in the north of the Arctic circle· the only birds really 
indigenous to the region are the Emperor and Adelie Penguins, the 
Snow Petre! and the Southern Polar Sima. The most truly Antarctic 
bird must be the Emperor Penguin., which carries its egg on top of its 
feet. It is not ,territorial and most of its rookeries are adjacent to the 
coastline, on the sea-ice. 

Antarctica, includiDg ice-cover, averages some 8,000ft (2,60Om) 
in altitude. In the interior temperatures can plummet well below 100 
degrees Fahrenheit. Recent conditions have been as severe as a 
temperllture of minus 126 degrees which was recorded the 1960s. In 
these bleak surroundings a few primitive insect-like creatures survive 
among the scattered moss, algae and lichen. 

National C~aims
 

THERE HAS BEEN A PERMANENT HUMAN PRESENCE in 
Antarctica since 1943. In that year, the Argentine vessel Primera de 
Mayo took formal possession of all Antarctic territory lying south of 
the 60th parallel between 25 and 74 degrees W. A few months later, 
the British occupied three meteorological stations along the Graham
Palmer Peninsular. In 1936, BI1tain had recognized Australian au
thority over some 2,360,000 squar'e miles of Antarctic territory, an 
area almost as large as the Australianmainland. The U.K. retained for 
itselfpossessionof the Graham.Palmer Peninsular, and the numerous 
islands of the South Shetlands, South Orkneys, South Sandwich 
Islands and South Georgia, as well as the Falkland Is!lIDds. Much of 
this area is subject to overlapping cJaims by Argentina apd Chile. 
Australia, New Zealand, France and Norway agreed among them
selves 0\0 lay claim to the bulk of the continent, with the notable 
exception of a potion of West Antarctica unofficially ceded to the 
United States. 

Besides exploration and previous settlement, the sector principle 
forms a hasis for claims of sovereignty in Antarctica, Erst proposed 
in the Canadian Senate in 1907. Under this plan the meridians of 
longitude bordering a country are extended to the pole. This policy 
has been unofficially followed by the Soviet Union and Canada north 
of the Arctic Circle. In 1924 the American Secretary of State an
nounced that occupation was the strongest claim to sovereignty. 

In 1955, the International Antarctic Committee was formed in 
Paris where it was decided that the seven claimant nations would 
restrict their activities to within their asserted boundaries. The other 
five nations which were to play an active role were the U.S.A., the 
U.S.S.R.. Japan, Belgium and the Dnion of South Africa. The Inter
national Geophysical Year (I.G.Y.), 1957-58, was the largest interna
tional undertaking of all time and its intense study of Antarctica was 
one of its foremost achievements. Its success brought an extension 
into 1959 and the LG.Y. Antarctic Committee was replaced by a 
Special Committee for Antarctic Research, set up under the auspices 
of the Intemationa:l Council of Scientific Unions. On December 1st, 
1959, the twelve participating nations signed the Antarctic Treaty in 
Washington, D.C. Two years later it was ratified in Canberra. 

The treaty applies to regions lying south of the 60th parallel of 
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latitude but does not restrict normal freedom of the high seas within 
that area. 

f The Antarctic Treaty dedicates Antarctica to peaceful purposes 
only and restricts military activity of any kind. It promotes interna
tional co-operation in scien tific research and the exchange ofperson
nel and information. The disposal ofnuclear waste wasptohibited but 
the use of atomic devices for peaceful scientific research was permit
ted. There was to be freedom of operation anywhere on the continent, 
which was not to fonn the basis of any new territorial claims. No 

. member nation was required to renounce any claims to sovereignty or 
any rights to previously asserted claims. Existing claims remained 
status quo. There are elaborate provisions for the exchange of plans, 
personnel, information and results and for the settlement ofpossibl~l  

disputes and for new nations wishing to join. It was binding iOn it's· 
members for a period of thirty years. 

. New Treaty? 
ON JUNE 2ND 1988, AFTER SIX YEARS OF NEGOTIA
TIONS between over thirty countries the Convention o.n the Regula
tion of Antarctic Mineral Activities (C.R.A.M.R.A.) was concluded 
in Wellington, New Zealand: It proposes an International Minerals 
Commission, to include the present twenty signatories of the Antarc
tic Treaty, which would identify areas to be opened up for mineral 
exploration and commercial development. Under CRAMRA, spe
cific applications would be made to a Regulatory Committee for a 
particular area. This committee would be comprised of representa
tives from the country claiming sovereignty there, ,from the country 
sponsoring the application and from' other interested parties, pre
sumably the 'great powers'. At various stages of development an 
advisory committee would be obliged to make public an environ
mental evaluation report before the application proceeds. Observers 
from the advisory committee and inspectors from the signatory states 
would monitor exploration and development activities. 

In a letter submined to the U.N. by Malaysia, 19 Third World 
coun tries announced their opposition to any agreement on Antarctica 
which would exclude the rest of the world. 

World Park Option� 
PERHAPS THE MAJOR ALTERNATIVE TO CRAMRAand 
'the Antarctic Treaty in general is to declare the whole of Antarctica 
a World Park. The World Park proposed by Greenpeace in the Ant
arctic Declaration would be a sanctuary for both wilderness and 
wildlife. Antarctica would remain a zoneoflirnited scientific activity, 
with co-operarion between scientists of all nations. It would remain 
azoneofpeace, free ofnuclear and other weapons. All mining activity 
would be banned, as would colonization other than for purposes of 
support for scientific research and controlled tourist activity, both 
limited to prescribed areas. AJlhuman activity in Antarctica would be 
subject to continuous assessment of its impact on the environment. 

This proposal forms a basis for peaceful international cooperation 
which could be a model for human activity on all continents of the 
Earth, providing a legal basis for soverei.gn nation states to resolve 
environmental and political problems across national boundaries. 

In Wellington in 1972 New Zealand called for a moratorium on 
mineral activities in Antarctica. Three years later in Oslo, Norway, 
N.Z. proposed a World Park but met with little response from other 
treaty members. 

My 
clairvoyant 
told me I 
have some / 
sort of entity 
problem ... 
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At the present time France is engaged in constructing a large 
airstrip at it's Dumont d'Urville base. There have been repe!!ted 
clashes with Greenpeace supporters who have their own baseon Ross 
Is1and -last year these escalated into a fully-fledged brawl on the ice. 

Noted oceanographer Jacques Cousteau and the descendants of 
Antarctic explorers Scott and Shackleton and many others have all 
called for the preservation of Earth's least polluted environment. So 
far this year there have ilready been two oil-spills in Ant4Tctica. 
Between three and seven thousand tourists can be expected to visit 
Antarctic waters armually. There is also a transient population of 
several thousand stationed in Antarctica. 

Japanese fishing boats are already harvesting krill for fertilizer 
and fish fann. food. 

It's possible that Antarctica will protect its own interests to some 
degree by itself excluding humans from the continent - ultraviolet 
radiation levels caused by the southern hole in the ozone layer make 
o'ccupation of the area difficult during the long daylight, if not 
downright dangerous. But it could prove even more disastrous for the 
wildlife of Antarctica, who face similar health risks to human beings 
- eye and immune system damage and severe burning. And the effect 
of increased U.V. on light-sensitive phytoplankton has yet to be 
established. Any major disruption to these organisms could affect the 
entire world's ocean food chain. 

If we allow it to happen.. the destruction of the Antarctic's fragile 
ecosystem will result in the lo.ss of what is perhaps the last opportunity 
for sustiined global stability. 

Wilderness' is the ultimate non-renewable resource on the planet. 

Peter Krygsman 
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THE ROAD TO HEAVE·N'S LAKE� 
China on 10 Foreign Exchange Certificates a day 

We left Kaxgar by bus and for the next three days 
travelled through a flat and featureless landscape 
similar to the stony deserts of Australia. Unlike the smooth, 
polished, ochre-coloured gibbers of south west Queensland 
however, the rocks are a dull black colour. Their edges are 
sharp and angular and I could not imagine anyone walking 
through such country without tearing their boots and feet to 
shreds. 

We were on the northern branch of the Old Silk Road, an 
elevated, narrow strip of the Gobi desert extending eastward 
from the Mongolian Plateau. To the south lay the Takla 
Makan, a terrible wasteland almosttotalIy devoid ofany living 
thing. At times we passed over vast salt-pans where nota blade 
ofgrass, not even an insect stirred. But there were oasis towns, 
irrigated by undergroundsaeamsofglacial meltwater from the 
snow-capped peaks of the Tien Shan (Heavenly Mountains) 
which we dimly discerned on the northern horizon. 

Near the railhead at Kor1<i, one of the oasis towns, we saw 
workers extracting salt from the ground.. They dug deep pits 
which were then fllied with water. The briny solution was 
brought up to the surface where it evaporated, leaving behind 
its white, crysJalHne residue. 

We would stop for lunch at nameless oasis bazaars along 
the long and dusty road. The staple food seemed to be noodles 
(mien), invariably prepared on the premises. Freshly kneaded 
dough is rolled out into flat sheets and cut into thin strips and 
the cook loops the strips between his two foreanns like a skein 
of wool. In a feat that seems to defy all laws of cohesion and 
gravi ty he swings, spins and stretches the dough strips into the 
spaghetti that fe-appears afew minutes later from large steam
ing cooking-pots. It is served in a clear, oily soup dotted with 
minced meat and chilli. Throughout the region it's very hard to 
find any cooked vegetarian food - except for bread. 

Other available food is largely canned "anny surplus' or 
commune brands. Oranges in army ration tins are delicious 
but it's vital to note the Chinese prefix designating 'fruit' or 
you can end up with a tin of pig fat - another popular staple in 
the Chinese diet 
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ATTAIN EQUILIBRIUM� 
Gain Stability, Happiness, Wisdom,� 

Power, Protection.� 
No books or courses.� 

Private North Shore group.� 
Survive In this hostile world.� 

Ignore the 'rat-race'. Meet prudent friends.� 

Enquiries (02) 977 1394 

As mall of Central Asia there are plenty of small bakeries 
and fresh Iy-baked nann flatbread is readily available when you 
fmd them. Many tourists in China's more remote areas carry 
instant noodles with them. Kai Shui - hot water- is provided in 
all Chinese hotels and cafes. The Chinese drink it. instead of 
tea, with meals or just as a refresher. Hotel staff seem puzzled 
at first, then dismayed, when Western tourists use it for 
washing in the chilly mornings. 

Tribal Herders� 
Travelling the Silk Road from Kaxgarwe were en route 
to Urumqi, capital of the Xinjiang Uigur AutonomousRegion, 
a sprawling industrialised city where the native Uighu~  are 
outnumbered by Han Chinese, who call it Wulumuchi. There 
are also Kirghiz and Mongol tribesmen, herding their horses, 
camels, goats or other livestock. They have largely maintained 
their old tribal ways, being confined to their own autonomous 
counties or districts. These eqivalents to our municipalities are 
grouped according to race or tribal background. 

From Kaxgar to Urimqi, nomads bring pelts into the 
bazaars to trade or sell. 

Besides having to use special tourist money, Foreign 
Exchange Certificates (FECs or wai hui which are commonly 
'traded' rather han spent), foreign tourists in China are also 
required to stay in a certain class of hotel. Many of these 
guesthouses were for visiting delegations ofParty officials bun 
the tourist boom has resulted in the construction of modern 
hotels built to international standards. Urumqi has a new 
international airport and to our dismay we found that every 
available tourist bed in the city was already taken. A mosn 
helpful member ofChina's national travel service, the Luxing
she, eventually found us floor spacein a conference room in the 
most prestigious hotel in town. There were about a dozen of us 
there and more in the conJerence rooms on the floors above and 
below us. 

Our accommodation arranged, we set out for the People's 
Park and the ticketofflce for the next day's excursion. The post 
office and a couple of deparunent stores were alSQ in the 
vicinity. All major towns in China have these parks. Often they 
were the private gardens or estates of mandarins or warlords 
under the former regime. 

In a pavilion in the Park we were fortunate enough to see 
an exhibition of paintings by a young art student. His works 
were mostly impressionist or modernist in style and d~mon
strated a creative talent that put to shame the pretensions of 
many Australian art galleries. 



The Heavenly Lake Token Liberties 
The next day we travelled for hours in scorching heat 
along the road to the Heavenly Lake, a road so dusty ,that for 
most of the time we had to wear cotlon gauze masks. These are 
a common sight in ~hina; people can be seen wearing them 
when sweeping the streets or bicycling to work in themoming. 

At last our bus reached the foot of the snow-capped 
mountains we had seen from the Old SillcRoad. We wound our 
way up through pine trees and freshly fallen snow and looked 
down from the peak of the ridge on Tian-chi - the Heavenly 
Lake. Ringed by snow peaks and Alpine forest the huge crater 
lake' is fed by glaciers flowing down from the surrounding 
peaks. 

. When we arrived a young man on horseback approached 
and offered us a place to stay. He took us to a cluster of empty 
canvas yurts, inside which were mattresses on a wooden 
duckboard floor laid out like sheets of fence palings. For half 
the cost we opted 10 stay in the family yurt, your authentic 
nomad model made from felt folded over a collapsible trellis 
framework. We were greeted by a smiling Kazakh matriarch; 
inside there were horsehair ropes and felt rugs embroidered 
with tribal motifs. 

Historically, the Kazalchs have always been nomadic 
horsemen. During the enforced collectivisation of the 'Great 
Leap Forward', large numbers moved their herds across the 
border into Soviet Kazakhstan. Ironically, the power of the 
Khans was finally broken when they were driven from that 
region over a century ago. The cavalry which pursued them 
with such great slaughter after the fall of their capital Merv 
were Cossacks - distant relatives from a time when the Kha
nates extended their empire as far as Eastern Europe. The 
Hussars are another branch of the Kazakh tradition of horse
men. 

We stayed there at night with the matriarch, an infant and 
a young boy. An older boy - who spent most of the day on 
horseback taking tourists along the riding trails - and two other 
Kazakh couples who comprised the rest of the extended family 
unit slept in another yurt. 

We could not bring ourselves to eat the greasy meat stew 
they so generously offered us, although we sampled some of 
the dough dumplings, or mo-mos, that are also common in 
Tibet. Instead, we made our way to the local providores where 
we purchased an excellent bottle of Xingian red wine, Hong 
Putau. 

We walked back down the muddy path 10 the comfort ofour 
warm yurt The forested ridgeline dimly silhouetted against 
the ink-black sky, snow was lightly falling. 

Peter Krygsman 
...(: 
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A number of subtle changes in the law have taken 
place during the last year. Hot on the hBels of the 'fax File 
Number legislation which installed a defacto ID system in Australia, 
these changes, when lumped together, impose a devastating array of 
impositions on the 'civilliberties' of all Australians. 

Mostrecentis the Supreme Court ruling which was handed down 
against the Australian Federation of Air Pilots in November; their 
interpretation of the law means that a precedent has been set whereby 
the right to strike has errectively been rendered Illegal under 
common1law. 

The Supreme Court ruled that the airlines could sue pilots for 
damages because of the· pilots' work ban outside the hours of9am and 
Spm over six days. Now even the most insignificant industrial work 
ban is an invitation for employers to sue employees for losses to 
income caused during action. PM Whitlam attempted to ban such 
common law actions in 1973 but was blocked by a hostile Senate. 

Prior to the court ruling, Labor PM Hawke called out the armed 
forces to keep the planes in the air under essential services legislation 
- an action deemed unnecessary in Australia since the coal miners' 
strikes of half a century ago. 

Early in 1989 there bas a widespread series of debates as [0 

whether it would be a wise move to decriminalise marijuana. Many 
legal bodies,judges, politicians and police had come to the conclusion 
that marijuana's prohibition was detrimental to society - far more so 
than if it were decriminaliseL for personal usc. This discussion was 
largely swamped by the ensuing debate on whether or not heroin 
should be decriminalised. Many involved groups and individuals 
debated the pros and cons for some months - while the Federal 
Government was very quietly arranging to sign a UN Treaty making 
it illegal to decriminalise these drugs and makiI!g it nuvufatory for 
Australian lawmakers to ·increase the penalties against their use. As 
yet this US-sponsored treaty has only been signed by ahandful of US 
allies, but it is nonetheless currently binding. 

This draconian treaty means that big-wig criminals will continue 
to extort vast sums of much-needed cash from Australians (and Aus
tralia) with the aid of the Federal Government. In the case of heroin, 
most of this money will leave our shores. 

Simultaneously, a serious precedent was set with the implemen
tation of a law making it possible to strip suspected drug traffickers 
of their assets. It is now possible for govenunent bodies to take out 
common law actions against,suspected traffickers; common law do.es 
not require proolbeyond a shadow of a doubt before conviction. 

A precedent has been set which allows the legal system and 
government to presume the guilt of any accused. It 's fascinating how 
hardly anyone seems to know or care thar these things are occurring. 

It seems that drug abusers are now the scapegoats who are used 
to deprive everyone oftheirfreedorns; a few years ago the bogey men 
were the terrorists. Before that, the Communists. Of course, now that 
the Soviet Empire is collapsing, the world is splitting up into Eurasia, 
Eastasia and Oceania; there can still be an imaginary 'external threat' 
along with any internal ones. In any truly democratic state all these 
changes would be illegal except under martial law emergencies. 

Ifwe were a State of the US, at least we'd have areal Constitution. 
Ours actually makes it illegal for us to have any alliance with any 
foreign power - but as no-one defends it, our governors can ignore it. 

Register to vote now - and vote for individuals and parties that will 
do something about restraining the Orwellians out there, as well as 
healing the planet! It's one of the few rights still left you. Don't blink! 
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Message from the Great 
Sirius High Command 

To Exploration Team, Planet Dirt 

%e original aim of die 'L\pwration and 'Erdigfitenment Survey was simpCe. Teams of pidi...ed operatives were aispatcriea to inhafj·� 
ited pfan.ets in star sys tems up to 30 [igfit years from Sirius. 'These scouts would contau trie weal infiaoitants andsfww triem trie� 
wona.ers and marods ofSirian Culture and trie 'Way to trie Stars. %en, after a fang penoa of time, more and more en[igfitened� 
species of oeings wouU oecome J1.ware and enjoy trie aegis of trie Sirian Star 'Empire.� 

J1.amittetf[y, tfiis (jrand Program sufferea a trUljar setoack. witfi trie co[fapse of trie faster-tfian-[igfit psionic traver networf(� 
'Even tfiougfi our oest andfinest mitufs are worKing fiara on trie prooCem, tfie network. is stiJ[ rfoum.� 

In spite of tfiis probCem, it fias oeen gratif!Jing to ooseroe trie resourcefulness ofseveralof tfie teams wfio were cut offaarift. 
%e team on Canopus managed to unite trie sentient [i.zanis on tfie pfanet and ouilda sfower·tfian-[igfit starsfiip and retum to tfie 
mystical wonders ofSirius. 1'ar several centuries now tfie Cmwpian.s fiave oeen in raaio contact witfi Sirius and are now firm and 
friena[y a[iies. 

5t> Sirius is a mere 10 [igfit years from '1Jirt, imagine our surprise wrien, after centuries of no contact, we start intercepting 
massive amounts ofeCectromagnetic communications. j!t fast, wesfwut, well cfone! 'But wrien our e;qJerts started analysing tfiese 
communications we res trained our ceCebrations. It was oovious from. tfie.se transmissions tfiat insteaa ofa peacefu[, civilised a[ien 
society trie wcafs fiave afragmentea, warring pfanet wriere trie overriding concerns appear to oe fiumoudess 'sit·coms' and trie 
maroe1!ous corrttnerciaf possi6ilities infiercnt in usea fand vefiicCes. %e on[y mentions we fiave pic(g.a up ofSirian greatness and cur· 
tum appear in fate·nigfit talk.sfiows on 'flying saucers '. 

So far we fiave recogniseafive. mem6ers of tfie '4pCoration Team. 'We k.now you are stiJ[ alive. 'J1lfiat we want to (now is wfiy� 
you fai1ea. you we.re sent triere witfi a11 trie k.nowCecfge. and training tfiat we cou.U oestow upon you.� 

Let us wo(at your recori:� 

1) You apparendy convinced trie wcafs to worsfiip you as (joc£s. %is must fiave 000.1 teayour egos in a pCeasant fasfiion, out to 
.wfiat purpose? 
2) you organisea tfie wcal simians to ouild fiuge structures. 'We cfo fiowever notice tfiat trie (jre.at Pyramitf oears a strik;jng resem' 
ofance to trie (jreat Leaaer's fio[Ufay fiouse on Sirius-5. ".5tonefienge" is impressive for trie. mere effort ofgetting tfie wcafs to arag . 
rockJ over farge aistances. 'But we afso notice tfim tfie.se stroctures fiave a.etenoratea over time and tfiat you must fiave oecome 
oorea ana wandered away. 
3) You n.eedCess[y invo[vea trie natives in a fang series ofowoay ana fiorri6Ce wars, 'We are awaiting wfiatever possi6Ce el(cuse can 
yougive for tfiese viCe acts. 
4) You failed miseraUy in organising a one worUgovernment, In fact, trie native aliens are cfoing a oetterjoo tfian ifyou foo[s 
were aitiing triem. 
5) You failed tota11y in rie[ping trie natives a.eve£op tecfinowgica11y. 'ITiese simians fiave aone it afi triemsdves. %ere is not a singCe 
eCement of trieir tecfinowgy tfiat we. can point to andsay "J1.fi • asirian idea!" 'Yl.-ny is tfiis? '1Jiti we cfioose a team aevoitiofanyone 
wfio couU aesign and repair tfiings? '1Jiti we send a team offasfiion J.esigners ana music rovers? 
6) you failed unoe1ievaMy in en[igfitening trie natives in spiritua£ matters, 'ITiere is one awintffing tMe of'1Jogons tfiat you ta[(g.i 
to and tfiat sit. How can you possi6[y e;qJ[ain wfiy T1UJSt of trie natives worsfiip ifiogicalandfanatical martyrs as (joc£s? 'ITiis is 
oeyona oefiejr 

In condusion, you fiave failea tota11y and miseraMy. '1Jo not tfiinKJar a moment tfiat you wif1 escape unpunisfied. 'We fiave 
alreaay sent a sfower·tfian·[igfit Task.1'orce ofstarsfiips to '1Jirt. 'ITie Victory aojectives of tfie Task.1'orce are simpCe: 

1'irsdy, to offer aUf, information, assistance ana an a11iance to tfie wcafs and seconcf(y to capture and arrest a11 mem6ers of tfie 
initiaf'L\pwration Team. you wif1 tfien oe aragged k.icl(j.ng andscreaming oack.to Sirius to answer trie cfiarges of total and utter 
a.erefiction ofauty, gross stupitiity and incompetence. 

The Great Leader Has Spoken 
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deficiency Is the primary cause of disease'! 
Some people actually have less room In their blood for the Healing IWith ~O~ygen 

oxygen they Inhale, due to all the extra stuff they're already 
Continued from Page 9 

Combustion of carbon and hydrocarbon fuets binds ,up tr-e
mendous amounts of formerly free oxygen !,nto carbon dioxide 
(C0 ) and Incomplete combustlon ties up still more Into carbon 
monoxide (CO), which Itself grabs onto additional oxygen to 
become more stable as COl' 

It only takes aroundflve minutes or less for a monoxide 
suicide'sgarage to nIl to a lethal density with car exhaust. Stretch 
the minutes to years, multiply that car motor by several billion, 
inclUding some real monsters and all thejet eng.Jnes; add In all the 
industrial belchlngs and howmany years do we have before most 
of the ground layer of our atmosphere tastes lIke that garage? In 
some places It already does. 

At the same time, the planet's oxygen
producing forests have shrunk to the 
smaliest size in recorded history, so now 
far less oxygen Is being released back Into 
the air and less COlis being absorbed and 
broken down. Half of the rainforests we 
came Into this century with have been sent 
quite prematurely and rudely to that 
great jungle In the sky, along with vast 
wooded areas that used to occupy temper
ate zones.' 

Increasingly harsh and unpredictable 
weather Is a further effect of global defor
estatIon, since tbe trees are no longer there 
to soften winds, reduce temperature ex
tremes and aUract rain. As the percentage 
of oxygen In the air declines, It grows Iless 
able to hold the amount of water vapour 
necessary to sustain normal cloud cover, 
rain levels, atmospheric conductivity and 
thermal regUlation. 
". More oxygen production Is 'lost 

through the destruction by pollutlon of 
the oceans' phytoplankton. Because the 
atmosphere is so vast, a severe imbalance between global produc
tion and consumptwn of oxygen can existfor decades before the 
effects become obvious enough for humans to notice. 

An average adult human breathes In around 400 cubic feet of 
air a day. From that we extract about 20 cubic feet of oxygen for 
internal use. If the air Is around 20 % oxygen, we're only remov
ing the oxygen from a quarter of the air Inhaled. Presumably the 
otber three quarters Isn't contacting the actual lung surface. 

the human body was originally d1esigned 
to grow and operate at a 50% stronger 
concentration of oxygen 

If there's a richer mix of oxygen In the air, the body can obtain 
its needed supply wIth less effort. If the oxygen level is low, 
extra lung-work is required. 

People breathing the same air have widely varying states of 
health and diseases have been around a lot longer than Internal 
com bustion engines and chalnsaws. What explains this, if oxygen 

• - - • u 

carrying around In their veins, while their overworked elImina�
tion systems try to catch up.� 

This Isn't a new phenomenon. Plagues follow periods ofwide�
spread Ignorance of basic sanitation and extensive pollution of� 
public water sources. The local air may also be loaded with smoke� 
and soot. The victims' bodies used up their Internal Qxygen� 
supplies trying to neutralise their high blood toxin levels, result�
Ing from constant reingestion of dUuted wastes. This weakened� 
their Immune systems, setdng them up for massive microbial� 
assaults. The survivors were those who, through location, health� 
habits and/or attitude bad maintained a high enough oxygen� 
saturation to keep the plague germs out� 

A big factor In susceptlblJJty Is the share of a person's oxygen 
supply that gets used to oxidise and render harmless varlo'ussub

stances taken into the body which might 
otherwise cause problems if allowed to _ 
accumulate'. Apart frOID the body's own 
waste products like uric acid, opportunis
tic pathogens are a major source of such 
toxins, which are necessary to the metabo
lIsms of the microorganisms producing 
them. Oxidation of those toxins and' the 
Intercellular debris that feeds the patho
gens Interfere~  wl.th their attempts <to sur
vive and spread. But It also ties up consid
erable amounts of oxygen that could oth
erwise serve elsewhere in the body. 

The perce'ntage of a person's oxygen 
supply that Isi used up In these cleaning 
functions ca~  vary widely. Some people 
stay Interna~y  clean enough that the rest 
of their metabollc functions never get serif 
ously deprh-Ied of oxygen and they don't 
seem to ever get sick. Others have loaded 
their bodies down with extra matter that 
they can't use, or absorbed high levels of 
toxins from their particular surroundings. 
The net result of tbls Is that even with 

adequate oxygen In the air, theyl are carrying so much debris 
around In their blood that It still ern't pick up enough oxygen as 
It passes through the lungs. The oJlygen saturation of their tissues 
then drops Into the range that disease organisms f1nd comfort- • 
able. 

It should be noted that not all pathogens sh,are the same 
oxygen tolerance levels. They range from completely ana!robJc ~ 

Dnes to hardy. outdoor types that can withstand long exposure to 
air. Some can att,ack only those with badly weakened immune 
systems, others are sufficiently tough and energetic to invade 
anyone who Isn't at a high enough level of oxygen saturation and 
vitality to resist, which these days can Include entIre popUlations. 

But all disease organisms are unable to survive the high� 
oxygen concentration in a truly healthy human body, over three� 
tImes that of air. All are vulnerable to the Instant oxidation that� 
occurs when they encounter singlet oxygen atoms released Inter�
cellularly by H 0 moiecules from the peroxisomes, certain mito�

2 2 

chondria, or other micro-bodies. 
There are a lot of variables that can affect one's ability to puJli� 

off this little biochemical stunt on demand. Breathing, eating and� 
exercise habits, air quality and emotional states are all factors.� 

_ 

..~---_. ---------
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Fear, worry and depression all Interfere with breathing freely 
and reduce oxygen uptake. It can be a vicious downward spiral, 
since depression gets even worse as the Internal oxygen supply 
declines. 

Uyou 're happy and doing something you feel good about, you 
tend to breathe more deeply, even at rest And a high oxygen level 
In turn brings about a sense of vigour and well.belng. You might 
,find It l.nformatlve to notice variations in your breathing as you 
move through different emotional states. 

There is evidence that the human body was originally intended 
to have at least a 50% higher available oxygen concentration 
around it from which to extract the continuous supply It needs. 

Not long ago some freethinking scientist {see NEXUS News 
#7] analyzed the air mixture In bubbles trapped In fossillzed 
amber. The air samples contained about 30% oxygen, half again 
what we're presently used to. The air was trapped millions of 
years ago. The available geological evidence, sU,ch as from the lee 
ages, seems to Indicate that the oxygen level didn't start decllnlng 
until after bumans appeared. 

With so much more loose oxygen than there is now, vast pri
mordial forests were flx:Ing large quantities of nitrogen from the 
air into the soli, while liberating the oxygen from the elements 
they required. , 

The Implications are quite sobering. Among other things, this 
suggests that the human body was originally designed to grow 
and operate at a 50% stronger concentration of oxygen than 
what's In even the best of what we're currently breathing. Under 
those conditions, human strength, health and longevity could 
have been far greater than what's common today. Early blbllcal 
accounts of huge strength and very long lJves might be considered 
anecdotal evidence for this. Irthe oxygen depletion trend can be 
reversed, perhaps we are yet to experience the high levels of 
health and vItality of which we are truly capable. 

Every paramedlcknows bow to give someone's vitality a tem· 
porary boost by slapping an oxygen mask over'their face. In 
Tokyo, people In the thickest districts pause,at oxygen bars to bUy 
breathing time on 01 masks and the Soviets attribute some of 
their overwhelming success at the Summer 1988 Olympics to the 
'oxygen cocktalls' their athletes were given before competing; 
water containing extra oxygen and other, nutrients. 

Oxygen and Bioelectric Eff.iciency 

APART FROM BEING PLENTIFUL AND THE BEST BIO
CLEANSER, OXYGEN HAS ANOTHER QUALITY that 
makes It Ideal as the main Ingredient In any body with a nervous 
system; its conductivity. All elements In the oxygen family tend 
toward metallic behaviour. Oxygen is the only gas with six 
electrons In each atom's outer shell and It readily picks up 
additional electrons to form compounds with other elements 
inclUding conductive organic compounds for transmitting nerve 
signals. 

The brain and nervous system consume far more oxygen ln 
proportion to their weight than the rest of the body. The brain 
alone uses up around a fIfth of the body's blood supply. The 
constant firing of mlcroelectric ImpulseS across the synapses 
requires a great deal of energy. IT there Isn't enough oxygen 
available for the nerve cells to fire dependably when needed, the 
brain can't help but function less effectively. Consider that most 
governments and media have their headquarters In major cltles. 

When excess llplds or other Inert rna tter gathers between the 

The oxygen Ipercentage in the air over 
a number of cities has dropped far below 
the '21 010 figure listed in encyclopcedias 

cells or along artery walls, H does not enhance the efficiency of 
one's cellular circuitry. The stomach trusts Its owner and at
tempts to dlgest and assimilate Into the body whatever gets 
swallowed, however Inappropriate. The leftover debris from 
foods with low nutritional value or from tiny battles between 
invading germs and an Immune system short of oxygen for 
ammunition can plIe up and create reslstaoce In places where 
bioelectric current Is meant to flow freely. Excess micro-pockets 
of accumulated fats and oils act as insulation between normally 
more conductive cells. They create an effect rather like unwanted 
capacitors, storing up electrical charge as tension beyopd what 
the ceUs normally maintain. Much of the body's vitality Is then 
used up simply overcoming Its own Internal resistance. 

Ho~ev.er,  If this sur.plusmatter is cleared away and the tissues 
contain only those substances they are In tentlona\ly composed of, 
bioelectric currents can move easlly and nerve signalS can flow at 
their most efficJent rate. The body useS up less energy for its basic 
functions, leaving more for other activities. 

The upper limits of human bioelectric energy production and 
efficiency have not yet been established. Indications are that 
certain paraphyslcal 'wild talents' switch on more readily at 
higher bioelectric energy potentials. The role of various tradl
tlonal pre.c1se breathing exercises in many of the Eastern master's 
mystical feats Is well known. They refer to something called 
prana, a vital force essential to all the body's functions that Is 
Inhaled and circulated through the blood; life energy particles 
carried by oxygen atoms.-We may find there are man,y amazing 
capabilities built into us that only become available when we are 
at our most oxygen-saturated ~d  bioelectrically conductive, 
running at a level of vitality presently considered quite rare. 

This Copyright·Free Article By Waves Forest 
Part 2 Next Issue. For safe HzO dosages see NEXUS #8.z 

Excerpted from Now What #2, 
$US1S - 4 issues, $US4 - 1 issue 
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Macrobiotics� 
An Exciting Tool for Self-Healing by Roger Green 

Macrobiotics CounseUor, 
Co-ordinatorlteacher with the Australilm School ofMacrobiotics 

A 
snowballing body of scientific research and anec- ian diet, who exercised and who were given stress manage
dotal evidence has brought the benefits of a macro- ment training including yoga and meditation had a measurable 
biotic diet to public attention. A truly impressive widening of the arteries. In contrast, those who received 
range of symptoms can be positively affected by a customary care such as drugs and surgery had an increase in 

diligent application of these dietary principles, including many blockage... ' 
types of cancers, heart disease, diabetes, candida yeast infec- At the United Nations a macrobiotic society with 150 
tions, hyperactivity in children and so forth. members was started by Katsuhide Katatami, UN Develop-

The basic tools ofmacrobiot- ment Director for S.E. Asia, who 
ics are a wholesome natural diet, healed his stomach cancer on a 
self reRection, self diagnosis SEITAW or Wheat Gluten macrobioticdieL Theymeetregu
skills and home care remedies This has been called 'wheat meat' because of Its larly to discuss problems of world 
which are simple, versatile and hardy texture like meat and It makes an excellent health, diet and world peace. A 
immensely practical. Grass roots meat substitute for casseroles, stir-fry, soups and comparable society is forming at 
style, theyihave spread in the past deep frying. It ,Is a high-protein food that Is easy to UNESCO headquarters. 
few decades to countries al~  over digest and very strengthening. Children love It. I I For decades conventional 
the world. Hundreds of thou- usually make a lot atone time and keep It In the Western medicine has placed top 

fridge - and give some away to friends.' . . . .
sands of people now use these pnonty on findmg phySical solll-I 

.tools daily; if you ask them why, Wholewheat flour (preferably biodynamic) tions to physical problems. As a 
they reply; 'because they make Gluten flour result we have relied on drugs, 
sense... ,they work.,. this way of Shoyu radiation, surgery and other high-
healing makes me feel more ~'ng~r  tech methods to help liS combat 
alive, in control of life and in om u and overcome illness. 
harmony with nature.' Combine wholewheat flour with salt and a propor- By contrast, many doctors 

In Boston, USA, home of tion of gluten flour (optional)-e.g. 8 wholewheat to now pioneering in the field of 
macrobiotic studies, there is a 1 gluten. Mix well. Stir In water and make dough. holistic preventative health care 
long list of supportive scientific Knead well for 20 minutes. Rinse out st~rch  by run- are helping patients to see the 'big 
research; .Harvard School of I nlng under water. Just break a small piece of th~  picture'. In December, Michio 
Medicine, Boston's Shattuck dough off and work It under the cold water tap, Kushi lectured at Houston's 
H 'tal Td D' eventually It becomes tough and ~brous,  holding T M d' al C tre L'b . 

OSPI , I ewat~r  .etentJo.n together. You can save the starch and bran for a exas e ~c. en I rary on 
Centre, Tulane UnIVerSIty, Um- skin wash or bath. Once all the starch has been the macrobiotiC approach to can
versity Hospital of Boston and washed out, add to a broth of strong shoyu, ginger cer, AIDS and other degenerative 
many more. and kombu. Cook 1-2 hrs. Store In airtight container diseases. In a new book recently 

Harvard Medical School led In fridge, 'released by Japan Publications • 
the way by showing in ten years entitled Doctors Look ,at Macro-
of studies that a macrobiotic diet bio/ies, ten physicians and health 
may be one of the best known care professionals report on the 2 

ways to prevent heart disease, leading to very low levels of positive benefits of a macrobiotic diet and way of life. 
cholesterol. Shattuck Hospital is preparing to publish reports 
on the beneficial results of using a macrobiotic diet in the 
geriatriCS ward, and long-term psychiatric care ward. Tidewa
ter is implementing a new diet for juvenile offenders. Infrac
tions dropped a st2rtling 45% merely with the removal of 
sugar. 

In a recent publication from Boston, it was stated that 
'dietary and lifestyle changes alone can prevent or reverse 
hardening of the arteries, researchers reported to the American 
Heart Association this winter. In a case control experiment, 
patients with heart disease who were put on a low-fat, vegetar



The macrobiotic diet also ca'lms the mind and emotions, 
while renewing the body. Calm, healthy, creative people are 
much more likely to resolve conflicts without violence and 
much more capable of dedicating their energies towards 
peaceful, ecological living. 

Together we are influenced by powerful forces as they ebb 
and flow throughout the universe. Conscious wholefood cook
ing can help us balance these energies in our bodies and our 
lives. When you start to cut down on high-stress foods, your 
body and moods have a chance to gradually recover their 
natur,al, self-reguhlting abilities. 

Macrobiotics is a practical and common-sense approach 
that is fun and exciting to learn. You become aware of the 
various influences on your individual and coJilective health. Its 
aim is to place humanity into the context of nature and its 
patterns of life and to embrace more of the world we hve in. 

.1 : ;,•.; :-•...;.;.;.; :.'.;.. :-;.;.:-:.;.: ;.; - j ;....•........•.......•;.•.:.;.;.: ;....•..; ;".:.'.;.;.:.-.:.•".;.".•.•; ; ;.;.•...;.:..•..;•....: ; ;.-·:·-·1� 

Sicilian Broccoli 

1 bunch broccoli 
1 large red onion 
.4 tblspns extra ':'frgln olive oil 
10 black olives 
Half tspn seasalt 
Half tspn pepper 
1 cup mlrin 

Remove flowerettes from broccoli. Remove thick skins 
from stalks and cutstalks into thin slices. Cutonion into half 
Inch rings around the 'equator'. Put 1 tblspn 011 on the 
bottom of a large lidded frying pan. Place a layer of 
onions. olives. broccoli. Salt and pepper. Sprinkle With 011. 
repeat process until all the vegetables are used up. Pour 
remaining 011 on top, Add mirin. Cook over low flame for 
30 minutes. covered. Do not stir. 
I-:.~:.:;:.:  .:.:.;.:- ...,...•.;-:.: .;.;.' ..... _.. '.;.:-;.:.:-:.:.;.:.;-:.: .:.:.;.:.;. :-:.:.~.;-: ';':';';';';". :.~.: .;.; .yo:.:.: -:·:·:·:0:=-:;:::::7;......•....;.'.;.:.;.; :-:·:···:·;·:-:·;,:-:·:~:l 

Chicory & Spicy Dressing 

Wash and cut chicory and sprinkle wIth salt. Let stand for 
20 minutes before adding dressing. 

Dressing 
2/3 cup water 
2 umeboshl plums (pitted) 
3 tblspns olive oil 
1 tblspn horse radish powder (wasabe) 

E:::::·:::::·:::::'::·:·:······· ::.::.:.:,.: .·.·.:.:.::.::·..·.0==::~':i::d·i::::::::~::::.·.·:·.·,·.·.·::::::,:::j 

Red Lentil Soup 

2 large onionst 2 tblspns olive 011 
250 gm spIlt red lentils 
2 cloves garlic (crushed) 
7 cups water 
2 and a half tblspns lemon JUice 
Freshly ground black pepper 
sea salt 

peel and cut onion Into half moons. then saute In 011 In 
large saucepan. sprinkling liberally with salt. After 2 min
utes add garlic and stir. add lentils and stir. then pour in 
water. Bring to boll. then simmer until lentils are cooked. 

Uquldise. then add lemon Juice and freshly ground pep
per to taste. 
c·:·:·:·:·:.. :.:.:.:.: :.: : :.:.:.:.:.:.: .:.:.;.:.:.; :; :.:.;.; .:-:.;;.:. ;.:.; ;.;.: .; :.:.:.: ::,,·,·cc· ;:'''==:3 

Coconut Macaroons 

2 and a half cups shredded coconut� 
1/3 cup wholewheat pastry flour� 
2/3 cup maple syrup� 
1 tspn almond extract� 
Pinch salt� 

Combine Ingredients. wet hands In cold water and form 
Into small balls. Bake In oven at 250 degrees F for 30-40 
minutes until golden brown. . 
1:.;.;.. :.:.:.:.:-:-:.: :.;.;.;.:-:.'-; :.;.:- :.:.:-:.:;:-:.;:-:.;.;.;-:.:.:.:.;.;:.:.: :':-;.:.; :';':';';':':':':','. ;.:.; :.:.; ;.;.:.: ;.:-: ;;.:.:.:-:-;.:.., ·,,:,:,:,:,:-:,:,:,:,:,;,;,'.;·:·'.':·1 

Map~e  Walnut Cookies 

3 cups pastry flour 
1 and a half cups rolled oats 
1 and a half cups sesame 011 
1 cup maple syrup 
1 and a hqlf cups wainuts (chopped) 
1 tblspn vanilla 
2 tspns mixed spice 
Pinch of salt 

Mix oats. flour. salt and spice In a large bowl. Mix In 011. 
syrup. vanilla. nuts and w~ter  to make a cookie dough. 
Bake In an oven at 350 degrees F for 18-20 minutes. 
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Velikovsky Update , 

, 
f"~  

'r"r ,-r·L,·-.,'"ly ' S··.··.T!.~i
i • ; II_~HRONO_(_=.OJGr OF THEl'fIE C A~ -_. ~.:'£ .~ 

How Wrong Have We Been? 
' ., he great Middle Eastern em tion with horror, as it would mean revising it would haveunder the prosperous rulersrup� T~. pires of the past were Egyptian, the history of all the ancient empires; but of David and Solomon. At the end of the� 

Babylonian, Hittite and Assyrian, with the Velikovsky's revised chronology is far from Middle Bronze Age, 1lalestine was depopu�
kingdom ofIsrael caught between them at the arbitrary and is a cornerstone in his theory lated as recorded in Biblical accounts.� 
crossroads of the region. Much is now known that the solar system has been wimess to As shown below, the evidence for are,� 
about all these peoples, the way they lived planetary catastrophes within the memory of vise4 interpretation of the history of Pales
and were buried, but there is still controversy human beings - the last as recent as 687 BCE. tine is very strong. Current archaeological , I 
about the dating of the reigns of their respec The extended chronology of Egypt is theories are that the Israelite occuparion of 
tive kings and dynasties - a controversy that largely based on the list of dynasties passed Palestine was not a military invaSion as re
calls many of our notions of human history on from Manetho, apriestof the third century corded by the Bible; instead it was a foreign 
into question. BCE who wrote in Greek. Immanuel infiltration or even just movement within 

The first inhabitants of the Middle East Velikovsky and other scholars are of the Palestine itself. This would mean that some 
were Stone Age nomads who eventually opinion that there was considerable overlap of the original residents of Palestine ulti
settled in cities and learned to smelt metals. ping of some of the Egyptian dynasties, when mately came to identify themselves as the 

iF 
Copper began to replace stone and by the one dynasty ruled the northern delta region Israelites and that the Jews were not descen
early Bronze Age its use was widespread. and another ruled in the south, but Manetho dants of Abraham, royal prince of Dr as is 
The beginning of this age corresponds to the didn't or couldn't identify which ones when recorded in the Old Testament. This is re
fust dynasty of Egypt. From then the Middle, he compiled his list from earlier sources. garded as heresy by many. 
Late Bronze and the Iron Ages bought us to Traditional Dates ArchaeoJoglcal ages and conditions Revised dates and� 
the present era. In these later ages known� and people who that existed accordIng to the survey people who occu�
history allows dates to be assigned, but there are thought to have pied ,Palestine by� 
are many question marks against the dates occupied Palestine the revised dates� 
traditionally given to the earlier ages. Israelites Return from exile� 

Although the Assyrians kept chronologi 1200 BCE 559 BCE� 
Canaanites Israel1n exile� cal records back to 1,200 BCE (Before Cur

1550 750
rent Era) and the Babylonians to about 1,000 Israel's monarchy" BCE there are no absolute dates for Egyp~' 1850 1000� 
beyond about 700 BCE. At that time MIDDLE BRONZrr-SEMI-fIloMADIC Israelite Judges� " 

I' , , ''':OESTRUCTION I 1400Hezekiah ruled in Israel, Tirhakah in Egypt 2100� 
:..::::-::tLtl§1:lia~tQiIIUmlim..:-::-::- Canaanite�and SefUlacherib in Assyria. As da~s earlier " 

3100 2100
ihan this given for ihe other empires in the ~ NEOLITHIC (Stone Age) - I 
region are synchronised with Egypt, there ---------e--------_-_-:.:-_-:.:-_~.:_.~~~J!2'lIt-.:-_:.-_-_-__:.are no absolute dates for them either. If the ... _
dates given to the. Egyptian dynasties and Diagram ofa tel! (not to scale) illustrating the archaeological strata 
rulers are wrong then our who'le chronology 
of the past is also wrong. If some or all of the dynasties between, 

the nineteenth and the twenry-third did exist Carbon Dating 
at the same time as other dynasties, as sug
gested by Dr. Donovan Courville, then most 
of the added centuries can be accounted for. When the idea of analysing the 

Immanuel VelikoYsky was the It may be that the reason for the lack of remaining carbon 14 left in artifacts 
first to propose, forty years ago, that information on these dynasties is that they and dating them by calculating the time 
there is a difference of 600 years between the did not rule the entireNilevalley themselves, needed for the carbon that was lost, was first 
Biblical chronology of the Old Testament but only one part of it. Manetho, writing over tested the results were rema:rkable. Egyptian 
and the accepted dates of early Egyptian a thousand years later, was probably un artifacts were used and down to 700 BCE the 
history (See NEXUS #7). He was studying aware of any instances of shared power. test dates and the dates already given were 
the Exodus of the Hebrews from Egypt and Recent excavations in Palestine also approximately the same. However, beyond 
could not understand why there was no provide difficulties with the conventional 100 BCE the dates were found to be 600 
equivalent record in Egyptian history of such reconciliation of the recorded histories of years out when compared to dates already 
a major event, and found that the two records Israel and Egypt. There is no evidence of a assigned to these objects. 
could be brought together if the 600 years new people occupying Palestine at the time Because the dates of these artifacts were 
were to be deducted from Egyptian chronol conventionally assigned to the Exodus. assumed to be 'known' the experimenters 
ogy around the middle of the first millenium During the Middle Bronze period (the mid concluded that some l!nlcnown facror must 
BCE, Archaeologists reacted to this sugges- frrstmillenium BeE) Palestine flourished as affect the testing. It was agreed that carbon 

Dating In Chaos 
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test dates would have 10 be synchronised with the 'known' dates and 
600 years added on, which meant that the historical dates that had 
been (erroneously) given 10 archaeological fmds were diting the 
t:arbon tests. By any standards ofscience the carbondates should have 
been accepted as they slood; instead it's very difficult 10 have any 
confidence in the dates assigned 10 civilizations before 700 BCE. 
Without this 'calibration' to 'known dates', the carbon dates and 
Velikovsky's proposed revision of Egyptian chronology 8J1e quite 

lose. , 
Differences between carbon dates and assigned hislorical dates 

]l:\:e.~most  conspicuous for themid-frrst millenium BCE. It's more!than 
coincidence that this is the period thathas been suggested as the one 

. nbeding ~evisio~  by Velikov~ky,  long before .carbon dating \was 
fuought of. I 

A majority of archaeologists and historians are reluct~t 10 

'seriously consider revising their chronology of Egypt because most 
o'ther ancient history is dated from Egyptian dynastic records. If they 
,~\; 

are wrong about such ftmdamental data as the dating of events, how 
11nany other ideas we have about our past are also wrong? 1 

Gerard 

Diagram and maJeJialfor this Velikovsky update was taken� 
from the archaeologicaljoumal DIGGINGS. This newsletter-style� 

momhly keeps you in touch with the latestfmds in 'Bible lands'� 
and reviews great discoveries.� 

PO Box 341, Hornsby, 2077 $16 p.y. ($20 DIS)� 
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(JIN ORBIT 
~  with Victor Voets 

Hello fellow tnlnKersl Long time n~  hear/see. Ofrcourse, In tne 
salubrious snake year most people keep more to tnemselves 
anyway... brooding, Itlnerlslng, planning, shedding bonds of 
restrictions, releasing excess baggage. Since the middle of 
August "89 a surge of stirring for Independence and personal 
Inlt,latlve has spread tnroughout the worid. Not only Is a snake 
person Interested In tnelr own freedom; tnere'salso an interest In 
the welfare of all. What have we seen lin tne last few montns? The 
students In China rising and tnen being struck down as thoug'h by 
a viper. There have been continuous uprisings In tne various new 
territories of tne Soviet Union; some have also been held back 
with bullets. 

The Saturn/Neptune conjunction of Nov 12th saw the dIssolv
Ing of tne barr-Iers betw..n East and West Germany; In fact tne 
barriers (~epresenfed by Soturn) have been dissolved (Neptune) 
throughout the Eastern 810c. The bringing down or tne wall 
symbolises the dissolution of barriers betw..n tne two suppos
edly opposite sides. Pluto has much to do wltn tne rising of mass 
consciousness as we unshgckle tne slaves of our own under
world ... Its transit of Scorpio Is gradually unlocking tne letters of 
our past. Enjoy the changes a: releases as we come to tne end 
of the serpent year - January 27tn 1990. 

As a number of major planets are travelling tnrough Capri
corn, the business world undergoes stringent times - so Is tne 
'little person' who Is being taught to spend his money on what he 
needs, not w.hat he wants. We're up to our necks In debt and 
won't have much time to relax until some are clea.red. A 
reassessment of prlorltles Is called for - what Is permanent and 
what Is transient? Whaf Is trutn and what Maya? The clock keeps 
tlcklngl 

Jupiter's retrograde motion until February 24th says 'hold 
your horses' when you're tempted to spend, especially after 
January 27th when tne Impatient, self-righteous Yang Metal 
Horse year begins. Late December's Juplter/Uranus opposition 
on the 29th is concurrent wltn Venus,golng retrograde on tnat 
date, followed by Mercury on tne 31 st. Finances, emotions, 
communications, paperwork, computers and our love lives all 
start to undergo a major shift In,dlrectlon, slowly and awkwardly. 
A stiffening of reflexes will flnd accidents In abundance - be 
extra conscientious tnroughout this perlodl There will be much 
speedy tension until Jan. 18th. Contradictions? Yesl 

Then we have an opportunity to be more sociable and com
municative, especially after Jan. 20tn when Mercury turns direct 
and the Sun' moVes Into Aquariw. It you don't respect yourself 
enough to make your own d,eclslons and k..p botfllng up your 
leellngs just to 'keep the pegce, thfs year fup«:/affy you may 
experience back trouble. This lis a number 1 year, teaching you 
to have confldenee In yourself. All your ideas about your own 
sense 01 or lack of self-worth must be faced so tnat a new, 
spiritually enriched self emerges. 

Jan 27tn sees the beginning of tne more assertlve year of tne 
Horse. Don't lose control 01 the reigns as anything Is possible 
providing energies are channelled constructively. A lalrly major 
relationship splitting time occurs around tne full moon of Feb 9
10. That montnls calling for a prac tical reappraisal of our life until 
tne 18tn, as making solid and secure are tne underlying prin
ciples. Be happyl Feb 18tnlbeglns a montn of expecting tne un
expected and nervous tension. It becomes difficult to feel 
se.ttled - adjustment and living In tne moment are key concepts. 
Pluto retrogrades from Feb ,9th so expect a few mornths wltn 
monetary, emotional and sexual strains - possibly someone 
trying to control situations by not sharing tnelr emoHons. 

Juplterilslln Concer most of this year so the more we concen
trate on developing security Within family and domestic situ
ations, the easier tne year wm be. 

Love & Peace - Victor Voets 
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Soviet news agency Tass released many reports of a 
series of 'close encounters of the third kind' which took 
pia ce in Russia last yea r. 

According to reports, scientists had coofirmed an alien spaceship carry
ing giant people with tiny heads landed in Voronezh, a city 480km south-east 
of Mosoow, on September 21 st. Residents watched a large shining ball h.over 
over a park before landing. Witnesses saw a hatch open in the lower h.alf of 
the sphere-shaped craft, through which a three-eyed humanoid 3-4 metres tall 
wearing silvery overalls and bronze boots with a disk on its chesl could be 
seen. 

According to Sovietskoya Kultura, two ,creatures e;tited the hatch, one 
apparenrly being a robot. A young boy sta,rted screaming in fright, but fell 
silent and unable to move when the alien looked at him with shining eyes. 
When other onlookers screamed the UFO and other creatures disappeared. 

Two rocks containing an 'unknown element' were left at the landing site, 
along with traces of footprints. 

"We fo.und two mysterious pieces of rock thaI cannot be found on Earth," 
claimed scientist Genrikh Silanov. Pravda reported there were 40 witnesses 
to the landing and that children made a sketch of the craft shortly after the 
landing. 

Reports claimed the visitors came on three separate occasions. Pravda _ 
reporter Pavel MukhO[1OV claimed to have met the glowing creatures in the 
Ural Mountains on the night of July 30th. He said he did not actually talk to 
the 4-melre tall creatures hut communicated by "thought waves", When he 
askcd toretum with lhem to theirpJanet they said; "There would beno return 
for you and it would be dangerous for us - you would bring thought bacteria." 

"The constellation Libra, Red Star - our homeland," was the reply to 
questions about their o'rigins. When Mukhortov asked about their goal, they 
replied; "It depends on the centre. We are directed by a cenlral syslem." 

Was the French Revolution brought on by people� 
eating of bread contaminated with ergot, a natural� 
form of LSD? Drawing on historical records, University of Maryland� 
historian Mary Kilbourne Matossian claims that a mystery phenqrnenO!1� 
known as La Grande Peur (The Great Fear) in 1789 can be allributed LO� 
peasants undergoing massive food poisoning brought on by the ergot fungus,� 
th.e LSD prccursor which grows on rye grain. Duri_ng the three wceks of The� 
Great Fear peasants took t,o the woods with pilchforks and muskets, weeping� 
and shouting. Others cros.sed the CQU(ltry in a blind panic,l()(){ing and burning� 
chateaux. Malossian disputes the dominant view that the phenomenon was a� 
revolt by pe.asants over uxes and tithes.� 

"In the spring of 1798 there were peasant protests against the food� 
shortage and ',feudal' practices, but The Great Fear of July and Augvst was� 
mainly a panic, not a protest," she writes in Poisons of the Past: Molds,� 

_Epidemics and History (Yale Uni Press).. 
The Black Plagu,e of the 14th century, the Salem, Massachusetts witch� 

trials, the 18th century religious revivals and other notable events indicatc the� 
large role played by serious microbiological food contamination in shaping� 
social behaviour, she says.� 

Ergot in flOUfi made from infected rye can cause an amazing range of� 
symptoms when eaten, including gangrene, fertility suppression, loss of� 
motor control, severe h"allucinations arld death. Peasants were heavily reliant� 
on rye until the poULO bec,ame the dieury staple in the 18th century; European� 
peasants ate as much as a kilo of rye bread a day.� 

Marossian ,puints out that the symptoms nonnally associated with be
witchment - as in witch trials - are strikingly similar to nervous system 
disorders caused by ergot - tremours, spasms, seizures, facia! and eye 
contractions, hallucination and panic attacks. European witch trials were 
most corrunonly held in cold, wet areas where rye was the sLaple food. 

Washington post. AP 
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Dear Ed;RAMPAGE Editorial 
Life is Diversity� 
Belief is Destiny� 
Over a decade ago a magazine called 
Maggie's Farm was' co~telved  In 
Northern NSW. Despite Its name, it was 
not a farming magazine but an 
example ot 'public access press', 
covering local and International Issues 
trom an 'alternative' vlepolnt. These 
days It would be stereotyped 'New 
Age', The name cametrom the 
'Maggie's Farm' made tamous by Bob 
Dylan - one of the original arts tactory/ 
commune experiments. 

For a few y.ears Maggie's evolved 
around Bellingen and Maclcsville on the 
NSW north coast, lovingly ass~mbled  by 
rotating groups of volunteers who aided 
its original creator; Pip Wilson. Atter 
some years Maggie's Farm was 
revitalised by the team ot Perry White 
and Jenny Elf and made the leap trom 
newspaper tormat to glossy A4 maga
zine. It also moved to the Blue Moun
tains west ot Sydney, 

After years of successfully expand
Ing local consciousness, Maggie's Farm 
split almost cellularly into two 
publications, NEXUS and IMAGINE. 

Now NEXUS has returned to the 
source which spawned Maggie's Farm; 
our new office is only a couple ot ridges 
away from the original home of' 
Maggie's. We're operating this Issue 
from a two-room shack, using a 
generator to run the computer until we 
get our new shelter and power system 
together (by next issue). It's come time 
for us to live our beliets end cease 
contributing to the problems ot society 
passively; the veges and fruit trees are 
in the ground. 

In order to change human reality 
tunnels a number ot divergent and 
convergent viewpoints must open up 
new perspectives. Untortunately, there 
are less alternative magazines now 
than last year; Maggie's Farm, imagine 
and others are no more. 

But the tide Is turning again. Almost 
everyone has realised they're either 
part ot a problem or part of Its solution. 
Most people are eager to do something 
constructive to change their world and 
looking for alternative ways to live. 

Alternative viewpoints are what 
Democracy is all about. The destruction 
of our environment by agriCUltural and 
industrial monoculture Is only one 
visible result of the cultural blfnkers we 
clamp to the eyes ot our children, 
ourselves. It's heartwarming that we're 
all beginning to care tor the trees, 
animals, waters, soli and air. But 

consider that we've known about these 
problems tor decades, they didn't arise 
overnight; for many years 'alternative' 
magazines have been proposing the 
very solutions that govemments are 
belatedly adopting due to public 
awareness and outcry. The difference 
now Is not that we're more socially 
responsible as a species - It's lust that 
we have no more choice about 
whether to change our bellets and 
lifestyles or not. The choice now Is life or 
death - we've left It too long and can't 
kid ourselves any longer. ' 

The belief systems and religions 
which drive most of our cultureS h.c.Y.e. 
become obsolete and have led lis to 
this Impasse. What we do depends on 
what we believe. What we believe Is up 
to us, but largely depends on what we 
encounter as children, The myths which 
program and direct our cultures are 
those we're taught before we can 
speak tor ourselves. 

What were you exposed to as a 
child? What did your parents believe? 
What do you believe? Can your bellets 
evolve, or are they Immutably rooted In. 
that past? 

Do you believe humans have 'do
minion' over ali other lite forms on the 
planet, for Instance? Do you believe the 
world must be destroyed tor 'God' to 
return? 

Dlvergernt vlewp'olnts and lifestyles 
.soclal, political, and ethical - are 
required to create alternative realities 
and ways ot lite; just as a choice ot 
magazines help make new concepts 
real, embedding them within our 
collective conscience, 

Diversity Is paramount to life In 
general. lit may be that a number oe 
Indigenous Iife-torms Is required to keep 
the very landform stable over aeons. 
The survival ot a diversity of Ideas, like 
species, keeps us all viable and 
growing. 

NEXUS believes In writing for an 
IntelJlgent audience. People require In
depth Information and references to 
sources ot turther Intormatlon - and this 
Increases our chances ot all acting 
Intelligently In these New TImes. What 
we know Is not What makes us act - It's 
what we believe, 

Live your beliefs and see If they 
work. 

Please nole that our address for written 
submissions and all things editorial has 
changed to PO Box 51, Bowraville 2449 
For enquiries regarding distribution, sub
scriptions or advertising please continue 
to use PO Box A556, Sydney South 2000 
Advertising enquiries should phone 
Jayne Weir on (02) 8175543 

I like your magazine because It 
addresses a Wide range of Issues 
Including pyramids" the face on Mars, 
Tesla" conspiracIes. Keep up the good 
work. I'm rather afraid ot talking about 
the last tor tear of being branded a 
right-Wing extremIst. Your mag helps to 
reasaJre rTl4f on that point: that Is, until I 
came to your edltorlal (In NEXUS *6). 
You show your true conservative, 
trendy, lett-wing colours when you hall 
as part ot 'our' Idealogy becoming part. 
ot the mainstream, "a one world 
economic system" govemment... 
rapidly taking torm." But how the hell 
can you welcorTl4f a ·one world 
economic system· that consists ,In 'part 
of the World Bank & other International 
banks funding such environmentally ,~  

destructive projects In the 3rd World as 
hug e dams & nuclear power stations? 
These bonks hold the debtor nations In 
usury by charging such huge Interest on 
the loan that all the debtor can do Is try 
to keep paying the Interest on the 
Interest forever, with no hope ot ever 
repaying the princIpal. So the Indebted 
nation turns to the Internallonal 
Monetary Fund, which lells It that It must 
restructure Its economy toward export, 
so the peasants are forced to stop 
growing food crops to support them
selves" Instead grow cash crops, with 
the resultlng hardship tor them, espe
cially as the government Is forced to 
cut back on such programs as social 
welfare. And thaI Is why nations such as 
Brazil are burning or tearing down their 
ralntorests, to try to get out ot debt 
Which they never can. The Amazon will 
be gone In 17 years, but the debt will 
stili be there. 

And then you name such Issues as 
ozone depletlon " the greenhouse 
effect. They are not 'our' province at all. 
You seem to think that hippIes or 
greenles thought those things up. Wei 
they never did; It was the scientists who 
did thot " Irs the Establlshmenrs media 
that have been teUing us abOut them for 
yeal5 now. They've been going on 
about the greenhouse effect fairly 
conslstently slnce 19711, although Irs 
only ,In the last couple of years that Irs . 
becorTl4f a household word. 

And yel you contradict yoursel1 by 
showing your awareness of the horrors 
ot a one world government by your 
rete renee at the bottom ot your article 
on the facing page to "today's tax tile 
numberlng Identity system, which, with 
bonkcards and EFTPOS, connect all 
Australians Into the world computer 
Identity net and new economic order." 

Yours One Worldly, 
Michael Hailstone 

If fakes two wings to make the Eagle fly. 
Don't get sucked In by a paradox. 
THERE IS NO THEM BUT USI Thanks - R.A. 
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~@(fjncI'e::'M;8(rti~n Part 3 
In this third installment of the me.mo(~s  

ofan alleged survivor of ancient 
"catastrophes, Uncle Martin -expiores 
myths and archetypes... 

Uncle Martin: Now atthispoint we must go to an old 
iEgypti,an story - the tale of ISIS and OSIRIS, 
HORUS and SET. 
ls~a: Tell me more, because I'm a bit co'?-fused. 
Which is which? Who is who? 
U.M.: Who are we? Now, ISIS, the goddess, Is Is the mate of 
OSIRIS, old S AROS. They are in. a perpetual mating dance, as 
is the Earth-Moon system; on one level. Osiris'Ras a 'brother; 
his name is SET,!LO the old Egyptians SOTIllS, 10 the modem 
Christians and others Satan, Shahan - ihewonn confused with 
the serpent. Re is King consciousness, the rulersh'ip of a 
soCiety in a strictly hierarchical manner - the way of Set, or 
Typhon, is a society shaped like a pyramid. Why the capstone 
is missing in teday's social pyramid is another story i but 
suffice to say that Set has 'gone away'. 

Each of the characters represent me consciou'sness-mem
ory of a particular planet and its inhabitants:The story' is a 
memory fragment of what happened between those of the 
Earth-Moon system and those Kings from-much'further away: 

Now Osiris' brother was the human ~ consciousness .of 
anotherplanetthatorbitedanearbystarsyst:em. Nowsorriesay 
that"Set was Osiris' half-brother. Whichever' version you 
prefer, the story goes roughly like this: Osiris and 'Set argued. 
The'reasons they argued were'manifold. In the exoteric ver
sions of the story, Osiris and Set fight, Set slays Osiris and 
scatters his body through the Nile, the waters of'life or the 
milky way. Butbefore Osiris had been slain Osiris and iSis'had 
mated, and Isis becomes pregnant witli a young Rams,·the Son, 
the ever-coming Son. . '. \ 

Isis reassembles and resurrects the body of Osiris, puttingr
all the parts of his body together except for one which she 
cannot find. In some legends it is the penis, in others the third 
eye. Either way it is an organ of regeneration we are,:]ooking 
at here. She resurrected Osiris, brought him back to life; but 
without the organ of regeneration, he, the Green Man, had to 

·live in the underworld of consciousness to rule over the 
underworld of consciousness. 

Isis brings up her son Horus, telling him his father Osiris 
has been slain by his dark brother Set. 

Sirius and Osiris� 
Many people, seeing the modem word Sirius, believe 
tMtSirius is identified with Osiris, and that the 'dark' compan
ion of the star Sirius is_Set. That which we know as a 'dark 
companion' to the bright blue Sirius primary is Set, but this is 
the trail of an occlusion which has been laid down on our his
story to hide the truth. Sothis is Set (Seth). Osiris is OLD 
SAROS (Sauros) , the animus or male consciousness of the 
Earth-Moon system; Isis is the anima of this planet, the female 
spirit of the Earth-Moon system. 

In the exoteric story Isis tells Horus that his father is Osiris 
and Borus takes it upon himself to slay the slayer of his father 
and goes'out searching for Set. But when he finds Set he finds 
tMthe has not necessarily been told all the truth. 

In the esoJeric versions Isis mates with Set - the seed of 
Sothis is transplanted into Earth females - and Osiris, in his 
jealousy, aOtempts to slay Set. Set slays Osiris, Old Saros. [sis

) 
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is able to resurrect Old Saros so that he has everything but his 
ability to regenerate - to remember himself. She tells Horus Archetyp.al 'I:nces·t 
that his father is Osiris in order to ensure that Horus will not 
wander too far from her - for she loves her son - and on another 
level to avoid discontent on the part of those who live here on 
Earth although they come partly from elsewhere. 

However, you can't hide the truth from people forever, and 
young Horus discovers, when he goes to meet Set ,in the 
esoteric version, that Set is his true father. What does he do 
then? Whoishe then? Until that moment, Horus is the vengeful 
one, the avenger of his fath~r  Osiris; but. what happens when 
he discovers that Osiris is not his father - the one he loves as his 
father, Osiris, has been wounded grievously by his'true father? 
He has to actually explore what happened - and then he who 
would make a vengeful Hfe for himself has to learn to be a 
reconciler, be a peacemaker - the !hawk and dove have to 
become one. 

He needs the 'Eye of Horus', the energy of the hawk - the 
son of the eagle - in order to sec clearly what has happened, bU,t 
he needs the energy of the dove, the heart, to reconcile what has 
happened for all of his parents - who arereaUy his brothers and 
sisters - to stop tJ:1eir feuding. Because they're really only 
fighting over him, and he is now an adult come into his own 
time; it's his task to rechannel this archetypal feud. 

The most penetrating perpetuation of this legend in modem 
consciousness is the Star Wars series. '. 

This feud has been perpetuated on Earth between the 
'indigenous' peoples and the seed of people who frrst came 
from here, then travelled to and colonised part of the Sirius 
system, and then returned and had a fight. Literally, this planet, 
GAlA, or G' ALLA took the hominid seed of other planets and 
systems, pardy for their need and partly for her own. This led 
to a great deal of feuding in the chaotic times, because the 
people didn't realise that they were'all brothers and sisters and 
each thought of the other as AL-LIEN. It took them a long 
while to realize that they were familjar., and friends of one 
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So it's also the tale of Oedipus and the nature of the 
taboos regarding incest - and th~  taboos regarding the discus
sionof the nature ofeugenics on Earth are other manifestations 
of the occlusion that has hidden this in~mory  from us, that we 
can now see through again. It's a complex tale. 
1: Ofpermanent brotherhood and sisterhood. 
U.M.:Ofkarmic necessity. For it'snotjustlsis- there are other 
women involved in this as well. Isis made love with Set partly 
because Osiris made love with another women - Adam and . 
Lillith if you like. 

This is all only part of the story, of course. You see, it's also 
tied i.nto how and why the planet which is now Venus fell from 
grace, fell through space. 

Language is a magical force. For instance, word-sounds 
perpetuate themselves through time, coming to carry similar 
messages through many languages. Even after many transfor
mations, even after. millenia, they can still noldtheir meaning 
essences despite having no direct linguistic ilinks with their 
roots. This is a manifestation of the collective human con
sciousness that recognises words as being simply shorthand 
notation into which may be" read - and encoded - volumes of 
information. They are carrier waves for the surroanding syn
tax, the telepathic information tranceived by our beings. 

For instance, FELL comes from an old pre-Hebrew word. 
Thefallen ones in Judeo~Christians' bible;u-e known as the 
NEPHILIM, (Nefellim) which comes from the root word that 
means to fall, of course. They fell through the light because the 
planet which was where the asteroid belt now is, was the 
physical anchor, the planetary resonating crystal of our third 
eye. AlL of the planers in the solar system resonate with chakras 
in the body; the resonain chakra of the third eye, the resident 
planet of the third eye, the resonant crystal of the third eye, was 
the planet which fell and became Venus... and the asteroid belt 
and many of the ice comets and Chiron and the asteroids which 
wander around the solar system are parts of its fractured body 
- themissing organ'ofOsiris, the Third Eye of Horns. And con
scioasness fell in. humanity from the upper chakras to the 
lower. 

The reason why it fell is that those of Set who had 
originaJed here a long long time ago came back to this system 
and saw dreamers living on a planet, a watery planet, who were 
capable of using their will to change reality - to change matter 
itself - THE DREAMTIME. Those of Sothis had become far 
more rigid than Ithose who had remained with their mother. 
They had to return.here to bequeath their penetrating qualities 
to the dreamers. 

Now those who came back had set up very rigid and 
autocratic structures in order to SlH"Vive for long periods of hime 
away from matter and gravity wells, etc. When they came back 
they saw what they presumed to be a total 'wild card' - a 
completely 'dangerous' species who could create m~ltter  itself 
but needed no technology or organisation - and they decided to 

try and neutralize it by grafting their own consciousness onto 



the indigenous ancestors of today's hybrid hominids. 
They didn't actu8.Ily intend to destroy the original species 

- they intended to lay their fixed pat'terns upon this dreaming 
·p1aIlet which was in perpetual flux in order to protect their 
dreams of 'stability'. 

A long time ago, when that planet fell, ithere were many 
Dreamers there who were capable of living in different body 
shapes - that were accustomed to living in a three dimensional 
space rather than a two dimensional one, like on the surface of 
a planet. 

A lot of them were accepted here, drawn by the intense 
spiraling focus of the Earth's dreaming consciousness - a 
swirling miasma of energy - once transient, they incarnated 
into forms of those most conscious beings who liycd in three 
diinensions, the mammals of ,the sea. 

Now at this point there is an interestingly linguistic key; 
which is the fetters EL or AL - the force, the energy. Now Set 
was actually one of Isis' sons originally, which is why Oedi
pus, Akhnaton and incest in genera} tie in with this closely. It 
is used as a way to flx tr~its which have been grafted onto a 
rootstock species, so that 'those forms may persist through time 
regardless of their 'fitness'. 

We're all a genetic self-experiment, after all; the intersec
'tion of the individual bodies of different group minds. Al
though the humans of Sirius originated here, they departed this 
place long ago. The Imperial energy of the Eagle is their 
legacy. 

Their society hadno place for change, so those among them 
who could not fit in but showed redeeming qualities were 
placed in the equivalent of a penal system. Their officers 

survived in outposts on partly-terraformed Mars for a long 
time; then, when the Empire departed, they were left to their 
own devices - they went wild when they encountered theEarth, 
and were not prepared for the garden into which they fell. Some 
learned to live here, become one with the Earth - others 
attempted to perpetuate the known, familiar and logical order 
of the system they had known and overlaid it upon the Earth's 
apparent chaos. Their actions are reiterated down through the 
ages by therrchildren, the conquerors who must at last learn to 
he peacemakers. 

TIle 144,000 who fell here when the comet flew past must 
give the best o/themselves, not to themselves. The end of their 
world was described in great detail in an ancient tome which 
was copied, altered?Dd adopted by laterreligions. It has been 
mistaken for a book of~  future prophecy; Revelations is a 
warning history of past apocalypse, not a directive for the 
future! 

The conseq-uences of grafting different strains of humans 
are all around you; the reason for this separation, distillation 
and reuniting ofdifferent strains ofhumanity in Gaia is that this 
Earth is moreprcciolis than most conceive; itis oneofthe very 
few planets which resonates and creates hominid bodies down 
through the ages, a space-time landmark and the true home of 
hominids - away from its field the species decays over time. 
And the Earth is the rootstoC!: of many species, not just 
primate. t' 

It will be here for a long time to come, Will you? 
lssa: 1 mny travel. But 1 like it here, 
U.M.,· As do we all. The Garden Gaia is a womb from which 
many mysteries spring and to which most uhimately return. 



If 

Former Liberian Defence Mini ster Gray Allison has 
been charged with slaughtering a policeman to ob
tain blood for amagic potion. Allison was stripped of his post last 
June and subsequently charged with murdering Mr Melvin Pyne, 
whose oody was found beheaded and drained of blood on a railroad 
track near Momovia, capital of the West African republic, last March. 

"Iffor any reason I have offended anyone during the performance 
of my duties in the nine year period I have served my country, please 
forgive me," said a contrite Allison during a televised appearance. 
The prosecution claimed Allison had asked a witchdoctor called 
Sekou SatclJko 'to prepare the potion to overthrow President Samuel 
Doe. Allison claimed his accusers, including Satchko, were lying. 

"I want [my friends] to continue to pray for me because this is not 
an easy situation we are in," he said. 

Rewer 

Computers Stoned� 
A computer virus called "marijuana" infiltrated and 
destroyed data in sensitive security areas of the Austra
lian Defence Department last AllguSt. Each time defence officials 
attempted to use their computer termi.nals a message flashed, "Your 
machine has been stoned - Legalise marijuana." The virus had already 
gobbled up data from the terminals' inbuilt hard disks and disabled 
them. IBM experts helped 'tol ferret out the virus. 

It is believed to have originated in a New Zealand university. A 
Melbourne man was charged with computer trespass and attempted 
criminal damage in July when he loaded 'marijuana' into a computer 
at the Swinburne Institute of Technology. 

S.t,gns Off 
India's Central Road Research Institute recently 
reported that 99% of Indian truck. drivers can't read 
or identify traffic signs and thatmost don'tknow basic highway laws. 

Over 40,000 people die on Indian roads annually. Most accidents 
involve trucks aimed by Indian drivers who are not rC4uired to pass 
a written test for a licence. 
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Another Ark Sighti1ng 
Two Americans claimed to have discovered Noah's 
Ark on Mount Ararat in Eastern Turkey while flying overit by 
helicopter last September. 

Pilot Chuck Aaron said a square ooat shape was spotted 4,400 
metres up the mountain in an area usually covered by a glacier which 
retreated last summer because of high temperamres in the region. 

"Weare 100% sure this is the ark," said Mr Aaron He saidhe and 
fis partner, pharmacis! Bob Garbe, discovered and photographed the 
object on September 15th after making five flights in the last thref: 
years over the 5,400 metre mountain. Hesaid the glacier melts enough 
to expose the ark every 20 or 30 years. 

Geologists say that even though there is evidence of a great flood 
in Mesopotamia in Sumerian ,times it's not possible for a ship to have 
made landfall at that altitude. The pair plan a climb next June that will 
include geologists and archaeologists. ,'0 

HaUucinafing Sheep 
Motorists in the Shetland Islands in Britain have had 
to be on guard! against a new road hazard -local sheep 
who have developed an appetite for magic mushrooms. 

The tripping sheep often escape from paddocks and wander onto 
the road. 

'They fall allover the place, never seem to hun themselves and 
take no notic_e of the traffic at all," said one local human. 

The Rich Need You T 

The Ladies In Line Against Communism (LILAC) 
held their first ral1y in Perth last November to demonstrate 
on behalf of the "needy wealthy". In their Walk for Wealth, the 20 
Perth (self-described) ladies walked from tlie Perth Stock Exchange 
'to 'to 55-storey tower which houses the HQ of the Bond empire. 

Once there, Mrs Elizabeth Lean ofLILAC handed Mr Bond's rep 
a cheque for $15.95 ($7.20 from a four-hour famine and $8.75 from 
a lamington stall) and a painting to replace Manet's La Promenade, 
which Mr Bond recently sold. 

"It will fill the awful space that happens when you take down a 
painting," said Mrs Lean. It was painted by "one of the ladies of the 
group who is a little bit artistic." 

''There are 32,000 millionaires in Australia who need our sup
port," she said. 

No, really. She's serious. 
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 Uluru Quake� 

In Aprillast year AustraJiaexperienced... 
the worst earthquake since white settle
ment. At 7.4 on the Richter scale it easily Qut
rumbled the San Fransisco earthquake, rocking the 
region around Uluru (nee Ayer's Rock). 

There was a near-total lack of reports in the 
media despite the fact that the quake affected one of 
Australia's most beloved sites and that it was bad 
enough for local emergency services to be called into 
action. According to Peter Sawyer 's Inside News, the 
epicentre of the qualce was the US "facility" at Pine 

·Gap. Sawyer claims the quake was a direct result of 
scalar wave experimentation at the base. 

Whatever the cause, central Australia! has had 
two massive (over 7.1) earthquakes in the last two 
years (the other was near Tenant Creek) - unheard of 
events in the most stable continent on Earth. 

A relatively smal1 3D-second earthquake -also 
struck Darwin on ,the 25th of July, measuring 4.1 on 
the Richter scale. 
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Ozone Band Thins 
NEXUS has received a number of ap
parently well-argued articles debunk
ing the Greenhouse Effect and Ozone 
depletion. They claim that what we are undergo

<ing is a fluctuation which is part of a grand climatic 
cycle over which we have no control and cannot 
seriously affect. Some believe that there is still no 
proven link between CFCs and ozone breakdown, 
that this is misinformation spread by the US. 

Don't be so sure. Over 100 scientists from seven 
countries spent 16 months until March 1988 care
fully analysing ground.based and satellite measure
ments of atmospheric ozone. They found that from 
1969 to 1986, ozone decreased on average be· 

tween 1.7% and 3 % in a heavily populatedl band II 

of the northern hemisphere encompaSSing.almost 
all of the US and Europe. During winter, ozone 
losses ranged from 2.3 % to 6.2%. 

Most critics of the CFC 'theory' claim there is no 
hard data to back it up -but their objections have been 
largely sliperseded over the las.t ttwo years. It's very 
hard to keep up with the deluge of new atmospheric ~ 

data; science has learned more about the atmosphere .~  

in the last five years than in all of history. 
The greenhous-e effect and ozone depiction are 

one ofthe best reasons to put away jingoistic. nation
alistnotions and work together globally; it's danger
ous to dismiss Ithem as nothing more than manufac
tured scams to force us to crcate one world govern
ment and give away our fre.edoms, as some fringe 
writers are claiming. But it is worthwhile remember
ing that when times get tough, civil liberties can be 
the first things people lose. 

It's still possible to regenerate the Earth and 
.recreate paradise; maybe the greenhouse effect can 
be harnessed. Without it, we'd be due for an icc age 
about now, according to the geological record. 

Home Birth Healthier 
NSW Department of Health figures 
show that the proportion of complications experi
enced by mothers and babies during birth were 
considerably fu·gher in hospitals than in home births. 

Using Health Department statistics of mo.re than 
10,000 births in over 100 hospitals during 1984, 
NSW Uni researcher Cathy Boland discovered a 
complication rate of between 68.3% and 74.5% - as 
compared with46.1 % for 'low risk' home births. Ms 
Boland said the effects of drugs and interventionist 
methods widely used in hospitals - induction and 
epidurals, for instance - had never properly been 
tested with "randomised control trials"; a situation 
she fO\U1d "unbelievable". 
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French Mushrooms 
Radioactive 
Japan suspended imports of French 
mushrooms last October after a government 
announcement that some were contaminated by 
radiation. 

Japan has been testing food since the April 1986 
Chemobyl disaster, unlike Australia. 
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